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(By The Aneocinrea rrcw.)
Chicago, Oct. 27.
Attacking
both
tho
Interstate commerce
i
OE
LEAD
commission
the
and
railroad
board
i
i
ii
ilia
as "Inefficient," R. O. Dunn, editor
of Railway Age, today declared that
the government's policy in dealing
UNITY with
TO
the carriers was far more
serious than the strike crisis. His
statements were made in an address before the Elevator Manu
Fall Commends Address of facturers' association.
Plow
Through
Blinding
continuance of the policy of
His Superior on Race Is- the Ainterstate
Snowstorm to Home of
commerce commison the one hand, and the labor
Italian
sue, Claiming It Was sion
Who
Reported
uoard on the other," he said, "will
Vital to South.
inevitably result, when industry
of
Body,
Finding
and commerce try to revive, in
acute traffic congestions nnd a gen.
PRESIDENT TALKS AT
oral demoralization similar to that NO ARRESTS" MADE
caused
the 'outlaw' rail
MONUMENT TO GRADY which
BY STATESATTORNEY
strikes in 1920.''
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New Photos From Irish Parley
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Friday, October 28,

CITY
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HOUSE
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WAS AGAINST STRIKE ACTION
"Entire Washington Administration Opposed
to Us," Says Head of Railway Conductors;
"Full Force of Government Would Be
Against Us if We Went Out."

Despite

Rain,

Drizzling

Suspect Reports to Officers
That He Heard Shooting

Streets Are Jammed to GOVERNMENT TO

Greet Executive;
Children Assist,
(By The Aanocloted

School

And

PROTECT

Pr.)

Rushed Out to

Lo-

cate Assailant.

ROADS

Atlanta. Ga" Oct. 27. President
Harding concluded his visit to the
N
south today with speeches In Georgia, reconsecrating his administration to tho task of finally obliterating section divisions.
In two addresses here and one Attorney General Sends Or- -.
at Columbus he told cneering
der to Texas Officials
crowds that It was one of his fondest hopes to see hl
presidency
Authorizing Request of
bring north and south into comAnti-Striand
Order.
plete harmony
At the slatuo here of Henry W.
Tim Aoim lulrrt I'renn.)
Grady Atlanta's apostle of national
(Bf
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 27.
reconciliation, Mr. Harding broadened his gospel of "understanding
States District Attorney John
and eood will" to Include all the D. Ilartr.an in making public late
world and gave notice that If the toduy instructions from Attorney
armament conference fails to bring General Daugherty authorizing him
the nutlons into complete concord to request proclamation from a fed-e- r
"it will bo no fault of tho United
Judge against the strike of rail
Slates."
employes on roads in Texas under
the
choered
Manv thousands
federal receivership, said such a
chief executive at tho monument proclamation will not be issued un
and a smaller gathering of busi- less there is violence and the roads
ness men applauded 'when ho ex- are Interrupted by strikers in givpressed a similar plea at a lunch- ing their normal service. Authority
eon. Applause greeted him during was given Hartman at his own rea parade and despite a drizzling quest to protect the International
and Gr-i- t
Northern in case of disrain the streets wero Jammed.
So great was the crowd about the orders.
could
a proclamation besuch
Should
many
that
Grady sionument
not hear and those on the outskirts come necessary, Mr. Hartman said,
made such a disturbance that the he will file a motion before Fedat
president twice stopped o try to eral. Judge Joe Hutcheson,
Houston.
quiet them. The noise continued,
nation-wide
In the event the
however. At last police reserves
joined tho soldiers and cadets as strike scheduled for SundayA. actualJames
ly goes into effect,
Hnker,
signed to preserve order.
G. N., as
Fpllowing his nddress me presi- federal receiver of the I. &
dent was escorted to the" Georgia a federal officer, has authority to
Terrace hotel, where he was ten seek aid from, tho government In
said.
dered a short reception before leav operating trains, Mr. HartmatjattorThe instructions from the
ing for Washington.
The president's visits to Atlanta ney general direct actions to bo taand Columbus followed an early ken against employes or former
would
interfere
who
morning stop at the infantry school employes
with operation of said road and In
at Camo Bennlng. where the chief case
of arrests bonds to the sum of
executive saw a demonstration of
one thousand dollars should be rean Infantrv attack.
Mr. Harding did not again men- quired.
tion the race problem, on which
he delivered an address yesterday ALTER FRF.IGHT KMIMRfiO
ON TKXAS RAILROAD
Another
Ala.
In Birmingham,
member of his cabinet, however.
Palestine, Texas, Oct. 27. ModiSecretary Fall, alluded to that aN
embargo on
dress at today's luncheon as one of fication of the freight
the
International and Great Norththe greatest deliverances ever adern railroad, whose switchmen and
dressed to the American people.
feat- 'I want to sky to you," he said, brakemen went on strike last
e"f.c"y.e. 'P8
"that when the message' that theVd,l'' D"?
impiove-Jarri- rt
brought Peopte south lsr;aus in traffic conditions accord
I
The
of thement
to
smith, it will be seen that no man ing to announcement at the general
who ever spoke to the people of offices of the road.
the south has carried to the people
of the south a message more in
their Interest." '
In his Grady monument speech
the president drew an analogy between the lessons of the civil war
and those of the world war and
declared bis hope that the spirit
of reconciliation typified by Grady
would find new expression in the
present reconstruction. The crowd
which greeted the president earlier
In the
day at Columbus was so
large his voice would not carry to
Its fringes and so tumultous it
could not he quieted for several
minute- after he had come to a
carrying
stop. School children,
American flags, led the cheering
and showered Mrs. Harding with
flowers.

(By The

AnMH-tale-

Prens.)

27. BloodLead, S. D., Oct.
(BY THI ASSOOATKIl PHES9.V
hounds, put on the trad tonight
Chicago, Oct. 27 (by the Associ- Chicago Great Western, said:
at the scent of tho murder
"I expected that. I do not care
ated Press.
rail strike sched-tileof Father A. K. Belknap, whose
for October 30 was averted to- to say any more tonight."
In discussing the resolution anwas
In
found
Poor
body
night when leaders ot the switchthe strike orders, the union
Man's
road
men, trainmen, conductors, en- nulling
guloh
yesterday
declared that it outpresidents
led
a posse tonight
morning,
gineers and firemen at a Joint meet- standing feature was that It "was
through a blinding snow storm diing adopted resolutions withdraw- based on the statement made to
ing authorization of a walkout and the unions by Ren Hooper of the
rectly to the house occupied by
officials of the railroad telegraph- - board that wage reductions would
Tony Rartolino, an Italian, and n,
ninn named Nlmon Kootzman.
organization announced they not be considered
the board for
Neither Bartolino ior Kootzman
wouia take similar action. These any employes untilby the rules and
were the only unions which had
were arrested but County Attorney
conditions lor those em
working
authorized a strike.
James Fowler, who questioned tho
had been settled."
The' vote calling off the strike nloves
men, announced that "important
mnde
Mr. Hooper's nrguments
was unanimous by organizations,
developments" had resulted.
possible by the missionary work of
W. rt. Lee, president ot the BrothUnder Sheriff Warren Owen, afMr. McMenimen, labor member of
erhood of Railway Trainmen, an- the
ter a conference with the county
were the turning
labor
board,
nounced. The official
of
attorney, said: "Arrests may bo
in the discussions over callthe resolution adopted wording
was that pointoft the walkout, the union leadmade at any time."
Larger photo shows Sinn Fein sympathizers kneeling and reciting the rosary before Premier Lloyd George's
the "strike ho declared not' effect- ing
c
residence
The house Is at the side of the
in
ers said.
Downing street during a conference there. Other photo shows Arthur Griffith, called the
ive."
out
road
that
Irish
chieftains pointed
directly opposite the placa
republic s foreign minister, followed by Michael Collins, on their way to a Downing street conThe vote In the individual unions theTho
where the priest's body was found.
ference.
strike "absolutely was oft" and
was unusually close, however,
Kootzman paid he and Bartolina
a walkout could not now be
the firemen particularly holding that
both heard shots about 3:30 o'clock
called until a new vote had been
These photos, the latest to be re- resumed. That the Irish rcpubll- - tween the British
his
lengthy arguments before agreeing taken.
premier,
yesterday morning and that
ceived from London concerning can sympathizers are etill hopeful aides and tho Irish lealors are
to cancellation of the strike order,
"We are not making any plans the negotiations for settlement
ran out to see what had
Is Indicated by the held.
of
the labor chieftains said. In some now
of
a
This
devotes
settlement
much
crowd
for a new vote," said Mr. Lee. the; Irish question, were taken crowd outside
happened. Ho said he returned
of the groups the ballot was deresi- - of ita time to prayer, kneeling on
George's
Lloyd
resoUnion leaders said that the
and reported a man reclining on
after tho recent conferences were dence, where the conferences be- - the pavement.
scribed as "the closest in history on
the road, opposite the house.
adopted by the labor board
a similar question." All of
the dif- lution
no
wage
that
further,
said he thought some on
ferences were Ironed out by the announcing
one
for
reduction
any
was shooting nt his horse, running
petitions
different unions, however!, and the
conof employes would be
loose in the yard. "I ran out ant
final showdown found all of them group
sidered until rules and working
11'
saw a man across the rond." hs
casting their ballots for "no strike." conditions
been
had
for
that
told
groiip
L. K. Sheppard, president of th-County Attorney James Fowinstruwas . "decidedly
g
ler. "I shouted, 'what are you
Order ot Railway Conductors, said settled
acin bringing about the
to do? Kill my animal?' and
that tho unions had decided to call mental"
walkout.
off
the
tion
They
calling
the man across the road shouted
off tho strike because of "the
HEAD OF
declared that they believed under
back. 'you go to
you. You betgrowing public opinion that the this
be iniYuthe
watch oun"" "
ter
strike would be against the labor beforeresolution ft wom1could
be
their ' pay again
Rartolino said he came back 1n
hoard, and consequently the govand put on his shoes and went out
ernment and not against the railroads.
again, when he saw a man's body
Chicago, Oct. 27 (by tho Asso"It was evident also that the enlying In the road. He said he then
A day of rail union
tire Washington administration was ciated Press).
ran to a telephone and notified tho
ot
railroad
sessions
the
opposed to us anil that we have meetings,
police.
beconferences
board
and
labor
obhad little chance of gaining our
The bloodhounds were taken by
Given
1922
Albuquerque
two
tho
of
tween
representatives
Mr.
said
train to Rapid City and brought
jectives,"
Sheppard.
"We called this strike to gain groups tonight found the strike
Convention; Mrs. J. G.
here by automobile after rain lat
certain rights to which our men situation outwardly unchanged but
their
had
Interrupted
night
Gould Made Vice Presiwere entitled," Mr. Sheppard told with high officials of the employes
Mitchell
from
here
progress
the Associated Press.
were
organizations declaring that the
put on
dent at Large.
by automobile. They
"It soon became evident, how walkout might be called off by
the trail Immediately after the'r
ever, that the roads were succeed- morning, and the board informing
arrival at 6 o'clock.
(PIClAl Oltl1CM rr mowmins jeuaNALI
A
ing in their misleading propaganda them that unless peace came by
UV Til K ASSOCIATED PltESS.)
guard was placed tonight
Roswell, N. M., Oct. 27. Mrs.
to the effect that we really would then it would "deal with the unions
27. Saved declared there was not one word Frank W. Parker of Santa Fo was
around the garage at the residence
Oct.
Washington,
be striking against the govern- with ungloved hands' In Its at- from
recalculated
to
of
Fedelected president of the New
Bishop .1. J. Lawler in which
give offense. But
thrown out of tho
ment.
tempts to prevent an October 30 house being
Father Belknap kept his automoeration of Women's clubs which
of representatives by only publicans objected.
"This railroad propaganda found walkout.
As the fire of questions started, closed a three days' session here
bile, A finger print expert will
its way to the United States railroad
The statement from the labor eight votes, Thomas L. Blanton. a Mr. Blanton
be put to work tomorrow on the
abruptly closed his tonight. Mrs. J. U. Gould, Albu
This governmental board was delivered to union com- Texas democrat, was publicly replabor board.
car
in an effort to find if the man
speech with twenty minutes still querque, was elected vice presiagency told ua that It would look mittees which called on the board rimanded today by Speaker
t, due him, and shot out of the house.
who tampered with the machine
dent at large; Mrs. Milley B. Tayon a strike as against it and the today to report progress of the
The vote to oust him, 208 to 113, lor. Springer, first vice president:
In accordance with a resolu(Continued on Page Two.)
government and not against the Joint conference of chieftains of
tion of censure, against which no with Summers, of Texas, an old Mrs. A. Delong, Gallup, second
roads, and that the full force of the tho switchmen, trainmen, conductpolitical rival, voting "present," up- vice president; Mrs. M. A. Corbin
government would be brought to ors, engineers and firemen, which man cast a vote.
Then a moment later, as he set calculations of some democrats Artesia, third vice president; Mrs.
bear against us if we walked, out. was forced to adjourn late today
and
republicans, who earlier had Walter Mayes, Clovls, is recording
there without taking action because the walked out of tho chamber with
Tinder such circumstances
that the republican leader secretary; Mrs. IX. C. Teneyck
was nothing to do but annul our lease on the meeting rooms had all eyes on him, he toppled over predicted
was
waging a losing fight.
Santa Fe, corresponding secretary;
orders for the October 30 walk- run out. The session was continued In a heap. Some of his colleagues
A
substitute resolution, offered Mrs. H. R. Parsons, Fort Sumner,
who had voted to expel him,
out."
at a hotel later, however.
by
TenRepresentative
treasurer; Mrs. McDowell, Artesia,
Garrett, of
The first announcement of the
Just before entering the night picked him up and placed him on
'
executive's action was made by Mr. meeting, W. G. Lee,- president of a lounge. But he did not stay nessee, democrat leader, censur- auditor; Mrs. L. S. Wilson, Raton,
Texan for printing "lang- parliamentarian.
Lee. Rushing to the floor below the Brotherhood of Railroad Train- there long. Rousing himself, he ing the
uage so indecent, obscene, vulenr
The convention has been the
out, tears streaming and
the hotel meeting room, where men, gave tho following statement stumbled
as to render the record largest in the history of the fed'
vile,"
down his cheeks. He was heard to
dozens of newspaper
reporters to tho Associated Press:
unmnilable,.
and
the
cration
and was particularly pleas'
directing
were congregated,
he smilingly
"There is every reason to believe express the hope that he might speaker to
"reprimand and censure Ing to the officers because this was
shouted:
certain arrangements will be mado never see the house again.
rilm"
at
was
the
of
bar
the house,
the tenth anniversary meeting.
There was no doubt, however, as
"The strike is off, boys, but I've tonight whereby the strike sched- members expressed, that the Tex- thrownto out on a point of order. While many entertainment feaonly got one copy of the resolution
(Continued on Page Two.)
vote
on
the
prior
expulsion.
tures were carried out during the
'
an
was
crushed and worn by his
and I'll show you that tomorrow.
All of the union men were smilexperience of. the day, an experi- lostButhis when the republican leader week, much of the program had to
ence that seldom comes during the
fight to oust tho Texan, the be dispensed with because the del
ing as they came out and many ot
life of a man in congress. For an democratic leader,
getting the egates were the guests of tho New
them Jocularly pushed, and shoved
master
called up his resolu- Mexico Military institute today at
hand,
hour and ten minutes, with hos- tion for
each other down the stairs. To all
immediate
vote.
lunch.
The delegates had the
on
tile
reeyes
him, he fought to
queries, most of them merely
As the names were called there same lunch at the same time tho
himself from the charge that
plied:
(BY THE ASSOCIATED FKKSR.)
ho had transgressed the law by was a shout of "ayes," half the cadets were eating.
They were WHITE ROBED MEN
"It's all settled. See you tomorON
Senator lleflin. In his statement
Washington, Oct. 27. 'President
tho Congressional members going out as thev answer much pleased with the New Mex
row."
putting into
WARN NEGROES TO
Harding's address on the race said:
Record a document described as ed. The poll showed 293 to 0 with lco West Point. Wednesday nigh
The code message calling off the
"There is no escape from the
twenty-si- x
was State Music night and a pro
question at Birmingham evoked conclusion
voting "present.
"unspeakably vile.":
strike, arranged for In advance,
absolute political
LEAVE ENID, 0KLA. statements
today from democratic and economicthat
Before he got up to speak, It1 As the word was naasorl that Mr gram of musical and vocational
will be sent out tomorrow morning,
equality between the
senators criticising his remarks and
would be immpriiatelv numbers by representatives of the
wag the view of republicans
and Blanton
the union heads said. A code word
man
the
white
and
negro means
' (Br The Associated
from republican senators commend
democrats that action upon the naloa oerore the har of the house, various clubs pleased the. crowd
will be sent to each general chairthe wiping out of all color line in
A parade ing his position.
resolution to expel him would de luciinuen streamed oacic. me
wnicn packed the nigh school au- of Enid, Okla.. Oct.25027.automobiles,
man of the unions, and he will In
Democrats
who criticised the the partnership in business and In
had been directed to ditorium. The women attended eachapproximately
turn forward the orders to each of
pend on his own attitude. He sat
containing four or five men speech included Senators Harrison, the election of negroes to office
tlly The Ansoelatrd Treat.)
teas
Mrs.
Dring the Texan In.
afternoon
with
this
folded
as
hands
given
by
the subordinate officials under
Representalast
hoods
in white robes and
ot Mississippi; Watson, of Georgia; over white people. Social equality
Toltio, Oct. 27 (by the Associated tive Mondell.
turned In their seats Bon Ames at her country home In clad
him.
republican leader. anuMembers
The statement concerning
night drove through a negro street Hoflin, Alabama, and McKellar, of is next door to such a humiliating'
Press).
In
crowds
the
the
C.
look
B.
to
at
eallerv
another
of
home
the
him
havo
cast
out.
And
Capt.
pleaded
Rail Officials riensod.
as
here amid a tumult of horns and Tennessee.
the Japanese warship construction then,
Itepublicans who de- and disgraceful policy. So far
and smiling, he stepped ed down curiously as tho main door Mossman.
Chicago, Oct. 27. J. H. Elliott
which
Vice Admiral to the pale
making; devices. Ac clared their approval Include Sen- the south is concerned we hold to
The program closed with a lec other noise
facing the speaker's desk swung
as
front
Bat
down.
the
leader
doctrine
of the rail group o the railroad program,
God
the
that
to
Almighty
to
the police, ators Calder, of New York; Bpen-ce- r,
reports
Kanjl Kato, member of the Japan
His voice hoarse and broken, he open and .T. O. Rodgers, holding ture tonight by Dr. E. L. Hewitt cording
fixed the limits and boundary lines
labor board) when informed that ese
about a score of negroes previously
delegation to the Washington touched
Missouri, and Willis, of Ohio.
ian ton by the arm. walked to of Santa Fe.
upon the charges, wir.
there would bo no strike at this conference,
rec
had
ived
warnings The democrats declared the presi- between the two races and no reanonymous
is reported
to have and then rapidly
me
e
1922
iront.
tho
received
his
fire
Albuquerque
said:
fighting
time,
to leave town. Several were re dent's remarks were inopportune publican living can Improve upon
mnrlA nn his arrival yt Rnn TTran
Half a dozen members on the convention.
His handiwork."
"I am very much gratified at ciscoAhas startled Japanese naval returned. At the bee nnina he
ported to have fled. The parade tiuu mat nis
wouia icna iu- -j
side
republican
but
began hissing,
Senator Spencer said that "the
tho good Judgment exhibited by authorities according to tho Asahl said he knew tho house was pre- - mo
was thought to have been a sequel ward social policies
of
the
negro
equality
Demonstration
ended
to
utterance of the president
quickly.
parea
the men. To say any more would Shimbun today.
to a pistol fight between officers with the whites.
expel him.
Senator Watson, timely
Blanton
Representative
When
is
a
stood
all the more necessary if there Is
of
sound
the
rap
ana
gavel
two
inieves
yes
negro
of
just be shooting the bull.
alleged
said
the
surprising, it says, ed the end of the hourGeorgia,
one
Particularly
president's
nana
in his pocket, as
afletted aione,
William H. FInley, president of was the dispatch which quoted Ad
terday. In which the negroes were speech was "unfortunate and mis- any disposition to disagree to Its
him, he stopped in the midst of a speaker Glllett delivered tho rep.manliest truth.
killed and a policeman injured.
the Chicago and Northwestern, at miral Kato
as saying:
chievous."
rimand.
As
the
concluded
sentence
on
speaker
"It is an unfortunate thing when
his heels, Mr.
his home, said:
"We are not going to permit
financial condition does was half and, turning
''Japan's
Blanton
went
out
side
a
door,
out
the president accepts an Invitation
when
a
way
PLEAD.
MAY
request his shoulders
ATTORNEY
,
"I am very glad to hear that. not allow the government, to ex was
social
or
the
of
equality
political
Nerdropping a bit.
from the democratlcside'
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 27.
It certainly will be a relief to every pend an enormous amount for mat made
kind the president advocates," he to speak In such southern states as
he have thirty additional min vously he took out his watch and
Charles Erbsteln, Chicago attorney, declared.
Georgia and Alabama and then
one."
naval armament.
Consequently utes and
had
Just
reached
the
door
was
leading
to head
who came to Los
opposed by Mondell. to the
Senator Willis said, "the presi- finds it necessary to lecture their
armaments of the But the leader
I Samuel Felton, president bf the the scope of themust
Oct. Zt. Gerald A. the defense In tne Angeles
leader's room
republican
Chicago,
was
to
nuick
with
of
trial
murder
dent's ringing statement in defense people about the treatment of the
be minimized, draw his
he fell.
Japanese navy
Stack, broker and real estate dealer
and of political
objection and the Texan when
Madalynne v Obenchaln
and economic equality negro," Senator Watscn Said. "As
Irrespective of the Oecitfon of the was
An hour later, however, the of Lander, Wyo., on trial' charged Mrs.
whose practice In the Los Angeles of individual opportunity with re- the president Is a native of Ohio
Washington conference.
Texan
was
with
in
connection
at
without
his
office
manslaughter
to
at
for
vleld
first
Refusing
courts was biockea cognition of absolute divergence In he cannot possibly understand our
Commenting today upon the al questions,
collar or coat, as he plunged into a with the shooting of Paul Brown, county superior
he permitted Representa
of Thomas Woolwlne, things social and racial is as cour- situation in the south, where the
charges
by
or
leged statement,' the Asahl says:
testified
His wife
today.
correspondence.
district attorney, today was admit- ageous as it is true."
jjongworth, republican, Ohio, pne
population Is almost equal'- - white
"This is contrary to what is often tive
Stack testified he had gone to
to ask him comethlng, and repub- was with him.
r
to practice in the United States
"There is no use in anybody get- and black.
declared by the Japanese navy de licans
In censuring Representative the roadhouRe with a friend for ted
the- - re
asserted
tonltrht
that
"There is no such hing as ecoThe Japanese navy de
ting into a quarrel with facts,'' he nomic
j.
dinner. Brown was being ejected district court here.
Blanton,' Speaker Gillette said:
. had
turned
ply
tide
the
discrimination
against
Denver, Colo., Oct. 27. New partment.
added. "The president has stated
against tho
partment maintains he principle him. The Ohio member wanted to
Mr. Blanton
by a unanimous by a waiter, he said, but broke
Mexico: Friday and Saturday, gen- that
the facts. The country will ap- blacks In the south. They get equal
the
government know If the report was true that voto of the house, the iyes 293 and away and rushed at him, grabbed MOST LOOT IN NEW
treatment
our
from
erally fair; cooler Friday in east should keep Japanese
merchant
and
clear
President
in harmony with the Mr. Blanton
plaud
Harding's
had declared an inten- tne nays o, I have been directed to him by the throat and started to
and south po.'tions.
YORK MAIL ROBBERY
ness of statements and patriotism our bankers. They have made no
governments of other powers in tion to: mail 250,000 copies of the censure you because when you had choke him.
s,
Arizona:
of
racial
discrimination
complaint
of purpose."
Friday anl Saturday, connection with the navy restric undelivered sneech. with its of bec.i allowed by the courtesy of the The broker said he drew his reIS
fair; warmer anurday.
i
Senator McKellar
declared tne in economic matters.
tion and carry out the principle on fending affidavit, aftor the house house to print a speech which you volver and tried to beat Brown off,
... y
,
"it is, therefore, a great pity that
was
limthe
president's
basis
of
rational
speech,
not
did
but
failed.
mutually
deliver
had
the
you
ordered
stricken
from
floor,
the
upon
Auinctiiitli
i
Tb
a
man
Trrn.)
LOCAI REPORT.
northern
(By
and can
holding the highIceived,
itation to be .arranged among the record.
'Then I fired several shots but
inserted in It foul and obscene mat
New York, Oct. 27. The loot
est office should go down into the
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
serve no useful purpose.
concerned.
a lack of monev. he said. ter which you knew you could have I did not know I had shot him,"
hold-u- p
Only
a
of
in
the
south
Obtained
tiours ended at, p. m, yesterday, powers
and
there fatal germs
"win
he
onlv
plant
"Its
effect."
said,
said.
"Japan has no intention to min- prevented Its maillne to every- not delivered on $he floor; and that Stack
mall truck here Monday night
recorded by the university:
.
be to arouse social discussions and In the minds of the black race.
imize her naval armament inde voting
not I
matter
could
which
man.
disgusting
Postmaswas
announced
"Those
by
65 pendently and on her own accord."
racial prejudices that had better
perms will sprout into
Highest temperature
have been circulated through the
Instantly, half a dozen repre malls
ter General Hays today as
Lowest
DO
beau left dormant. Speeches of events which will not be beneficial
There should be no misunder- sentatives
In any other paper without a
were on their feet.
to
either
11,454,129.88.
race."
this
the
85 standing In that
not
kind
benefit
will
Range . . .'
negro
deCOCA COLA PAYS.
connection,
was transmitted to thousands
Representative Blanton had re- crime
This comprised: Cash.
"Does the governor of Alabama.
Mean .
48 clared naval authorities today, who iterated
and may do him serious harm."
New York, Oct. 27. The
the publication had or homes and libraries to be read
Jewels, $11,983.97; ne65 were inclined to believe the "In- been sentthat
Senator Calder. republican, New who endorsed the president's lamHumidity at 6 a. m...,
Coca
Cola company announc- men1
of
worst
women, and
out
and
cause."
by
"in
a
Just
6
entable
$74,306.09;
bonds,
at
gotiable
p. m...,
spoech, think Alabama
Humidity
York, declared the president's
i consistent statement" of the naval that no law had been violated. He all by children whose prurient cur
ed todav a dividend of $1 per
' precipitation .
should have a negro governor in
stocks,
$223,545.89;
speech cou ageous.
y. None suite now In Washington must have pleaded with the house, for the iosity would be excited by It. Bo-- 1
on'common
This
share
stock.
SO been misconstrued
Maximum wind velocity
bonds, $1,054,977.-8I thoroughly endorse the presi- - stead of a white man? Would hs
on account cf sake of his
Is the first dividend paid on
and children, to cause of that. I have been dlrcctcU
Plrectlon of wind.
coupons, $870.50; notes
.Southwest somo mistake in cable transmis- put back Infowife
dent's statements," he said. "I en- - like to see the supreme court of
that issue slnco July of 1920.
record his own to pronounce and I herehv nro-- i
the
and
drafts.
of
dorse
$37,392.04; letters,
his views for political rights Alabama filled with negro Judges?
..Clcari sion,
Character,
day
undelivered speech, in which he
(Contluued on Page Two.)
tor negroes."
1
papers and notices, $23,398.74.
(Continued on fags Two."- -
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Saved From Expulsion From Congress by
Narrow Margin of Eight Votes; Remarks
He Caused to Have Printed Are Called
"Unspeakably Vile;" Congressman Faints
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Cannot Understand Problem of South.
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Cruces Chamber of
Takes the
Commerce
Initiative to Carry Out
Suggestion of Sec. Fail.

si

(Sptdal Corrwpomlnire to The Journal.)
Las Cruces, N. M.. Oct. 27.
Progress la beinn mado thein the
18
movement initiated by
Commerce
Cruces Chamber of
looking to the creation, by the
government, of a national
park in nouthern New Mexico
Secalong the lines ssupgested by conKail in
retary of the Interior
ference with H. H. Brook and
Mark B. Thompson.
The committee selected to mnk?
for
the preliminary arrangements
the organization of the Southv.es-ter- Inn
National Park association
New Mexico, Texas and Ari; n.i
consists of the following niun.V.
porsons:
Frank T. French, president of
Bascom-Frenc- h
company,
the
chairman: H. H. Brook, president
of the F.lophnnt Butte Irrigation
district; Vincent B. May, president
of the V. B. May company; C. V.
Knight, president of the Chamber of Commerce, and Dr. H. L.
Kent, president of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
Reports from various parts of
New Mexico, Texas and Arizona indicate the national park proposal
is a popular one.
Francis O. Tracy of Carlsbad, N.
M writes to H. II. Brook, as follows, in part:
"I have presented the matter of
a national park in the southwest to
our chamber of Commerce an.l
you will hear from them shortly.
We are heartily in favor of such a
ought to Inpark, but believe itfederal
system
clude the entire
comprised in Alamo, Lincoln and
Mesealero reserves.
"There Is a class of rugged scenery in the Alamo forest reserve
which is not found either in the
Lincoln or the Mesealero reserve,
and, indeed, would be difficult to
watch in so small a compass anywhere in the United States. In addition to that during the 'summc
months tourists from the south
would be able to get into cool temperature nearly a day sooner than
if they had to go to the Mesealero
reserve
before
reaching good
roads."

fed-or- al

I- -

CO. TO VOTE
A
ON ESTABLISHING
COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

SIERRA
.)

Oct.
Hillsboro,
election has been called for November 5 to vote on the question
a county
of establishing
high
school here. State Superintendent
several
Conway has spent
days In
the county and met with most
everywhere
hearty
and at present it appears that tho
election will be carried with but
a few dissenting votes. The trend
of Mr. Conway's speeches in the
various precincts wag to emphasize
ths fact that Sierra county now
has an opportunity to establish a
high school. At present every other county in the state is giving full
high school work.
N. M

27.

LLOYD GEORGE TO BRING HIS DAUGHTER
TO U. S. WHEN HE COMES FOR PARLEY

(Continued from page One.)

Las
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An

Tuesday night left any trail behind
him.
Footprints in an embankment
beside the road near which the
liody of Rev. A. B. Belknap was
found, three empty pistol cartridges aiid discovery of a man who
saw tho priest shortly before his
murder yesterday morning, constituted today's developments.
Dr. H. K. Holvey, county coroner, postponed the inquest until tomorrow in the hope that, with the
aid of tho hounds, some clue to the
identity of tho murderer might be
furnished for the official inquiry.
Tho searching party, organized
to follow the dogs, was headed by
County Attorney James Fowler
of Dead wood and included sheriff's deputies, other county
and
city officials nnd James J. Curran,
district deputy of tlia Knights of
Columbus.
Coroner Holvey has had an investigator at work all day on the
sceno of the murder with tape
measure
and magnifying
glas
looking for possible foot or finger
prints. Dr. Holvey paid tho investigation had revealed footprints
loading up the side of an embankment by the roadside, where Father Belknap was slain. He said tho
footprints were in such an unusual
place that they must have been
made by some one fleeing from
the scene of the crime.
Chief of Police J. D. OMeara
said tonight tho belief is growing
a fanauc or m ntai ly d a n C Z
person. Officials have questioned
"
7v
ne'E";
bo hoody
more than four or five residents
the shots which killed the
priest and only one man Arthur
Miller, saw the priest in the eariv
morning hours just prior to his

nrX!

aeatn.

Miller, assistant night foreman
at a mining company's plant, who
has lived hers for twelve years,
said he met the priest while going
home from work yesterday morning and the priest told him he was
responding to a call from a family in "the third house from the
round hou9e in Bender park."
There was no person with the
priest, he said.
The family which the priest was
to have called on was that of L. C.
Docory, who declared he had heard
no shooting and had
not summoned the priest.
Police today examined Father
Belknap's ear, which had been
tampered with prior to tho trage-dand reported that it had been
tampered with by expert mechanic. A local mechanic, assisted the
police in examination of the car.
Priests from many parts of
western South Dakota are planning to attend tho funeral hers
Saturday morning. Bishop J. J.
Lawler, at whose residence Father
Belknap made his home, wll officiate nt solemn high mass. Later
the body will be sent to Dubuque,
la., for burial, accompanied by a
guard of honor of the Knights of
Columbus.
County Attorney Fowler announced he had retained John Hef-fro- n
of Doadwood, former county
attorney, and F. W. Fiske of Sioux
Falls, former United States district
attorney to aid in the investigation.
y,

woman of Kennehunkport,
has just celebrated her first
birthday at the age of 63. She
never knew the date of her birth
A
Me.,

until recently, when she wrote to
the parish priest of her native
town in Nova Scotia. She was inNothing over 15c at the Cedar formed that October 19 was her
Sandwiches 10c, soup 10c, birthday, so she had her first
Tree.
chili IBe.
party.

"Linfmt carry KELLOGG'S,
Jtckt 1 My I willl Mothir
ytu could buy KELLOGG'S, but 1 could curry 'em
bom I I say I willl will I"

fid

Otnrwordforit!
you'll never hiow how delicious
Corn Flakes can be
tiUym

eatI(el!oggh

Positively the most joyously good
any man or woman or child ever put in their mouths I
Such flavor, such crispness! Such big sunny-browCorn Flakes! How you'll relish a generous bowl-filleand a pitcher of milk or cream!
Never was such a
Never did you get such
a universal vote as there'll be for Kellogg's Corn
Flakes! Big folks and little folks will say
"Kellogg's,
piease, motneri" Leave It to their tastes
and yours! Prove out all we say!
For
Corn Flakes are a
4oflnndj II revelationKellogg's
in flavor? a revelation in all.
e
TOASTED 1
crispness! Don't just ask vour
n

'

set-ou- t!

"
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you most anytmng! say KELLOGG'S
C0RN FLAKES
they're wonderful!
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a supply of these

A Man Is Just as Young
and Strong as His Blood
No man can fight the battles
of life and hold his own if hia
blood is not pure, for rich red
blood is what strength is based
upon. When you see a strong,
vigorous man, who never knows
when he is licked, you may
wager that such a man has
coursing through his veins rich,
red blood. Many people have thin, pale blood. They
are weak, tire easily, become discouraged quickly,
and sometimes feel like giving up the struggle. Such
folks need Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
which is sold by druggists in liquid or tablet form.

'
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Mr. Stone badly cut one hand in
'BIG FIVE' DECIDE NOT
hitting at the photographer today.
E. J. Manion, president of the
GENERAL
TO INSTITUTE
Order "of Railroad Telegraphers,
WALKOUT OCTOBER 30 only organization aside from the
"Big Five" to call a strike, remained outside the conference room
(Continued from Page One.)'
through the evening awaiting reuled for October 30 will he called sults.
"I will follow in the footsteps of
off.
"I am not at liberty now to say the five organizations in confer"If they, call off
what these arrangement will be, ence," he 'said.
the strike. I will call off a walkbut I will say certain conditions out
the telegraphers. It the
resulted from
today's meetings Big by
Five' go out, we'll go with
which have materially changed the them."
situation and which lead me to believe that the meetings tonight will
result in there being no strike." " HARDING'S ADDRESS ON
W. S. Stone, president of the enRACE QUESTION STARTS
gineers, said as he ehtefed the

night meeting:
"Something is going to break tonight. I can't tell you what,
though."
According to several members of
the board, the labor committees
which conferred with it were told
that the board would defer until
tomorrow its decision on the hearing yesterday to which the carriers and the unions were cited to
find out if the transportation act
had been violated in the strike activities.
Labor men were informed that
unless the crisis were settled to
morrow, the board would take itsJ
most drastic action thus far and
that it had today received assurances from Washington that the
full force of the government would
be behind it in any action taken or
in preventing an interruption of

transportation.
Statements that peace probably
would result from tonight's conferences of the union leaders also
were made by several chieftains

who heretofore have been termed
"extremists" by their cohorts and
been
those who have always
a
among the first to advocate
strike.
v
"Indications that tonight's con-- "
ference would bo a long one were
of
seen, however, in the action
many rail labor lenders in cancelling reservations they had made on
outgoing trains.
Early In the day Ben W. Hooper, vice chairman of the board, attended meetings
of the union
heads, and presented copies of the
board's recent resolutions not to
consider wage reduction petitions
of any class of workers until rules
and working conditions for that
group had been settled. He also
wbs reported to have urged cancellation .of the strike order pending formal hearings on wages by
tho board and to have outlined to
the unions possible plans for
averting the walkout. He appeared
before them in a personal capacity
and not as a representative of the
board, he explained.
stateFollowing Mr. Hooper's
ments, the unions held individual
conferences and then went into a
Joint conference to decide what
action, if any, would be taken.
Late this afternoon, Congressman
at large William Burke of Pennsylvania, general chairman of Baltimore and Ohio conductors and
Peter Kllduff, an official of the
went to
engineers' organisation,
the board to request doferment nt
the doclsion on yesterday's hearing. It was to this committee that
the board delivered its ultimatum
that the unions must act by tomorrow, or the board would deal
with them "with ungloved hands,"
members of the board said.
These members declared that
they they told the committee the
railroad group of tho bourd was insistent that "immediate and emphatic" action be taken by it. and
that this action was being deferred
only at the counsel of tho public
and labor groups so that the unions
might have a chance to act first.
Another committee of three vice
chiefs of tho engineers oinforroj
several hours with Mr. Hooper during the afternoon, and It was reported this committtee also was
informed of the board's plans.
The board remained in executive
session most of the day, awaiting
word from the unions and discussing as statements or. yesterday a
hearing which probuly will be issued tomorrow.
The afternoon union meeting was
enlivened when Mr. stone smashed
the camera of a photographer who
attempted to take his picture. Mr.
Stone chased
the photographer
several blocks yesterday when an
attempt was made to snap him.

COMPANY
Big Hardware Store"

DEBATEBYSENAT0RS
From Page One.)

(Continued

Contains no alcohol.
It adds vim, vigor and vitality, tones up the nerves
in a wonderful way. This "Medical Discovery" of
Dr. Pierce's is made from Blood root, Oregon firape
root, Stone root, contains no alcohol yet tones up
g
the stomach, stimulates the liver and puts the'
glands in the best of condition.

j
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Would he like to see negro bosses
placed over white boys and white
girls?
"Would president Haraing De
glad if his successor were to be a
black man? Would the president
like to see his cabinet filled with
negroes?
"We white nconle of the south
consider ourselves the legatees, the
guardians and defenders of civilization. We are not going to permit any social or political equality
of the kind the president advocates
because we know It would mean
destruction of civilizations which
our ancestors handed down to us."

CHARLES

LEMBKE TO
REPRESENT STATE AT
ARLINGTON CEMETERY
ISFICIAt

OISP.TOM

TO

MOHNINI JOUKNAM

Santa Fe, Oct. 27. New Mexico
will be represented at the burial of
the unknown soldier at Arlington
on Armistice, day by
cemetery
Charles F. Lembke, Albuquerque,
and Jose A. Pino, Lumberton, who
were named today by Governor
Mechem, Both received, wounds
overseas.
Will C. Barnes, now of Washing
ton, who formerly was secretary of
the cattle sanitary board at Albuin
querque, also will participate
the ceremony.
Out or every minton or the
world's population 64 are blind.

blood-makin-

The average Ufa of woman has
lengthened by four years during

ths last quarter of a century.

t

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Bollannakrn ana

JJOO 8, Second St.

record and comes highly recommended.
Sergeant Ryan, who has been
"connected with the military de
partment, and was assistant fodt-ba- ll
coach two years, has been ordered to report 'to the University
of Arizona.
Nineteen students at the college
are now at Fort'BllsH, Tex., participating In the maneuvers with A
and Headquarters companies of the
national guard of New Mexlcg.
They will return to Las Cruces
next Sunday morning.

GHAND OLD REMEDY
You can't keep strong and well
without sleep. Whether your rest
Is broken by a painful hacking
cough or lust an annoying tick
ling in the throat, the system becomes weakened
and rundown.
Mrs. K. D. Drake,
Childs, Md.,
writes: "After an attack of the 'flu'
I was left with a severe
cough.
Nothing relieved me until I used
I can
which
and
Tar,
Foley's Honey
It covers irhighly recommend."
ritated membranes with a healing
loosens
and soothing
coating,
phlegm, and clears air passages.
Sold everywhere.
IT'S

I

Is
Marshal
the
Foch
who has been
Frenchman
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a
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FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL, OFFICE

A.O?M.

-- &

PRINTERS

BINDERS
STATIONERS

308

West Gold Ave

LUMP

We have it- - on
track, in bins, en
route.

AND EGG

JEWETT FIRE BRICK
Phone 251

Center of
New. Mexico"

"Diamond

Diamonds
We can supply your re
quirements from our
complete assortment of
finest Diamonds in the
southwest.
Exceptional
values in first-clagems.
ss

LUMBER

423 NORTH E1RST STREET.

$10.00

What

Ladies' medium weight Union Suits,
high or low neck; sizes 36
(tOn
and 38. Friday Special
VOL

Guimpe Dresses, $4.95
Children's blue serge Guimpe Dresses,
sizes 8 to 14 years.
GA Aff
Special. .

............. tP.iO

H Is,

MERCHANTS

Flannelette Kimonas, $2,50
Ladies' Flannelette Kimonas,
trimmed. A
(CO
Special
-

Clean Cotton Bats, 3 pounds, 72x84;
AfT
stitched; opens up in
one sheet. Special...

"The Growing Store"
PHONE 283

value...

cord-uro- y

Mirro Aluminum
Coffee Pot
Mirro Aluminum
TO

$5.50

Outing Gowns at 98c

dVi.vlJ
Kettlo

$6.75

qt. Mirro Aluminum
Double Boiler
2 qt. Mirro Aluminum
Double Boiler
qt. Mirro AlumL
num Double Boiler..
1

flJJ pJA
tD4r.Ol

HP

dQ
0)010

Cotton Challies at 20c
Cotton Challie
assortment of colors.
Special,

yard........

trt

(JQ

(PO.f)U

ENAMELWA&E
SPECIALS
AH

the

well-know-

n

brand

Ski-Bl-

)2 Blue Enameled Lunch
I'ailg. Special at
- qt. Blue Enameled
Kettle, at
- qt. Blue Enameled
Berlin Sauce Pang
,Blue Enameled
Cake Pan, at
Blue Enameled
Sink Strainers

QA

....UJC
-

FA-Preserv-

ing

OUC

H(n
UL
-

K

Xtlls

10-l- n.

.

OtT

Out

A CHRISTMAS

SUGGESTION
Mounted Casseroles make
mighty nice Christmas gifts.
In anticiptation of the season we have secured a com- Elete stock of them. All
heavy nickle frames.
There is a choice of Pyrex
or vitrified China in sets.
We. have them in all sizes.

WIRE HOLDERS
FOR PYREX
DISHES.

"

Special..

36-in- ch

ft

QA

Tea

.'..tDuDU

Good warm Outing Gowns in blue
and pink stripes; just right for
these cool nights.
QQ

Cotton Bats, $1.45

t

f

We would like to call
especial attention to
the Mirro line of Colonial design aluminum ware. The name
Mirro insures the
quality' the designs
advertise themselves.

5-

SPECIAL VALUES
For Friday's Selling

to $1250.00

'
C
HJINDUN1
It l. Ml
rs

COLONIAL LINE.

6-

... tpX:xtl

From

THE MIRRO

m

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT, PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

&

COLONIAL
DESIGN

Aztec Fuel Company

Union Suits at 63c
;

nt

CARBON PAPERS

These Special Values Are Taken from Out Regular Stock and
' Are
First Class in Every Respect.

'

.

AIFLICTI

Three Inseparables

FIFTH AVE.

This time, however,
we will be forced to
eliminate
telephone
orders. Come to the
store tomorrow for
your Mirro sauce pan
and come early,.

COOP
HOUtlKEfPING

SUGARITE AND BRILLIANT

Will
Ill

hing for nothing.

Albright

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
KEFRACTION
Phono I037-107 S. Fourth.

GALLUP

20forl5

tional. We have prevailed upon the Mirro
people to let us have
another supply of
these pans. It is their
way of advertising-- .
And it just about gives
Albuquerque somet-

MIMEOGRAPH

COAL
Oneforaroma.TURKISH
The (best tobaccos perfectly
aged and Kencted

aluminum sauce
pans and advertised
them they were exhausted .before everyone wp came' for
them was supplied.
The quality of the
aluminum is excellent
and the price excep-

TYPEWRITER

M

One for mfldnejs.VIRGINIA
One formelbwness.BURLEY'

Mir-r- o

ALUMINUM

A

only1
ap-

er

1

(Special rnrrenpontlrnce lo The Journal.)
I .as Cruccs, N. M., Oct. 27.
Capt. Harry M. Stinaon, recently of
Forty-sixt- h
infantry, stationed
at Eagle Pass, Tex., has come to
Las Cruces as assistant to Col. J.
C.
Waterman,
professor of miliary science and tactics at the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts. He has an overseas

SESSIONS

Attend a school that Is surrounded with an Atmosphere
of Business.
A thoroucli course In this
school would prepare you for
a worth-whll- o
position.
ENROLL NOW.

C. H. CARNES

CAPT. HARRY STINS0N
BECOMES A MEMBER OF
STATE COLLEGE STAFF

the

Tel.

1047--

fwind Shield
BALDRU.UK I. I'M II Kit
i,m C.Booth
Flni Street. Phone
Glass-Lumb-

DAY AND NIGHT

TOeidfW.

Anderson
one eleven
cigarettes

Elm
$mz

Last time we obtained

nounce upon you the censure of the
house."
Thirty republicans voted against
Anthony.
expulsion. They were:
Harbour, Chrlstopherson,
Clague.
Cramton, Curry, Dunbar, Dyer.
Ellis, Fish, Goodykoontz, Gorman,
Graham (Pennsylvania). Hickey,
Ketcham, Kopp, Layton,
Luce,
Mapes, Merritt, MIchaelson, J. M.
Nelson, Keece, Klcketts, Roden-berSpeaks, Stafford, Underbill,
Vail and Voight.
Six democrats voted for expulsion. They were: Carew, Cock,
ran,
Huddleston,
Humphreys,
Lankford and O'Brien.
New
London, socialist,
York,
voted against
while
expulsion,
Summers,' demoRepresentative
crat, Texas, voted "present."
All other Texans present voted
against expulsion, while Represen
tative Wurzbaeh, republican, ofi
that state, voted tor Mr..Blanton's
expulsion.
members voting
Of twenty-si- x
"present," on the o Garret censure
were re- -;
resolution, twenty-twpublicans and four democrats.
twenty-tw- o
The
republicans!
were: Bacharach, Brooks (Penn-- j
Clarke (New York),
sylvanla),
Edmonds, Evans, Fordney, Hill,
Homgan, Kiess, Lahlback, Long--- worth, Mactlregor, Perkins, Reav-i- s.
Snail, Snyder, Taylor
(New
Jersey), Tincher, Underhlll, Vare,
Walsh and Walters. There four
democrats were Cockran. Johnson
(Mississippi), Parish and Sumner.
g,

h,
RhV
.
Mapped in uonaon on ins return trora inYerness recently. Gnat IMWm premier, comes to th.
..
Kmtea States next montn as head or the IJrltSBh delegratlon to the
he
will be accompanied by hia daughter, Meigan, his
6ament parley,
constant companion, in his tourneys about the British empire. The two
are almost inseparable.
The daughter's watchful cara of her father's
neaitn has Deen an important factor In his political trials recently.

quart

2

Aluminum
Pans 49c as feng

Admiration

&

1--

as they last

,

You Will Say the Prices Are Right

J. KORBER
"Albuquerque's

Some more SI

Compels
In

(Continued from
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BRIAND IS DELEGATE.
Paris, Oct. 27. The French
senate today endorsed Pre- mier Briand as head of the
French delegation to the
Washington conference by a
vote of 301 to 9.

BLANT0N OF TEXAS IS
PUBLICLY CENSURED
FOR RECORD MATTER

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
NEW

trength
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8
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in a large

OA

Ul

Almost every housewife has
at' aome time 'or another.
burned hef fingers on hot
The little,
Pyrex dishes.
inexDensive frames (illu
strated above) are lust the

things to eliminate these
bothersome burns, s Pyrex
dishes are placed in them
Detore they are put into the
oven then they can be
handled as any other dishes.
We have them to fit the
popular Pyrex stvles and
sizes.

. ,

I&abb&Maijr.

.
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PRINCESS AND HEIR TO LEEDS MILLIONS
'.OOK JUST LIKE OTHER BRIDAL COUPLES

OP

Matt Fowler, attorney of Socorwas accidentally
shot and
killed yesterday morning at 7
o'clock while duck hunting in
company with Mr. O'Neal and Mr.
Pecklnpaugh, two friends who had
come up from Magdalena to enjoy
the duck shooting. Tho accident
occurred at a lake about throe
miles from Socorro, when the shotgun held by Mr. PeckinpaiiBli
was accidentally discharged
and
the entire contents of the shell entered Mr. Fowlcr'B right side.
The throe men had come up to
the lake and while O'Neal and
Peckinpaugh stood near the edge
of a swamp. Fowler started to
make his way across to high
ground. How the fun was discharged is still a myBtery to Peckinpaugh, who Is reported to have
stated that he believed that the
safety was on and that he did not
have hold of the trigger.
Dr. Duncon, of Socorro, was Immediately called and the wounded
man was rushed to the Socorro
hospital, but died from Internal
hemorrhages before reaching" the
city. A verdict of accidental death
was returned by the coroner's Jury,
afterwhich met late yesterday
noon.
Mr.

Fowlea Is well known
throughout the state, having practiced law for many years at Sll- ver City and for the past two years
at Socorro. His lega' practice carried him Into nearly all of the
courts of the state and he was a
well known figure at the state capital.
he commanded
Although
considerable political Influence, he
never aspired to political office.
The deceased was 43 years old
and was born at Marion. 111.,
whore one brother Is now living.

'

it

by the
oays after the "big five" strike call,
Chicago, Oct.
STi-.i- E
ated Press.)
Decision of the rail- the labor board stepped into the
road lbor board on July 1 author situation. The three members of
izing railroads to reduce wages oi its public group who had been sumtheir employes an average of 12 ft moned to Washington to confer
announced
per cent was the first event in the with the president,
series which led up to the orders their plan to avert the strike no
for a general strike Dy six unions. further reduction of wages and
W hen this decision was rendered,
'
immediate roduetion or rates by the
- X--1- n
W
a majority of the rail unions began roads and acceptance of the July
In
taking votes on its acceptance. was
wage decrease by tho unions.
union vote
Both roads ana unions immediately
every case the
overwhelmingly for a strike rather declared the plan impossible. The
than accept u wage cut, although board then called tho union chiefs
on some lines, notably the Penn- into a conference at Chicago and
sylvania, there were divisions where
pending tho conference the eleven
groups of workers vqted not to "standard" unions deferred action.
strike.
Nothing developed and It was
Taking of the ballot, however, believed that the government,
developed some signs of friction through tho board, had failed In its
among some unions. W. U. Lee,
efforts to avert the strike. The
o
President of the Brotherhood
board then, however, formally anRailroad Trainmen, withdrew from nounced it "assumed full jurisdica meeting of the four brotherhood
tion" over the rail crisis and orchiefs when other groups included dered the unions not to strike
in their ballots such questions as pending a board
to which
rules and working conditions. Air. the unions and thohearing
roads were citL,eo held that It was illegal to vote ed to determine if the
transporon anything but the already author- tation act had been violated in the
ized wage cut and sent separate strike activities. ballots to his men In which the
Executives of tho shop crafts,
wage question was the only one representing 600,000 men, then anmontiouud,
would not authorize
Leaders of the big four brother- anounced they
explaining that they did
conductors, en- notwalkout,
hoods trainmen,
the
consider
time
gineers and firemen met In Chi- and that the brotherhoodsauspicious
had recago to decide what action should
to
to
fused
stand by them
agree
was
15
it
On October
be taken.
through tho strike. This was the
announced that the chiefs had defollowed
cided to authorize a walkout be- first break and others
$1.00
rapidly until all of tho eleven
ginning October 30 and extending
"standard" unions except tho OrThese
a
progressively In four distinct moveare
good
quality of Nainsook, made up ready
ments until virtually
every road der of Railroad Telegraphers had
for embroidering. They come in flesh and white, all
would be covered. The switchmen s refused to authorize a strike. This
left the "Big Five" and the
union of North America immedisizes, and several different patterns to select from.
of
with only
ately annodnctd it would join the the nation's
rail employes in their
big four.
The night of this announcement, plans for a strike.
$1.00
The labor board hearing was
heads of virtually all eleven "stanadjourned
dard'' unions the American Fed- held Wednesday. It
Luncheon
Sets
on
Stamped
good quality unbleached
eration of Labor group which is when the unions, at tho instigation
of tho hoard, requested permission
Each set includes luncheon cloth and six
sheeting.
independent of the brotherhoods-decla- red
tin t they "saw nothing to to confer with their chairman.
napkins, stamped ready for embroidering.
their Thee conferences were held toWilliam B. Leeds, son of the late
king, and his bride, formerly do but obey the wishes of
men and authorized them to walk day. Some were addressed by Ben
Princess Xenia, photographed in their wedding garb immediately
out with the brotherhoods and the W. Hooper, public member of the
after the ceremony.
$1.00
switchmen."
board, who, with Walter MeMeni-mclabor member. Is given most
Some leaders of these eleven un"A typical American pridal couple," was the remark made by Amerhowof the credit by board members of
stamped on heavy, round thread art cloth.
ican notables who attended the recent wedding of William B. Leeds, ions were more conservative,
d up
and later one of them B, M. averting (he strike. They
Several patterns to select from.
young son and and heir to the fortune of the late
king, and ever,
the
Railway
of
action.
to
Five's"
final
the
"nig
Princess Xenia of Greece. The wedding, however, was a gorgeous Jewell, president
On last Saturday, however, 600
Employes' depaitment, American
affair. Jewels from King George and Queen Mary of England and from Federation
is com- trainmen on the International and
whLh
of
Labor,
the chests of former Russian nobility were included in the presents
fr-- i
INFANTS' CRIB BLANKETS,
35c BATH TOWELS,
(T 1
fJreat Northern began a strike.
prised of the shop crafts unions
given the couple.
announced he "would fight tootn This strike had been authorized
4
Pair
for
and toenail to avert a walkout by previous to the "Big Four" strike
Size 36x42, white with pink or blue borders.
Fully bleached, good weight, nlze 24x42.
the eleven dtandard unions." These
call. What tho settlement there
exHo was marrlod to Miss Myrtle
d-l
groups called meetings of theirweek wi'l be is not yet known.
40c MADRAS SHIRTING,
PILLOW
HEMSTITCHED
CASES,
of
Unger,
Cleveland, O., at El Paso
ecutive officers during the
Uhe government, while acting
on April 2, 1919.
3
strike
WOULD BAR rilKSS.
brotherhoods'
yards
the
following
labor
the
only
through
Tho funeral will be held r.t SoDublin, Oct. 27 (by the As- Widths 32 to 3G inches, white grounds, fancy
announcement to take final action. formally
to combat
Made of best grade of casing, size 42x3ff.
board, completed
corro cither, Saturday or Sunday, $ 'sociated Press.)
colored stripes.
Requesting
At this point, however, a few a strike, these plansplans
proIncluding
to
leave the Sinn
reporters
depending upon the time of arrival
'
-&
$1.35 JAP LUNCH CLOTHS,
posed legal action on the grounds
t
$1 CURTAIN MARQUISETTE,
of his brother from Marion, 111.
Fein convention today, Ka- that a strike would violate conC. T. French will have
monn
4
de
Valera
taid:
of
charge
laws.
informed
board
Tho
spiracy
min"This Is a meeting in
tho funeral arrangements.
Size 48x48, white with blue designs, best quality,
Comes In ecru and white, hemstitched borders,
the labor groups a few hours belature of tho nation and this
assorted patterns.
fore the hitter's decision that it
plain weave; also fancy bordem.
a critical time for the nation."
J
DEATHS AND FUNERALS 8
d-that
word
had
from
Washington
AMOSKEAG CRASH TOWELING
"We who are responsible for
LACE MARQUISETTE,
$1.25
"every governmental agency wouU
the nution's policy," he con- !VIL
5 yards
Yard
in
strike."
a
used
be
combatting
WARDROP
to
free
"want
have
a
The
bodv
$
of
tinucd,
DECORATED FOR
wide, bleached, blue borders, for hand
Ecru and white,
embroidered patterns
Charles P. Wardrop who died last
expression from the represent- or roller towels.
and spots.
,
fltives of the nation."
HALLOWE'EN STUNTS
Tuesday, was shipped to Indianapolis today on train number 2, acI
(p-- J
45c CRETONS,
$1.50 MERCERIZED DAMASK,
PLEASE R0TARIANS
companied by her mother1. Local
W. O. W. escorted the body to the
3 yards. .
P.L
Yard
AT THURSDAY LUNCH
train. C. T. French was in charge.
30 inch; light, medium and dark patterns, for
Fully bleached, 64 to 72 Inches wide, assorted
comfort coverings and drapes.
patterns.
BACA
The funeral of Juan
Leaving dignity at their offices,
merchants and tho member of the Rotary club
Albuquerque
Baca, who died Tuesday morning
at his residence at Old Albuquor-quproperty owners are urged to co- guthered at Taft hall Thursday
will be held this morning at
with the chancer of com- noon nnd enjoyed a program of
operate
8 o'clock from tho
merce Li decorating the city streets Hallowe'en stunts calculated to
family residence
to the San Felipe de Nerl church.
erase the wrinkles caused by the
during the New Mexico teachers'
High mass will be said. Burial will
TODA convention,
November 21 to 21, In- labor of the first half of the week
be at the family plot at Santa Barclusive:. The street decorations The entertainment committee, conbara. Crollott is in charge.
committee met last night and Is sisting of Nye G. Martin, Charles
White and Arthur Prager, dished
sued the following letter to all
SAXCHES Jose Sanehes, age 8S
up an entirely novel "show" which
AT
years, .died yesterday afternoon at
Cleanup of 200 yards of Fur Trimming, widths to six inches; in brown,
"The teachers' convention will the club members applauded warmhis residence
Mr.
at Alameda.
bo held in Albuquerque Thanksgivly and cheered without stint.
black and grey. To be used as coat trimming and chokers.
inwhite,
Sanehes was a retired farmer. He
21
to
23,
Hallowe'en caps were distributed
ing week, November
is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
clusive. Let us rejuvenate the old prior to the hineh and all memA.
F.
Paul
of
Walter,
secretary
Max Chaves, of Alameda, and one
spirit by once more bers donned tire black and orange
son. Funeral arrangements will be tho state museum and of the Amer Albuquerque
fr-- t
decorating the business regalia.
During the ieal snappy
WOMEN'S BUSTER BROWN
WOMEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS,
announced later. Crollott is In ican School of Research will be properly
In
business district as jazz music was furnished by the
the
houses
the principal speaker at the uni. wo used to do in the good old early Dizzy Four from tho Mile HI FolBox
HOSE, 3 pair
charge.
A fashionable hose In black and cordovan; all
versify assembly at 11 o'clock thiB dc. s of the state fair.
lies, scheduled to open at the Crysborders,
Three In a box, narrow hemstitchi
FLYIXO CADET KILLED.
sizes.
morning, his topic being "Archaeembroidered corners In white and colors.
"Albuquerque Is the moBt pros- tal theater tonight. The numbers
entire
in
Merced, Calif., Oct. 27. Sher- ology In New Mexico.'1
the
were
rendered
the
perous city today
by
organization
WOMEN'S $5.00 PAJAMAS,
tf 1
man Evetts, a flying cadet of Post
more received with
Mr. Walter is considered an au- southwest, more
building,
rounds of applause
SILK FRINGE,
knock- and after the dinner three cheers
City, Texas, was fatally Injured thority on the subject which he money-lesidle labor-les- s
Pair
1
Yard
near here today
when a train will discuss, having interested him- ers, less failures.
were given the musicians for their
Cleanup of 25 suits of fine batiste, plain and
struck the
automobile truck in self in New Mexico research work
Widths to 4 Inches, unknotted, In navy, old
"Let every business man begin efforts.
figured Seco silks, hemstitched and embroidered
which he and several other aviation for many years past, and having now to plan his decorations. Don't
rose, copen, brown and gold.
Miss Grace Stortz presented two
,
designs.
were
members
The
but
been
or
touch
with the use old bunting
corps
faded flars,
traveling.
constantly in
spritely nurnbers, Mrs. L. B.
1
d
KAYSER
truck stalled on the railroad track. work In this field since It first be- let's get something new and make Thompson
CORDUROY,
$1.25
VESTS,
on
accompanying her
Evetts, who was asleep, awoke too came a subject for study.
a real show. Altogether, men, let's the piano. George Geake, a mem2 for
Yard.
late to make his way to safety.
The
music
It right this time."
will
of
Da
go.
ber
of
department
offered the Rotar-ian- s
the
club,
in copen, rose, grey,
Women's
and
fine ribbed vests, low neck, no sleeve,
wide
.
Narrow
wale,
have charge of the musical numK.
B.
"D.
SELLEKS,
proof that his voice could be
band and bodice top, pink and white.
beaver, brown, navy and black.
The Detroit university football bers previous to Mr. Walter's ad"CHAS. G. ACKERMAN,
"canned"
successfully
playing
by
"O. B. FLETCHER,
management is trying to arrange a dress. The assembly is open to the
two records recently made. During
$2.25 WOMEN'S MUSLIN
WAMSUTTA LINGERIE CLOTH,
"FRANK MINDLIN,
game with Brown, to be played public and special arrangements
the last one he sang portions of
PETTICOATS
aPX
Decorations
2
Detroit
accommoat
are
on
either
Street
Committee
made
for
the
Thanksgiving day
being
the song with the reproducing in
yards
Made of good quality muslin, deep embroidery
or Providence.
dation of tho downtown visitors.
for Teachers' Convention."
very fine weave, for gowns, etc.;
strument.
and lace flounces.
shades of light blue, maize and white.
Chester Byrne favored the club
with two solos. Selections by the
$1.50 WOMEN'S FLEECED
45c DAINTY NAINSOOK,
Dizzy Four were Interspersed and a
UNION
SUITS, 1 Suit
racing dance number by the group
tP.L Regular and
3 yards
extra sizes, bleached, high neck,
was supposed to close the program.
36
weave.
and
fine
sheer
blue,
Inch, pink
long sleeve, ankle length, Dutch neck, elbow
The members of the club, however,
'
low
neck
and no sleeve.
sleeve,
demanded from Max Nordhaus a
60c SATEENS,
CHILDREN'S PATSY ROMPERS, d piano selection which he gave un2
yards
der protest but which the Rotar-ian- s
ij) A
Our best quality, highly mercerized finish, in A pair.
welcomed with strong apMade of good dependable gingham, contrasting
white and colors.
black,
plause.
colors for trimming, sizes 4, 5 and 6.
Tho following resolution of sym40c LONG CLOTH,
VALUES TO $2.25, WOMEN'S
pathy to Rotarlan Dave Rosenwald
3
'
was unanimously adopted:
yards.
SILK HOSE, a pair.
36
inch, fine weave, soft finish.
"Be it resolved, that In its symPlain and fancy weave, in brown, black and
pathy with Rotarlan Dave Rosenflgrey, etc.: lisle garter tops.
$1.35 LADY FAIR SATIN,
wald the Albuquerque Rotary club
d- CHILDREN'S SHOES,
expresses its deep regret for the
36 Inch, highly mercerized,
disastrous fire of- last Friday, com
One pair.
finest fabric for
mends him most heartil for his
gowns, lingerie, etc.; flesh and white.
Black and brown, button styles.
typically Rotarlan spl It of deterRosenwald's
to
rebuild
mination
ue-giv- mg
into a bigger and better store, and
,
offers to him the aid of every memj
ber of this club to that end.
cancy raused by the resignation of
"THE ALBUQUERQUE ROTARY Robert L. Thornton. The appointment of Mr. Sutherland wag one of
CLUB."
several announced yesterday by B.
C. Hernandez, collector of the local
R. G. SUTHERLAND
internal revenue office. f
TO HEAD INCOME
I. W. Gibney of Grants will assume Mr. Sutherland's former poTAX DEPARTMENT sition as head ot the miscellaneous
desk at the revenue office. W. A.
R. O. Sutherland, of the Internal Nevln, formerly of Grants, has
revenue office here, has, been pro- been named field deputy In place
moted to the management of the of Mr. Gibney. Mrs. Sallle Sexton
income tax division, filling the va- - hag been transfcrsed from the war
department office in El Paso to the
Clothes for Younger Men
local revenue office. All of the
new appolntr cnts will be effective
November 1.

Was Accidentally Discharged by Maqdalena
Friend Who Was Visiting C
Him in Hunting Season.
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no Exchange, refunds

or phone orders

THREE REMARKABLE GIFT
SUGGESTIONS

Stamped Gowns and Combinations,
Each

tcleg-rapher-

one-four-

"Luncheon Sets,

Each

tin-pla-

Round Center Pieces,

n,

36-inc-

Each

h,

!

tin-pla- te

tl

tpX

tpX

S

$1

Each......".

STREETS TO BE

$1

Yard..,

Pl

8

With kerosene in
the "gas" tan- k-

all-ov-

i

Choked carburetor, gummed
valves, fouled spark plugs,
heavy carbon deposits
those would be the results if
you tried to use kerosene instead of "gas." Yet how
many motorists know that
they are getting very much
the same results with inferior oil in the crankcase?
We h ave found th at almost
all engine troubles are
greatly reduced whenVeedol
is used.
Come in today and let us
fill
your crankcase with the

e,

.F.

AIR

EXTRA SPECIAL
Values to $5.95, Fur Trimmings, yd.

i

1

UNIVERSITY

'

ipl

difference.

4)1

s,

CO.

N

1

TO SPEAK

right gra'de of Veedol.
You'll soon notice the
BOND-DILLO-

Plf

TEACHERS' MEET

Distributors
Albuquerque," N. Mcx.

fl1
D1

H

There't a correct
grade of Veedol
(oil or greau) for
every pari of any
automobile,
track
or tractor.

$1

$1

M

-J

j-

I-

pl

Quality

D1

Is the only basis upon which

I1

Yard....

tji

Val

can be estimated

'".

are truly valuefull clothes

''

(

A

'

An excellent assortment of desired striped patand plain effects is afforded in
terns, mixtures
...,

'

fabrics of medium and heavy weights, at
'

'5 V Iff?:.

Opposite

$24.50 to $34.50
KAHN S STORE

y.

M.

C

A.

109-11-

1

North First

m

mm.

BABV whos. orcein.,
(unction reeaUrly la

bibr.
rWhen
t liuffhinff. haDDT
baby cries and Is fret-

ful look tor constipation. It
Is generally tb. forerunntr

nervousness, feverlahness.
headaches, colds and many other
I mJ dttttraftstntr ailments.
Give half
teasnonnful nl Dr. Caldwell's S?ruo
PeDsin and the baby will Quickly ret
well. A dose costs less than I oent

DR. CALDWELL'S

CLAIM

.

C. C. IS
DELICIOUS AND

U

R

IS

;

SYRUP PEPSIN

T? VERY little movement
means more thirst.
TH3

OFSHTPGHOUPS

REFimSIUNQ

COCA-COL- A

COMPANY

Atlanta, da,

THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is tb.
In tb.
largest selling liquid laxative
world, used by mothers for SO years.
It is a combination ot Egyptian Senna
and other simple laxative herbs with
pepsin, the safest remedy you can
give baby.
BOTTLE FREE
E

Fv

n if you do
tscatH eoniti'Mion,
rtquirt a laxative atmlt moment Let im
Trial Bonis of my
tend you
Syrup Pefjin FKEE OF CHARGE to that
you will have it Jwnufr whan needed. Simply
tend your name and addnut to Dr. W. 8.
Caldwell, 514 Waihinfion St., MendctUo,
IIL Writs me today.
..
nee

(Dj Tbs Aisorlntrd Tress.)
27. Com.' Washington,
Oct.
plaints agalnt the Interstate Com-

TRY THIS FOR ' IXDIGESTIOJi
Foley Cathartic Tablets are lust
the
for constipation. Their
merce Commission were made be- actionthing
is wbol.esomo and thoroughfore the senate interstate com- ly
without
cleansing,
griping,
merce committee by state railway nausea
or Inconvenience.
They
commissioners who charge the fed- banish
bloatheadache,
biliousness,
eral commission had usurped their ing, gas, bad breath, coated tongue
rates.
powers over intrastate
and other symptoms ot disordered
Mrs. H. J. Marchard.
After the show a dish of real digestion.
J6
Lawrence St., Salem, Mass,
chill at the Cedar Tree.
l
writes:
used Foley Cathartic
Tablets for constipation with good
London's force of policewomen results. I keep them in the hoJse."
now number 113 members.
Sold everywhere.

m

or

Culture or
Bulgarian
Butter Milk
Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

351

1
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ABIQUiU MAN IS

HERE'S DEMPSEY CHALLENGER

BOYS ALL SET

POSSIBLE HEIR
-
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TB HALF MILLION

BE REOPENED TO
THADE SATURDAY

The Albuquerque
high school
gridiron squad left for Roswell
C.
A.
from the T. M.
building at 1
The
o'clock yesterday afternoon.
local high school men have regained their former
fight after
losing two games In suconjlon
and Coach Addison Moore expects
them to make a Better showing
than ever before this season when
they face ihe Roswell hlgri school
eleven tomorrow at Roswell. The
squad will yo through a slight
workout this afternoon on the Roswell field. Every precaution was
used in taking good care of the men
on the trip so that thoy will be In
p
shape for thjir game with
the Roswell team.
Only two of last year's men will
be seen In the line-u- p and two of the
strongest members jf the squad
could not go on account of Injuries.
Coen. the big left tickle, !s out on
account of injuries received in the
Indian school game. Dinetlt Is also
still out of the ;anw with a bad
shoulder. Goodrich and Oliver were
added to the list or min who made
the trip.
Coach Moore .innoi'nf M the fol
Joe Benjamin, 1.
lowing line-ue.; John Venable, !. t.; Cuylar
1.
tt.
Cnyton ForaktT, c;
Lynn Hammond, r. (".: James l!oy-ba- l,
tr. t.: Glenn Holcomb, r. e.:
Maleomb Long, q: b.; Nathan Glass- man, l. h. b.: Wilbur Wilson, r. c;
Charles Renfro, r. h. b .
ChnrIes Deerlng,
Substitutes:
"Iron Mike," pugnacious baboon, making pugilistic history at the
Harry Hogrefe, Tomel, Noble,
Goodrich, Oliver, Mnrron, Ely.
expense of a
typewriter by pounding out a challenge
to Jack Dcmpsey. His manager, "Jacknapes," is looking on. The
baboon Intimates that if Demnsev accents the challnne. he'd
ao nis training in a morgue ana get used to the place.

Bloodhounds from the state pen
itentlary arrived In Rodey, N. M.,
yesterday afternoon ready to 'take
up the trail of the murderer of
George H. Morton, wealthy ranch
man and merchant, who was found
near a well et his home Tuesday
by a
night with his head crushed
heavy rock. Merton, 66 years old,
was a bachelor and has lived In
Rodey for the past twenty-fiv- e

tip-to-

years.

It is reported that he leaves
property valupcl at more than $600,-00-to0
and an effort'is be;ng made
locate other relatives than his
who lives in Germany:
Martin Bode, employe at the
Miguel A. Gonzalez store at Abiquiu, N. M., is reported to be a
sis-to- r,

nephew of the murdered man. This
report was made at the Journal office last night and partially substantiated Htcr by David E. Grant,
attorney at Santa Fe, who Is well
acquainted with Mr. Bode, and who
stated that Mr. Bode had an uncle
reported to be ver wealthy who
resided in the Roiiv community.
As there are no telephonic or
to Abiteleraphic communications
quiu, the report could not be
lioric
Mr.
more closely checked.
the
will, however, be notified of modeath at the earliest possible
ment. If the sister of the murmured
can can not bo located in Germany,
or if she is dead, it is possible thai
IScde may prove to be tba only
n
dollar esheir to the

p:

Fur-geso- n,

hard-worki-

httr

HI

CLUB TO

Y

tate.

Another possible holr rnmed
Schultz is also boin huuto:l for by
t Cruces.
It 1?
attorneys from
said that Schultz is fllso a nephew
of the dead man. Schultp. was laM
heard of in Berni'llllo. X. M.

FORM

L--

NDIAN SOHGQU

JUNIOR

A

ANDINAULTO

ORGANIZATION

YOUNG EVERGREENS
Hl-club boys enjoyed an In
NEED ATTENTION IN
lecture on the history of
THE WINTER MONTHS teresting
the development of photography
given by A. B. Mllner, who was the
Herman Krauch, of the U. S. leading speaker a.their luncheon
to a 0 tie on October 8.
forest service, who was in charge of lesterday noon at t'fce Y. M. C. A. thePlaying
Indian school and Menaul will
various
Mr.
described
last
Mllner
the
the Gallinas forest nursery
face each other at the Wash
and
steps in the development of the art again
spring when Douglas fir were
ington park athletic field Saturday.
disfrom Its Inception.
spruce seedlings
Tho first time they met this year
Plans were laid at the luncheon the teams
tributed to the public for ornamenwere so evenly matched
the establishment of a Junior that neither team would
tal planting, now tells how to keep for
allow the
Hi-club to Include freshmen and other to score. The Indians
them alive over winter.
using
Mr. Krauch says, "People who probably boys of the eighth grade. the aerial game and the Menaul
club membership Is con- school men
planted evergreen trees received The Hl-football
using straight
from the forest service last springa fined to the three upper classes at and each team
playing superior
the high school.
re advised to keep the soil in
two
football
the
teams will present
the dry fall
moist condition

IETSATURDAY
0--

Y

during
season. This Is essential because,
d
trees, which
unlike
shed their leaves, evergreens continue to transpire water and this
replaced
must be constantly
through the roots. Failure to take
this precaution may result In the
death of many trees during the
winter. It Is well to place a mulch
of leaves or dead grass about the
base of the trees In order to keep
GIVEN RATING
the ground from freezing. Where
severe winter conditions obtain, it
Ih also advisable to give the plant
ed trees somo form of protection
from the wind. This is Dest accom- Sanitary Scores of Several
plished by placing a bit Isoftobrush
Are Lower Than Usual;
give
over the tops. The idea
protection yet not entirely shut out
Champion Market Leads
the lignt.
"This treatment should be reWith, Score of 92.
peated each fall for a few years,
trees
that is, until the roots of the After
The Champion
meat market
have become well developed.
except cored highest In the monthly san
that, no further treatment,
Issued
of
markets
which Is always bene itary Inspection
mulching
yesterday by the health department
ficial Is necessary."
following the monthly Inspection.
The Champion meat market score
CHILD HYGIENE TO
is 92. The
made the
Central
month's low score with 77.
BE DISCUSSED AT
The scores follow:
84
. THE WOMAN'S CLUB Pioneer market
88
Matteurci & Palladlno
sr.
2
K.
No.
O.
Various phases of the care of
80
Meat company
children will be the general subject Western
8(1
Meat company
of discussion at the meeting of the Union
80
1
K.
O.
Market No.
Woman's club this afternoon at Pan Jose
81
The baby clinic, as
I O'clock.
82
will be Third Street market
operated in Albuquerque,
88
Vlchl
explained to the club members by P.
SO
Marl meat market
County Health Nurse Miss Harris.
91
Kizzar's
market
of
the
Dr. J. F. Docherty will tell
80
work of the county health depart- J. Tt. Hutchinson
89
ment In so far as It concerns babies Highland
Cash meat market
....78
from babyhood to high school grad79
sevGilbert's
market
uates. Mrs. Bradford will sing
90
Farr's . .,
eral mothers' songs.
89
Daily's
broad-leave-

MEAT MARKETS
INSPECTED

AMERICAN LEGION MEN
START TO CONVENTION

market

A. & P.

Champion
Central

85

92

.

77

one of the closest football games
on the schedule of either team this
year. Kach team has been working
out hard, and will be In the bPst of
shape for the fracas. A few of
Menaul's men have injuries but
nevertheless they may be able to
enter the game Saturday.
Coach Donaldson of the Menaul
school announces then lineup as
follows: Fuentes, 1. e,; Domlngueis,
1. t.; Vasquez, 1. p.; A. Martinez, c;
Lueero, r. g.; j Ksquivcl, r. t.; A.
Martinez, r. e.; Brieto. qb.; A. Marr.
tinez, 1. h. h.; Cruz, f. b.; Lash,
'
h. b.

The Indian school lineup: Pahe,
e.; Ahmie. 1. t; Garcia, I. g.:
c; Catron, r. g.; Benslght,
r. t,; Pelman r. e.; Mertas, q, b;;
Watchman, 1. h. b.; Thee, f.: b.;
Morris, r. h. b. substitute, Thompson.
1.

Pay-diam- o,

LOCALSTOU
TO ATTEND HIDE

TARIFFjEARING
Livestock Organ- ganization Urges That
State Be Represented at

National

Senate Hearing.
A representative of the
New
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers'
association will probably attend
the sessions of the senate finance
hearing on tariffs on livestock,
hides and meats. The hearing will
start November 1, according to a
telegram received at the office of
the state association yesterday
from T. W. Tomllnson, secretary of
the American National Livestock
association.
Indications are that the hearing
will consume Beveral days. An effort will be made by the association to have several New Mexico
cattlemen attend the hearing and
It is possible that they may be
asked to express an opinion on
New Mexico cattle growers' feeling toward tariffs on these

FAMOUS DANCER HAS
BECOME A BOLSHEVIK
legion and two members of the
women's auxiliary of the post, have
Isadora Duncan, the American
started for Kansas City to attend
the le- pioneer of aesthetic dancing dethe national convntion of on
Occlares that she has become an argion which will open there
tober 31. The convention will con- dent boshevlk. She went to Russia
2.
from Paris to open a school of
November
tinue until
legion dele- dancing under the soviet governThe Albuquerque
ment. She la living In a beautiful
gates are John Fee,. Hugh Cooper, house
Gann,
that once belonged to a star
Jr., Carl Parsons, Adam
Biersmlth.
the Russian ballet and hopes to
of
Martin
and
Howell
Fred
Mrs. Biersmlth
accompanied her open the school shortly. She hits
The auxiliary delegates unbounded admiration for Lunar- husband.
are Mrs. Belle Nye and Mrs. Emma charsky, the bolshevlst minister of
education and fine arts, and she
Bummers.
says that she will devote the re- TWO PRISONERS SAW
STEEL BARS TO GET
results mainder of her life to working
Journal want' ads
Six representatives of the Hugh
A. Carlisle post of the American

get

among Russians.

It's all in

Piedmonts

all the fine full

FOR HOSWELL

Martin Bode, of Abiquiu,
May Be Only Living Rel
ative of Wealthy Ranch
er Slain at Rodey, N. M.

COLLEGE INN TO

OUT OF COUNTY JAIL
H. C, Blast

and Charles Black.

OUT CHALLENGE
ON TYPEWRITER
"Iron Mike" Visits Tribune With
Manager
Long Enough to
Dr-f-l
Write

to Dempsey.

Uses Sporting
Kditor's "Mill";
Asks Junglo Rules. 10,000
t'ocoaiiuts as Prize.

Popular Soda Fountain
Open Under Management
' 'of Chase and Pettit, For
mer Owners.

mellow flavor of

Piedmonts are all

Virginia and for cigarettes Virginia tobacco

is the best

The College Inn of many vicissitudes of ownership will reopen to
morrow morning under the man
agement of E. T. Chase and Dr. R.
Fred Pettit. The new managers
took the business back on a mort
gage after the Greeks to whom
they sold it last April failed. The
shop has been closed several
months.
Flans were made by Mr. Chase
the shop
and Dr. Pettit to
about three weeks ago. The build
ing was cleared out and stock was
ordered but on account ot disagree
ment about the lease tne opening
until the present
was postponed
time. The establishment expects
to be ready for business by
The College inn win orrer tun
service and cold
soda fountain
lunches In addition to a high grade
of candles and pastries from Cali
fornia, No attempt wtll be made
to serve regular luncheons and dinners as before, said Mr. Chase.
Dancing will be continued on the
mezzanine floor with orchestra
music.
The owners are planning to op
erate the College Inn on ' the fasWhis
tidious scale of the "Pig
tle" shops in California. They are
rep
negotiating at present wltn aWhls-t'le"
resentative of the "Pig 'n
chain of candy shops as a possible manager of the store here. A
full line of the candies and pastries
will be carried.
Several changes In the shop are
Four large addicontemplated.
tional booths will be built in the
extension provided in the rear
downstairs. The walls of the shop
will he reflniflhed and the entire
place will be redecorated by a professional decorator.

Wrgillia
j

the good tobacco grows

LtGGcrr & Myers Tobacco Co.

the same sort of cases which en
grossed his attention as a apecialist
in the children's diseases of Illinois
kiddles. "Wealth." however, deals
with hospitals only aa a side issue
In a very engrossing dramatic story
telling of a young wire s struggle
to escape the parasitism which has
bound her huBband to his wealthy
mother with chains of gold. It is
a William D.
production with Herbert Rawlinson
in the leading male role.
Taylor-Paramou-

Theaters Today

'

j

Colds

Headache

Toothache
Earache

Neuralgia

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Lumbago

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

J1.
avlrt

la tta

of 12
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trade

Ablets
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Bottles of

Mamifacura

U

and 100

All druggists.
of Seliejllacll

of Uonoseitleteltetcr

Cigarette

from down where

nt

"The Primal Law," and the element
of mystery is developed effectively,
in regard to the mother of th little boy as well as the real causes
of the eagerness of one Travers
and his crowd to get possession of
Willow ranch and other properties.
The fight at the Willow ranch
Is strikingly realistia and thrilling.
Impressive for its direct and momentous bearing upon the fortunes
DtJSTIN FARNTJM WINS
of Wayne. Janice and the boy, as
IN THE FOX PHOTOPLAY
"THE PRIMAL LAW well as other characters in the phoExcellent work was done
toplay.
Dustln Farnum aroused enthusi- by Bernard Durnlng in the dlrec-ln- g
of
this
afproduction, and the reasm in the audience yesterd .y
ternoon and last night at the Pas- sult is an entertainment of untime theater, in the role of Brian usual merit in every way.
Wayne in "The Primal Law," a
VETERAN DIES.
stirring Fox photoplay of the west.
Little Rock, Ark,, Oct. 2T. Gen.
He was In turn the gentle and
84, confederate
humorously kindly pal of little Bob- William H. Haynes.
bie Carson, revealing the most gra- veteran arid founder of the Arkandied at his
sas
national
guard,
cious side ot nis engaging personality, and the dangerous fighter home here today.
when aroused by the efforts ot a
Fifteen hundred students, it Is
band of plotters to rob the boy of
his birthright. The role enables said, are employed to take tickets,
the versatile star to reveal much of usher and do various other Jobs
at the big Yale football games in
dramatic nature.
his many-side- d
Suspense is well sustained in the Bowl.
Alden in the role of the old mother.
Some of the other players are
Dwlght Crittenden, Helene Chad-wicMolly Malone, the three chiln
dren who acted in the Booth
"Edgar" comedies; Johnny
Jones, Lucille Rlcksen and Buddy
Messenger; Louise Loveiy, Nicke
Cogley, Blllle Cotton, Fannie
and M. B. ("Lefty") Fiynn.
Tark-ingto-

Stock-bridg-

"THE OLD NEST" GRIPS
! Lasky
'R" Theater Jess
MOST HARDENED CRITICS;
SHOWING AT THE LYRIC
the popular favorite,
Thumping .out his defl with a present
in
star
Ethel Clayton, as the
hairy paw which made the type- William
D. Taylor's
Rupert Hughes has done it again.
writer quiver like a punching bas, Wealth," a Paramountproduction.
picture;- His "Scratch My Back" and "Hold
"Iron Mike," as gentle a baboon also presenting the Paramount- Tour Horses" has a successor that
as ever caved in the skull of a Vrfnaenburgh
exploration picture, surpasses even these
delightful
total stranger, today challenged 'Slaying the Hippo."
Jack Dempsey to the world'
J.yric Theater only two more comedies. It is "The Old Nest," a
heavyweight championship. "Jack- days for the showing of the great film version of the author's story
in the Saturday
anapes," his voluble manager, of- home stirring picture. "The Old that appeared
fered to deposit 10.0QO cocoanuts Nost," one of Goldwyn's best pro Evening Post, how on view at the
as a forfeit.
also
"Beat
theater.
It,"
It is the photoLyric
repeating
ductions;
play of the year.
They ask only one condition: the Chester comedy.
"The Old Nest" is a series of
Tastimo Theater "The Primal
that the Marquis of Queensbury
and London prize ring rules be aw." a William Fox picture with dramatic episodes that reveal the
waived in ravor or the neolithic Dustln Fai'num as the leading star, Wife of an American family. The
regulations when it was perfectly is being repeated today; also show,- theme is mother love, and the audi
tne
proper to rip out one of an oppon- lng a rattling good St. John com- ence is privileged to look into
home and into the hearts of a typient's short ribs and beat a tattoo dy, "Fast and Furious."
cal family. All the little joys and
over his cranium with it.
sorrows that every one of us re
BEN TITtPIN IN CITV
UfifH Sporting Kditor's Typewriter.
members are flashed on the sereen,
SHOUT TIME 'ESTERDA
"Iron Mike's" challenge was
anil bring tears and laughter In
hammered out on the favorite
succession.
movie
comedian,
celebrated
quick
The
typewriter- of the Tribune's sportto
In the story, the mother lives to
ing editor. Afterward, tho scribe Ben Turpln, whose eyes are said
see
in
her family of six children gradhad to.pago the wrecking crew look square Into each other, was
from one of tho agencies to get his the city yesterday for an hqtr, and ually Indrift away from the old home.
tne
they rememberroost.
mill in shape.
during the stay of tho train walked But nestthe end,come
home to
and
Hero is a verbatim reproduction up to the "B" theater, where he old
more
no
than
There
is
plot, any
of the challenge wfhlch will be pre- met Joseph Harnett, proprietor of
in life itself. Things
sented to Dempsey when he reach- the Barnett Amusement company, there is anoplot
to bowels completely by morning and
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
one
knows why and no
happen,
Turpln
manager.
and
Joe
Rcottl,
es his home in Salt Lake City,
one questions. A reproduction of physic your bowels when you have you will feel splendid. "They work
mustache
false
famous
had
his
Utah:
Sour Stomach
while you sleep." Cascarets never
Headache
of his life is "The Old Nest."
"Grrrrrrrh qwe 234567890"$" with him It being one part
Biliousness
Colds
stir you up or gripe like Salts,
The picture, which was directed
with his
&'0!!!!!! qaz wx edcrfy wegtr-hyju- k makeup in his pictures,
Dizziness
was made at
Indigestion
Pills, Calomel, or OH and they
that usunlly create a whole by Reginald Barker,
qaz yhn oluy ukmi ;poiut eyes,
e
or
One
Is
cost
Cascarets.
candy-likonly ten cents a box. Children
He Is on his way to I.os the Goldwyn studios. It wag per
qwsceb qwer .kit &ui: asfgjkl lot of fun.from New York,
will
two
cast
love
with
acted
a
Cascarets too.
empty
accomyour
Mary
tonight
fectly
by
Angeles
nm
asdfghjkl; qwtztyulop asdfgh
wife arid father.
his
by
panied
;pw"
Translated by the sporting ediCHICAGO DOCTOR.
tor, who has dealt with anumber LEAPING
IS KTARK1XG WITH ETHFD
i
of the ham and egg pugs and unijwwjwwi mi mi
IN "WEALTH"
iawiiuialjiiv)i.jpi't.:,;iiMii .- i- nn..i
CLAYTON
derstands the language ui the Jungle, this means:
They take no chancea In InacHern's What Tt Menns.
in these modern days of
"Jock Domns: If you tblnk yott curacies
motion pictures.
the
are the world's leading abysmal
For children's hospital scenes of
brute, step into the ring with me "Wealth," In which Ethel Clayton
for a few rounds and I will rhanee will appear at the "B" theater tothat Idea pretty blamed quick. My day and tomorrow, one of Chicalicked one of
best known physicians was
Jack Johnson's ancestors and I can go's
chosen as technical supervisor. Chilick you. Weight makes no dif- cago mothers will be sure to recall
ference. Will meet you in any this man who treats in the picture
ring the smaller the better. Hoping I get a chance soon to unravel your spine and scatter your vertebrae around as souvenirs, I remain, yours, lovingly, Iron Mike,
a bad baboon."
If the challenge Is accepted,
Manager Jackanapes will get his
Plies, Pimples, Carbuncles, etc,
trainquickly relieved by
pleasant little protege into rounding at once. He may rent a
house as training quarters and hire
a couple of steam engines for spar- er ycor money bsck. 50c a? Druggists or
by well postpaid.
ring partners. Adopting the pugil- ,
istic precedent set by Jess Wlllard, THE BOILEX'K CO., Albuquerque, N. M.
"Iron Mike" is traveling with a
circus. He is one of the performCUT THIS OCT IT IS WORTH
ers for the Al G. Barnes show.
MONEY.
w Cut out this Blip, enclose with
MEDIATORS TO KANSAS.
Bo
mall it to Foley & Co.,
Washington, Oct. 27. The fed- 2835andSheffield
avenue. Chicago,
eral department of labor took a 111.,
writing your name and ad-In
hand in the Kansas coal mine trouwill receive
You
bles today by sending two media dress clearly.
package containing
tors, H. B. Dynes and W. H. return a trial and
trim yet vigorous lines of this
Tar Compound
J Foley's Honey
Rodgers into the territory.
1 for
coughs, colds and . croup;
Thoro-Wor- th
model will be
Kidney Pills for pains in
Queen JTary is a confirmed Foley
'
backand
sides
rheumatism,
back,
and during the presthe
ailby
appreciated
and bladder
young man who
ent year she has traveled hundreds ache, kidney
TabCathartio
ments; and Foley
knows style. Whether you prefer this, or
of miles to visit
lets, a wholesome tnd thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipaone of the more conservative models, you
tion, biliousness, headaches, and
slugglBh bowels. Sold everywhere.
will find at the Thoroughbred or Worth

RL I.S

-

For Constipated Bowels

Bilious

.

imwumii

i

great-granfath-

BOILS
BOILENE

THE

curlo-hunt-

curio-shop-

s.

confined in the county jail to await
the meeting of the grand Jury next
A
spring when the charge of stealing
Frank HubbeU's automobile will be
Investigated,
attempted to saw
their way out of Jail Wednesday
night. Several 6f the heavy steel
bars were sawed through when
DRUG
Fred Fornoff discovered
the work. Four saws were found in
the boys' beds.
Carter arMotorcycle Officer
Next Dose may Salivate You,
rested the boys after a wild chase
Loosen Teeth or Start
toward Isleta a few days ago. Several show were fired by the offloer
Rheumatism
v
before the boys wers caught after
abandoning the.machlne and taking
Calomel Is mercury: Quicksilver.
to the sand hills. The bovs admit
ted taking the machine, but claimed It crashes into sour bile like dyna-- 4
cramping and sickening you.
they did not intend to steal It, but mite,
were only driving It to Belen where Calomel attacks the bones and
should
intended
a
they
freight tem. never be put Into your syscatching
train west
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated .and all knocked out,
EVANGELIST TO MAKE
just go to your druggist and get a
for
LAST SPEECH TONIGHT abottle of 'Dodson's Liver Tone
few cents which is a harmlossJ- '
The . last opportunity
to hear vegetable substitute for dangerous
Evangelist H. A, Ironsides, of Oak calomel. Take a spoonful and If it Bread is the most essential part ot
doesn't
land, calif., who has been speak
start your liver and any lunch. But our bread should
ing to capacity audiences during straighten you up better and quick- be the mainstay ot your little
tne recent revival services at er than nasty calomel and without daughter's lunch because you realthe North Street Gospel hail making you sick, you Just go back ize the wholesomeness, the pure-hes- s
will be tonight,
when he will and get your money.
and dellciousness that commake his farewell address.
Mr.
Don't take calomel! It makes you bines to make our bread.
Thit
Ironsides and Vincent Steffan, a sick the next day; it loses you a realization should lead
you, to be.
former convict, spoke at the state day's work. Dodaon's Liver Tone Ileve that sandwiches made
our
of
penitentiary in Santa Fe yesterday
you right up and you bread are ideal.
where they were well received. John straightens
feel great. No salts necessary.
Bloor will give a special address Give It to the children because It
at the Gospel hall on Sunday even
is perfectly harmless and caa not
ing.
207 South First Strset
salivate,

dealer in your town a
which will
satisfy your individual require ments.
1

DANGEROUS

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for

ia

tobacco. For

CALOMEL IS

Mil
UliiUu

Vir-gin-

TO DEALERS

II

both Thoroughbred
Hau and Worth Hats
are not sold in your
locality, ask nt about
our unusual dealer

It is easy to select a suitable Worth or
Thoroughbred Hat. The style range is
so complete, the quality is so apparent,
that it is a real pleasure to make a selection. The prices are unusually low for
hats of this character.

propoation.

jjuwtuunu.ti.

The Ideal Lunch

Pioneer Bakery

GIEI11ME
AND

Liver

October 28, 1921.
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Papre Five

Woman's Daily Magazine Page
BEAUTY CHATS

ocial Calendar

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED

By Edna Kent Forbea.

PMC

;

for over 30 years

By JANE PHELPS.

Friday.

The Woman's Bible class of tha
A CRUDE OIL MASSAGE.
antiseptics wtll cure practically First Methodist church will meet WE ARE ALL CHILDREN AT one. That is
ray especial treat for
case of dandruff. More sen at the home of Mrs. M. 13.
every
TIMES. tne writer-manHickey
If you, in common with most of ous scalp, diseases, of course, re at 115
2:30
at
North
Walter
street,
I tald no mora, but looked at
your fellow man and women, suf- quire a different treatment. The P. m.
CHAPTER 124.
Juanlta as If I never had known
fer from dandruff you will find crude oil shampoo should be re
Hallowe'en party at the
Faculty
1
her
before. What did this softness
Juanlta was on ,the porch.
the following treatment most ef- peated every three weeks.
university at 8 p. m.
this
manner mean?
Constant Reader: Yeast made
fective. If you persist I am sure
Woman'a club will meet at 3 p. kne by her change of expression it waslanguishing
not quite like anything
that you will eventually cure the from the recipe you send Is not m.
when she saw me that I was
had seen in her before. Had she
like the yeast which comes in cakes
most stubborn case of dandruff.
Country club dance at p. m.
. But she quickly recovfeared to fail in weaning Dick en
the same effect.
Purchase some crude oil. This and will not havehome-madElks' entertainment and dance ered herself and greeted
as
me
e
tirely rrom me, and now had
yeast at' 9 p. m.
is a thick dark oil with a curious, I doubt If any
adopted this clinging-vln- e
attitude.
sometimes not altogether pleasant will have the same properties as
DeMolay dance at Masonic Tem- usual.
to work on his
feeling noplng
odor. It is simply the oil as it this which is prepared for the ple at 9 p. m.
"Well. Mr. Writer-maat the St. better?" she asked, calling Dick in that way?
Hallowe'en social
comes from the wells before it goes trade.
We remained about an hour
8 p. m.
Country Girl: The Juice from Paul Lutheran church at of
through the various refining proMrs. by the name she had given him an hour of distress to me, of no
Music recital by pupils
cesses. It Is still full of mineral cucumbers will bleach your arms
Then particular pleasure, to either Dick
M. Combs at Troman's club at when we first knew her.
matter which makes it most val- and so will that from ripe toma- W.
8 p. m.
to me: "Wasn't he a lear or Juanlta, I was sure. It was
turning
uable in treating the scalp. Tou toes. Children's Hallowe'en party at to telephone me when he finished dick wtto proposed going. Noth
will probably get this at a drug
Shrimp: As you are only 18
of Mrs. George Simms at the story? He knew I was wait- ing loath, I rose at once and Juan
store, If not you will certainly get years of age, do not be discour- home
lta made no objection.
3.30
p. m.
ing to hear."
it at a furniture store, where it is aged about your height; try to InWhen we. reached home I found
Hallowe'en social at Congrega"Dick is always thoughtful of
used for polishing furniture, or at crease It through prescribed exerindignant a letter from Junior. Suddenly 1
a paint and oil store.
cises in soma gymnasium, which tional chuch by C. B. society at8 his friends," I replied,
to make him a visit of a
decided
mention
to
that she had the nerve
Heat this oil as hot as your scalp will be such as will elongate the p. ni.
aay or two.
the telephone cessage.
can stand it, massage in quite a muscles and keep the bones of the
"Will you go with me, Dick?" 1
"My name will be Dennis with
spine loosened. - Stand well, keepquantity of It with the finger tips;
him if this story is accepted," she asked. "Junior would be delighted.
or if possible with an elcctrio vi- ing the chest forward and the head GRAY FOX TRIMS
with a laugh as she rang for He said when he was at home that
brator.
Massage for 15 minutes, high, while all the time your
COPPER RED SUIT said
tea which was served on the porch. the boys quite lionized him because
working as much of the oil lnti weight should be on the balls of
"He will think he doesn't need me, nis rather was an author."
the scalp as you can. Let this the feet.
"No, I can't," Dick replied.
that he can go it alone."
Snow Drop: 'in making cucumNext morning
stay on overnight.
"I'm sorry you won't go with
"And you think he cannot?" I
ber Juice, stew the entire vegetaShampoo the hair.
me," I replied, already regretting
could not help the question.
With so much oil you have to ble, after cutting It into 'small
ne
can.
But
No i think he
i naa saia i wouia go.
use soap three, or possibly four pieces and covering it with water.
"I am too tired, too nervous.
needs sympathy, encouragement,
times on the hair, and your water Cook slowly, until all has become
are
Writer-man- ?
When
You
I get rested perhaps I'll run
don't
you
must be quite hot. An antiseptic a pulp, strain and bottle. If it is
like a good many men nothing down for a day. But stay as long
soap is best. If you cannot pur to be kept for any length of time,
as
you can, Nan. It will do you
but a boy after all." She seemed
chase any put a few drops of any make an extract of It by boiling
to forget I was there, listening.
good."
good antiseptic in, both the wash- it down again and to each ounce
an
mm
"And
As
she
give you perfect freedom
gave
she
talked
of juice add same amount of high
ing and rinsing waters.
I to spend all the time with JuanIntrlenlncr look. soft, melting.
This combination of oil and of proof alcohol.
thought of what those men had lta," I gald to myself, my heart
said, of what Mrs. Baker had told full of bitterness. But I would go.
me, and clenched my hands In my It would do me good. The constriving to hide my feelings,
lap to refrain from saying things stant
T would
regret Bimnly because it to pretend I noticed nothing In
Dick's attention to Juanlta was
would give Dick a chance to
her something I was deter- becoming almost unbearable. 1
should
would
He
relax for a bit. Perhaps
to
never
allow.
mined
Br LAURA A. KIRKMAN.
not champion her because of any- when I returned It would not be
thing I said or did. So I simply quite as hard.
And I would be wKh Junior.
replied:
DIRECTIONS FOR CROCHETING times. Join with slip stitch (si st)
Whenever I become discouraged,
"Wo are all children at time,
to 3rd of chain 5 at beginning of
A TWIN'E SHOPPING BAG.
I Imagine." Mary Just then brought when I felt my cross was greater
round, thus forming six spaces.
&
vSr tea and cake and Dick changed than I could bear, I would think
"Please print directions for croThird round (1 d, 4 t, 1 d) in
the conversation by compliment- of him and carry on because of
round
one
of
each
first
the new,
cheting
space of
space, repeat to,
ing Junntta upon their excellence. him. his future. If I could help
round.
seems
"I made them myself purposely it that future should not be
twine bags that everybody
for you because you are so fond blighted by scandal.
to be carrying nowadays when
Fourth round ch 3, turn work
How delighted he was to see
of them," she murmured.
shopping or marketing," writes a and catch around first spoke of
So she even flattered him by me!
It almost made me foreret
2d round with al st, ch 6, catch
render of this column.
What
liked.
the indifferent way Dick had bade
cooklntr the things he
While I cannot always comply around next spoke, and repeat
susnot
I
had
do
me
crochetshe
that
else
did
around.
with requests to publish
goodbye. And he looked so
pected to strengthen her hol well, was so full of boyish enthuing or knitting directions because
Fifth round (1 d, t, 1 d) in
over him?
siasms and ideas.
His teachers tnis baking powder because, being
and also each space.
of spare restrictions
"I don't wonder you like them. told me he was very bright In his a quality product t.na Bold at a
because this column is primarily
a
worsted
, If yow wish to mako
Bald.
I
delicious."
are
Pick, they
studies, that his work In school fair price, it points thi. way to
devoted to housekeeping science
for your roses, follow these
You must give mo the recipe, was exceptionally good.
I WAS economy for every housewife In
I am glad to aocommodate a read- leaf
Leaf
directions:
Chain
8, skip 1
;
Junnita."
er occasionally In this way.
comforted, and for two or thre? this vicinity. This Is especially
1 d in each of next
st
make
and
':
true since the manufacturers ad"Oh, I couldn't give It to any days almost happy- .Crocheting Directions for Twine 6 sts, 1 si st In end st, 6 d down
vertise that "you use less" than
Pag: Chain (ch 4, Join, and fill other side of chain, 1 si st in st
of
this ring with 13 doubles (d).
higher priced brands.
was snipped.
Through their advertising
Second and third rows 2d in tnat
the
Second row 1 d In each st
manufacturers
are telling the
etch st. From this point work in around
two
lenf
extra
stitches
with
readers of the Morning Journal of
trebles (t) round and round, not
in point. Join, ch 2 for stem and
the merits of K C Baking Powder
joining rows, increasing a stitch fasten.
and they are to be Commended
whenever necessary to keep the
These bags ara Inexpensive to
By WALT MASON.
for the policy they have pursued
work Cat, about six times in each
Continue until you have, make. The twine used should be
round.
during a period when we have ull
of
soft
the
and
"fuzzy" variety
wondered '.'what's going up next?''
the d "nircd size. This bag meas- rather than the
smooth
kind.
1
an2
hard,
across.
inches
Make
ures
one evinces a spirit I detest. Oh
EASY RIDING.
other circular piece the same size Two balls of twine will make the
More than 4000 girls have bsen
why do men like tailors Insist on
if they are large balls. A
By ELOISE.
and Join the two with a straight bag buff
It
so
so many "turned to the right" by Miss Mary
car's
And
My
riding
gives
easy
why
being
paid?
The
color
the
makes
light
designer of this very smart
side piece which is 2 inches or
prettiest
amid the marts of trade? Bartelme, assistant to the Judge of
more in width and made in doub- bag. If you wish to give an extra fashion suit culls it a skating suit, no jar or shock, and in It I am wallersdo
juvenile court in Chicago, and
Why
they always chatter of the
hours,-bbut
at
most
all
touch
the
beside
the
clock;
women
finishing
gliding
roses,
young
will
think
an
at
leave
who is known n the
the
les;
ample opening
can work a row of doubles In it far too lovely for that. It is and, aa might be expected, mv things that do not matter? Why er to the motherless. official mothtop (this is done by having the you
do they splash and splatter In lan
yarn around the top of the suitablo for wear to the afternoon chores are oft
straight side piece go only two- - coloredCoarse
neglected, and cred- gnage that's decayed? "You ride
cotton instead of yarn theater party or tea, and will probthirds around the circular discs) bag.
I
are
wou'd
During one week the police In
In
the vll'ag?
itors,
wishing
your
A handle of plain crochet is now can be used for the floral decora ably be seen more often at such walk. dejected,
And every mile I travel pro- banker cries, "but you should pay London have arrested more than
on the skating rink.
mad (this should be one inch in tion, but the wool is smarter. places thanthree-pieca
score of women on charges of
e
new, pleasant thrills; but, as the dealer from whom you bought
It is a
Crochet the bag loosely. Some
aflair made vides
width) and attached to the ton. women
I throw the gravel, and climb the your pies; if one has paid the tin being bookmakers or proprietors
of
red
copper
line
The
frock
them
with
colored
duvetyn.
silk
The bag is now ready to be deco
made on Bfraigni, simple lines sunlit hills, the morbid under- ner, the webster and the spinner, of betting establishments.
rated by two small worsted roses to match the roses and this lining is
with a gray crepe de Shine vestee. taker, the butoher and the baker, the fletcher and the skinner, Joy'
made by the directions given be- shdws through the chocheted twine The
straight lino coat is trimmed protest that ' I'm a faker who riding then is wise. But if a man
very effectively.
low. A pale pink rose and a
with platinum gray fox to carry out doesn't pay his bills. A'l day you be owing for n Ilk and garden aasa.
rose together sewed on one
the
gray and red color scheme. The see me striving to .make speed he then Is wicked, blowing his
aide of the bag near the top, mako
NOTICE.
bands of fur form the collar and laws a jest, and If I cease my driv- coin for sparkling gas; and this
an effective finish. This bag, when
The
partnership of M. W. cuffs and trim me elges of the ing to give the car a rest, I'm the hosts are doing, all heedless
finished, resembles the parchment Thompson and E. C. Morgan under coat.
,
boned by merchant princes for pay they are choolng, while owing for
"head" of a banjo only of course the name of Builders' Supply comlittle hat for prunes and quinces, and every the bluing, alack, and eke alas.
Bmart, .snug-fittin- c
It has an opening at the top made pany, has been dissolved and the of Acopper
red
completes
by not having the tides (which business will be carried on in the the outfit. It isduvetyn
trimmed with a
correspond to the nickel part of a future by M. W. Thompson person- rosette of the same material. Gray TALMADGE
and Norma and Constance as well
SISTERS
ban Jo head) come together at the ally. All obligations of the part- slippers and hose make attractive
are Just perishing to see Mrs. Bus
top.
are assumed bv M. W. footgear for the costume, and pernership
LEAVING NEW YORK tcr Keaton in her new home. All
To Crochet a Wool Rose: Ch , Thompson and all accounts owing haps the designer Is right and it is
three admit Natalie's new home
and join in ring, ch 2.
to the partnership will be collected a skating si.it, but milady will
and her residence had a lot to do
1 t in by horn..
Second round Ch 6
M. W. THOMPSON.
to
want
to
next
wear it
her
with persuading them to make the
surely
four
ring, ch 2. Repeat from
B. C. MORGAN.
York la already
party.
trip west. New
beginning to mourn ma loss ui
these two film favorites. Connie
however, will return before many
days, but Norma will make as
many as two picture! In Califor
nla.
Do you suppose Buster Keaton'
next will be titled something like
"My Wlfe't Relativea."?
."
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

than of

Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded

Why pay war prices ?

do-fe-

p mm

Millions of pounds bought
by the government
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A home-mad- e
beat, is
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brands

higher-price- d

sweet that's hard to
,

English Walnut Candy
Made with Carnation Milk

M RHYMES

The extra richneee (twice that of ordinary

tarnation

nunc; of

gives thia delicious

candy a flavor that at Irresistible.
Learn bow to make thia walnut
candy easily and quickly on Page 27
oi a too of loo recipes which we
will aend you fraa if yon ask us.
aiso, u yoa wfeh them, a set of
Mrs. Mary Blake's

..

--

t

Cooking Lessona Address
Carnation Milk Product! Co.
P. O. Bos 278, T acton

Get Carnation
from Your Gi
BffiinnwsiCTHBaBi

Conttnfi Cok"

frtm

lav-end- ar

Xrw MIL
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You remember the story
of the Pitcher

CHILDREN'S HEALTH
CONFERENCE SHOULD
DRAW MANY FATHERS
Fathers of children, as well as
their mothers, art to be welcomed
at the first children's health con

It made a good many irtps to the well and it came

back in good order. '.
"I can take care of myself," it
need to talk about risks to me."
But it went once too often.

.

ference which will be held under

said"they

don't

j

After that it was only part of a pitcher, and they
didn't need to talk to it about fisks it knew.
saaeaawBaeaaseai

'

A lot of people won't believe coffee can harm
them until it does harm them.

.

i

J Wi

"Nonsense!" they say, "it never disturbs me."
When it does disturb them, then they fenow.

Often the disturbance which they then recognize
b the result of irritations to nerves and digestion
which have been going on for a long time.

S

If you have to lie awake at night and count the

clock ticks, after an evening cup of coffee, then you
know that it's better to be safe than sorry.
The risk of coffee's harm is gone when the mealtime drink is Postum. "
Here's a delightful and satisfying table beverage,
with charm for the taste and without harm for nerves
or digestioa You know you're on the right road with
Postum; there's never the possibility that you'll go
once too often.
Poatam comai In two forma i Instant Pot turn (In tins) made instantly
la the cap by the addition of boiling water. Poatum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who prefer to make the drink while the meal la being
prepared) made by boiling for 30 minute.

. "There's
'

Mad

a

Had Your Iron Today?

eason" for Vostum

by Poetum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

der the direction of the nursing department of the Red Cross chap
ter, it has been announced by ahss
Gladya Harris, Red Cross public
health nurse. The conference will be
held in the federal building on No
vember 8. 9 and 10.
"Although tradition has In the
past left all of the care of babies
to the mother, said Miss Harris,
"fathers have repeatedly brought
their children to the clinics which
we have been conducting. They
have also come to the public
nurse's office to ask her to visit
their wives and babies at home
"Since the fathers are aeeklng
mora knowledge concerning the
task of sharing the responsibility
of child rearing with the mother,
the clinic has been offering val
uable advice In a number of instances. At the conference there
will be held a showing of tha babies which have bean brought back
to health through the efforts of
the clinic, and as well as exhibits
of the modern and simple methods
of caring for children which will
Interest fathers a well as moth
ers."
i

i

Listen, men and women

against "3 o'clock fatigue"
When your speed slacken- sWhen your brain fags
When youtegin to yawn
And look at the clock;
And it's 6nly 3 o'clock
And there's a pile of wor-kStill on your desk
That you must do

Before you've done i
HOUSEWIFE
IS
A
good day's, work j
LOW
AFTER
PRICES
t's then you need i
Right at this time, when every These little
Sun-Maids- -!

well-know-

daily

pre-digest-

five-thir-

FREE Send Today

ty

N

"

LITTLE

"Between Meal Raisins"

quality and tha manufactur
er are tha proud possessors of an
Award for Distinguished Service"
presented by the government for
service rendered during the war

her.
The
Mrs. Talmadge la going, too, She should

erocers of Alhunnnrmi
enjoy a splendid salt on

"

10-2-

Sun-Mai-

!

CutThls Out and Send It

I

California Associated Raisin Co.
Dept.
fresno, Calif.

Fln

Fresno,

eend me copy of your free
necipes."

"Bua-Mu- a

Hane

have them for your afternoon refreshment
make that your daily profitable habit
Ralsin Cq., Dept.
Mtmbtrihip tt,0Q0 Gnwtri

Send coupon for book containing
more than 100 valuable raisin recipes
to make delicious dishes with the
d
packages yoa
"big sister"
buy at the neighborhood store.

book

Buyatnoon?Z7i:

California Associated

ad

You need but a small bit of Iron
yet that need it vital. Raisins
are rich In Iron. Safe, healthful sweet-mea- ts
for the children, too.

i

It's

vuinitf)i
ttAiatMS
Moaa

Look for this Dlapity Carton on your
dealer's counter. Sold at all drug,
grocery, caody and cigar itorca 5s

al

And you've finished--n
Feeling like
You could lick
Another deskful,

B3

LINUS

la.

Raisin"- "The Between-MeIn a handy little Sc package
Containing 146 calories;
Of energizing nutriment
Practically
So it gets to work at once
And "picks you up"
And starts yoa off again
And first thing you knowi

woman is Interested in prices, when
nuggets!
she la perfectly anxious to make Of NEW ENERGY
,
a saving In her purchases, goods
sold at pre-wprices surely make Called Little
a strong appeal.
Z5 ounces for 25 cents"- - same
price for over SO years-r-t-s
the
Sun-Maids-- 5c
n
brands
price ona of the
of baking powder It being Bold bv
all tha principal grocera throughout tha country Tha fact that the
government bought millions of
pounds of K C Baking powder speaka
volumes
for lta
ar

isvru3 mset

How they brace you

THE

Norma and Conatance Talmadge,
TALMAIXiU SI.STJUtS
As soon as Norma Talmadge finishes "Smilin' Through" she la
going to pack her clothes, close
up her studio and go torhe west
coast. She believes that her next1
picture should be filmed in the
sunshine of California and not in
the drab, dull weather that November brings to New York.
Constance is) going along, too,
but only for exteriors. You see,
Connlo has a husband she thlnka
rather well of and ahe doea not
care to leave him with a whole
continent between
them
and
friend husband cannot arrange, his
business at this time to accompany

HUNGRY?
fjQPAJ.'MMS

Street.
Calif.

Cit- y-

--

State-

PITT TEAM MUST TAKE 4 REAL BRACE IF
IT WANTS TO MAKE CREDITABLE RECORD

OIL WELLNEAR

SE1ELT

SCKIN

TO BEAGUSHER

near

well

The
Pecos, Texas, and only nbout twenty-four
miles south of Carlsbad, N.
M., was brought in yesterday nt an
Initial flow of about 1,000 barrels,
according to officially unconfirmed
reports received at Santa l'e and
Although
Albuquerque yesterday.
there Is no report from officials of
the company as to the size of the
well, reliable persons reported last
who
night to Captain W. C. lleicl,
has Interests near the well, that its
flow was estimated at about 1,000
barrels. The quality of the oil was
not stated In the telegrams reaching here and Santa Fe last night.

n.

The first of a series of dinners of
club, the recently organized Y. M. C. A. t janization at the
university, will be held at 6:30
o'clock this evening at the the Y. M.
C. A., to honor the football team.
D. W. Faw has agreed to be present at the dinner, and to make a
short talk. Coach Johnson will
also be present and will probabiy
give va brief address. Edward Hor-gawill
university cheer-leadeload the yells. Most of the members of the football team will be
U-- Y

n,

Y

score-boar-

ONLY ONE DRUNK

SEEN IN SOVIET
RUSSIAJOURNEY

U--

gram.
Princess

(ll Tim Ankociated Preen.)
Moscow, Oct. 27 In three weeks

of
Duchess
Louise,
is a talented miniature of travel through soviet Russia the
Associated Press correspondent has
painter.
seen but one Intoxicated man. That
was a workman In Moscow who
was so far under the influence of
liquor that he was unable to tell a
group of curious and thirsty men
where he found the liquor.
Tho new decree permitting 12
per cent of alcohol In beverages
has not produced the results
and
had hoped
for. Wine cellurs have not produced hidden supplies and apparently thert are no vegetables, fruit
nor grain available for conversion
into drinks.
Restaurants and cafes have no
Every "Diamond Dyes" package
tella how to dye or tint any worn, alcoholic drinks for sale. There is
new
or
a
an
abundance of kvas find various
faded garment
drapery
rich color that will not streak, spot,
drinks alleged to be
fade or run. Perfect homo dyeing made from fruit but probably
is guaranteed with Diamond Dyes largely chemical in their composieven If you have never dyed before. tion.
If there are alcoholic stores in
Just tell your druggist whether the
material you wish to dye Is wool or RiiKsia they have not yet reached
silk, or whether it Is linen, cotton, the markets nf central and northor mixed goods. For fifty-on- e
years ern Russia. The enactment of the
millions of women have been using law permitting the sale of alcoholic
"Diamond Dyes" to add years of beverages of low grade was dewear to their old, shabby waists, fended by the soviet officials on the
skirts, dresses, coats, sweaters, dra- ground that it was necessary to
rave the Caucasian end Crimean
peries, stockings, hangings,
wine growers from ruin.

DYEDHERWRAP,

A typical

with
Miss
come
Great
from

wine-bibbe-

Oben-chai-

GENTLEMEN
$22.50
LADIES
We invite you to see our winter
Line of
Dresses, Serges, $12.98 values nt

$5.98

Dresses, Serges, $18:75 values at

$12.92 and up

If you are good for CREDIT
don't bo afraid to ask us.

The

LUCERO

Garment Shop
Cor. Second and Silver

your

open-ai-

r

girl,

English

fair hair and blue eyes, is
be-

world-famo-

rs

OUITTOBAGGQ

ONE

health-maintainin-

In his address
Mr. Renehan
paid: "The names of Washington, v
are perma-nentlRoosevelt
and
Lincoln
associated In the minds of
Americans. Washington, the Vulcan who forged our liberty: Lincoln, who preserved it, and Roosevelt, the anostle who preached the
doctrine of loyalty to' self and to
tho American people, shall stand
for ages as the representatives of
the great men of our magnificent
republic."
Before the address, Miss Orace
of
Btortz. soprano, sang "Land
reMine," and very graciously
sponded to the applause with a
charming encore.
George S. Klock preside 1 at the
meeting.

So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
has helped thousands
g
to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever voti
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew, just place a harmless
tablet In your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally physically, fiIt's so easy, so simple.
nancially.
and if It
Get a box of
doesn't releaae you from all craving for tobacco in any form, your
druggist will refund your money
J
without question.

time, 2 to 3 cakes a day.
distinctive flavor and the
your mouth.

single food element essential to health!
now know that many of our
and failures are really due to lack of a
g
element in food the water-solub- le
vitamine. Scientists are agreed that without this, one food" factor we lose appetite and
weight and fall off in health.
This is why thousands of men and women who
are eating otherwise good and wholesome meals
find their energy and vigor slipping. And this is
also why many have little appetite and remain in
a state of lowered vitality.
Today Fleischmann's Yeast is recommended as
a corrective food for overcoming these difficulties,
for Fleischmann's Yeast has been discovered to
be a rich source of the essential vitamine we need
throughout life.
Fleischmann's Yeast is a wholesome, fresh food,
assimilated like any other food. Eat it at any

r The neeel

'

II

' ( JWT h

I

WELL

f

Send 4c in stamps for the booklet, "The New
Importancs of Yeast in Diet." So many inquiria
are coming in daily for this booklet that it is
necessary to make this nominal charge to covet
Address THB
cost of handling and mailing.
Fleischmann COMPANY.701 Washington Street
New York, N.Y.

for scientifically tested yeast

Fresh yeast has been proved by recent ecxentiHo tests to be a
n
vmluable food for correcting
condition, constipation,
indigestion and certain akin disorders. These original tests
were all made with Fleischmann' Yeast. Beware of untested
preparations that contain drugs or other mix- rures. Fleischmann's Yeast (fresh) is a pan, food, rich in rita
mine, in which it measures up to the high standards set by
run-dow-

yeast-vitami-

il
laboratories and hospitals. The familiar
package with
the yellow label is the only form in which Fleischmann's Yeast
for Health is told.
tin-fo-

Journal Want Ads bring results
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its fresh
taste it leaves in

daily.

C

f
Y Ag?

You will like
"clean

Have it on the table at home and try it as
a sandwich filler or spread on crackers. Have
it at your office and eat it at your desk. It is
If
good in milk, and many like it just plain,
troubled with gas dissolve it first in very hot
This does not affect the efficacy of
water.
Place a standing order with your
the yeast
grocer for Fleischmann's Yeast and get it fresh

THE INTREPID DOINGS OF RUFF AND REDDY
DRJ
WW w sent wiffrtw'U
Wftti wt
V

X
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Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 27. An
offer of freedom In exchange for
testimony against Arthur C. Burch.
with whom she was jointly indicted
on a charge of the murder of J.
Belton Kennedy here, was made ton
night to Mrs. Madalynne C.
by the district attorney's ofCharles
declared
was
it
fice,
by
Erbstein, of Chicago, here attorney.
Mrs. Obenchaln refused to discuss the offer with the district attorney's office through her former
husband, Erbstein said, after District Attorney Woolwine declined
to talk with her in the presence of
Erbstein.
District Attorney Woolwine declined to discuss the matter, other
than to say that he could not offer
immunity or anything else until ho
had heard what Mrs. Obenchain
had to say.

strike scheduled

for the

See our window display of the
$35.00 Suits mid Overcoats for

Why the food we at may fail to keep us fit

e
loyal Americans of
Albuquerque were present at the
last night
high school auditorium
to pav homage to the memory of
The
meeting,
Roosevelt.
Theodore
plannod as a testimonial of regard
to the great president, proved Instead a sad commentary on local
weathr?.
speaker
Last night's principal
was A. B. Renehan of Santa Fe,
whose eloouence In eulogizing the
American hero was duly Appreciated by the vast audience who
D, F and part of row

DRAPERIES

OVER.

OB ENCHAIN

I want to be known
values I give

digestion impaired?

nForty-thre-

Edwlna Ashley, who has
the richest young woman In
Britain through inheritance
her grandfather, th late Sir
finanErnest Cassel,
cier and philanthropist.

beer-love-

MV IT

don't pass this!

Is your appetite uncertain

Vincent's

SKIRT, SWEATER

"N

IS

for October 30,
would affect the situation on the I.
& O. N. There are 600 brakemen
and switchmen out on the road.
Locnl leaders announced that no
action would be taken until word
was received from their general
Meyer. Cross examination failed
R. D. Frame, at Chicago.
to effect any change in h'.a answer. chairman,
In reply to similar questions as
stocks of oatmeal
Enormous
to the cause of death in the cases
and have accumulated In Scotland, beof Ed Dooley, brother-in-laLewis and McHaffie. former hus- cause the working classes are givbands of the defendant, the witness ing up eating porridge, say the
returned similar answers. He de dealers.

academy both had proof the day. These
grams in honor
programs were made up of studies
of Roosevelt, his patriotism,at and
Old
patriotic songs. The school which
Albuquerque had a program
afterthis
o'clock
started at 1:15

TESTIFY OF FIGHT.
Jersey City, N. J., Oct. 27. Ten
local
witnesses, intruding eight
ministers who opposed the holding
bout
of the Carpentier-Dempse- y
lust July, testified today before the
Hudson county grand jury, which
opened an Investigation to determine if the bout was in violation of
the state law.

Argyll,

I

Ladies-Gentlem- en

te

club Is planning exThe
tensive activities for the year, ind
reports of the
cluding
football games at the down-tow- n
club is also
The
headquarters.
planning to give several motion
picture shows at the university, the
films being secured through the
will
national association. The
with the university Y.
proW. C. A. in planning the year's

18

the defense, early
plied to the state's hypothetical
question on the cause of Meyer's
death.
Pr. Morgan's reply was tnat it
would be impossible for, him to say
what actually caused the death of

.

'

r,

present.U--

SOUTHARD

1

OFFERISIDE

UNION LEADERS
E ON TEXAS ROAD

LEFT PUZZLED

of Thoodore Itoosever, was most
enthusiastic in the schools yesterof the
day. The students of all
institutions, from tho university to
to apthe lowest grades, seemed
of the fapreciate tho greatness
mous American whoso anniversary
adthey observed, with songs,
dresses and readings.
Tho university held a twenty-fiv- o
minute assembly before noon,
which was opened by a community singing of "America," followed
Iuk-keby a vocal solo by Prof. John
Miss Dorothy Cameron played a violin solo, and Mrs. Robert S.
Rockwood read from Roosevelt's
Frank
"The Great Adventure."
associated
Neher, president, of the Roosevelt's
students, read from
"Last Messago."
At the high school, at 10.30
was
o'clock, a beautiful address
delivered by John Sims, on . e
life characteristics and work of
Roosevelt. Forest Appelby read a
'vjawv?
'3ws?jt,
selection from "The Great Advensang
ture " and the audiencea FounAmerica" and "How Firm
dation," Roosevelt's favorite hymn,
choice last year; Thomat iccompanled by the high school
Above, Herb Stein, center,
Davies, halfback, punting, and Tom Holleran, quarterback.
orchestra, conducted by Miss Peet.
The library school had a ProThe University oi Pittsburg team, which looked formidable enough
at 11 o'clock, at which Pierce
gram
ahead
bodes
schedule
and the
on paper, has tjiade a poor showing
delivered an address on
Rodey
W.
&
on the
ill for them unless they swing into shape, Penn, Nebraska,
J. "Roosevelt,"
dwelling
and Penn State are yet to be played. Above are three of Pitt'i star. greatness of the man. John Strong
read the life history of Roosevelt.

UNIVERSITY Y. M. C. A.
TO OPEN ACTIVITIES
WITH DINNER TONIGHT
the

CITY

Xil NATION
The Anniented PrtM.)

Has Struck Pay Sand.
oil

E

STATE F

(By
Meeting at High School in Twin Falls, Ida.. Oct. 27 The
(By The AsHorlnted Pre.)
WellSan Antonio, Texas, Oct. 27.
Proves
entire day in the trial of Lyda
Evening
Union leaders among trainmen of
nf the
iinl.A.
lur J ri Cotitlinrrt neellHed
the International Great Northern
Nigh a Failure on the murder
by poisoning of her four.h railroad who
began a strike Saturhusband, jauwara r. wwii, Dr. day wer? in doubt
Part of Albuquerque.
tonight whether
of
given up to the examination
of
the
decision
their chieftains at
as
witness for
The celebration of the birthday j. e. Morganr who this amorning re- Chicago cancelling
the general

Unconfirmed
Reports Received Yesterday Indicate
That Toyah-Be- ll
ll

clined to state what amount of
poison of the kind which the witnesses callod by the state said was
found in the bodies of all these men
would be capable of causing death,
in his opinion.

SPEND

DAY

OBSERVED BY ALL

Toyah-Be-
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MANY KILLED WHEN TRAINS CRASH IN PARIS TUNNEL

"There has been no marked change

II
mi At)" :fh
--

.? GORPORATiONTAX

-

After Two Hour Talk by
mew
Mexico
senator,
Upper House Leaves Un- ; distributed Profits Tax.

m

'i

Washington, Oct. 27. An un
successful fight was made today in
,the senate to write Into the tax re
vision bill a provision to tax undistributed profits of corporations,
Three amendments proposing such
a tax were rejected, one without a
roll call.
' Also without a record vote the
cnate voted down an amendment
by Senator McKellnr, democrat,
Tennessee, which would have au
thorized the secretary of the treasury to refund the eleven billion
dollars of foreign debts Into long
time bonds, the interest on which
would be payable January 1.
All of these amendments were
on the section dealing with the
corporation income tax, but the
section finally was passed over un
til tomorrow, when the senate will
consider an amendment by Sena
tor Walsh, democrat,
MassachU'
setts, proposing a graduated tax on
a flat tax
of
instead
corporations
of 15 per cent recommended by
tno finance committee.
The first proposition to tax the
undistributed profits was offered
by Senator Jones, Now Mexico,
who urged its adoption in a two
hours' speech, delivered mostly to
The amendment
eripty seats.
provided that instead of a 15 per
cent ta there Bhould bo levied on
the undistributed profits a gradu
ated tax beginning at 8 per cent
on the first 10 per cent of income,
and ending at f6 per cent on the
amount of Income over 60 per
cent.
This amendment was rejected,
45 to 24.
Senator Simmons, democrat
of
North Carolina, ranking democrat
on the finance committee,
proposed then that in addition to a
flat tax of 15 per cent there should
be imposed a graduated tax on undistributed profits. This amend
ment was rejected, 45 to 2D.
. Senator Jones then offered an
amendment calling for a 10 per
cent flRt tax and a levy on undislf
tributed profits at
the
rate In his original amendment.
This was rejected without a roll
call.
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EfEHT OF TODAY
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(By The Aaoclnte

one-ha-

NEW PURCHASERS NEW
YORK JOBBING HOUSE
ANNOUNCE BIG SALE
;
The New York Jobbing house,
located at 115 South First, has been
purchased by thn St. Louis Wrecking Company. The present owners,
not being able to secure a lease on
the building, plan to put on a big
Closing Out Sain. The opening
date of the sale has been announced for next Monday. The new
management says that they are going to dispose of the entire stock in
a very short time.

-

4

i

I'trfH.)

Fargo, N. D., Oct. 27. Both
sides tonight were claiming victory for their candidates In tomo-row- 's
recall eloction aimed at state
officials endorsed by tho
league.
While a fair sized vote was expected with much, however, depending on weather conditions, it
was agreed in both camps tonight
uuu uie vote will not
that
of tho general election aequal
year ago,
when 229,606 votes were cast.
Is
Apathy in both factions
ascribed as tho reason for tho expected decreaso in tho vote. Independent leaders declare this de
crease probably affects both side
about equally, while the leaguers
insist it has been more innrknH in
o
circles.
Officials whusii recall is snmrht
are Governor J.ynn .1. Fni .!,..
William Lenile. attornov trnnt.T
and J. x. Hagen, commissioner of
agriculture and labor.
Opposing them nro Tt A v.tn.
for governor, Sveinbjorn Johnson
for attorney general, and J. A.
Kitchen for commissioner.
no constitutional
and several proposed nmnnr1,oi
laws nlsn
will be voted on. The
open
at a. in. and closo at 9 polls
p. in.
Estimates
of majorities from
both factions tonight were admittedly based on "the general outlook," and not on any specific
analysis by precinct
or counties.
On this phase, this information was available from official sources.
T. A. Nelson,
secretary of the Independent voters' association, said:

i ll

n

.

y fn xf

NORTH DAKOTA

x

,

.

in the political comploxion of the
state since a year ago. Wo expect
to maKe increases in many coun
ties, and in the case of Steele

REGALLELECTIOM

l.'EMPTYSEATSON

-

v

antl-leagu-

Just after the coll.sion, showing how one of the locomotives was
completely turned over bv the imoact.
nersnnn war Hll
ed and almost a hundred
injured
in the fearful railroad accident
that occurred recently in the
TwentV-si-

ITS

x

Batifruolle tunnel in Paris. The
unfortunates who were injured
or who lost their lives were all on
their way to Paris to spend a

GOING TO

SH PARLEYS

BE STOPPED IN
COUNTY AT ONCE

joyful night. The vreck was due
to a head-o- n collision of two fast
moving trains which crashed)
without warning.

that he thinks a debate wbuld be
the beat way of obtaining for himself a certain majority.
Ulster is
understood to present his chief

STOMACH MISERY,

difficulty, since ho has pledged
himself not to reduce the importance of the position of the northern parliament.
On the other hand, Mr. Lloyd
It's going to be stonned on Sun
In
Oeorge is urged by many unionists
Bernalillo county.
day
to permit the northern parliament
snenrt Tony Ortiz stated yester
to function.
day that he intended putting an
If Mr. Lloyd George assents to
nd to such things on Sundav. as
were
facilitating the powers of the
continual breeders of
they
Ctts The AssnclnUd
northern parliament, he risks a
trouble.
run.)
with
"There's a state law against
London, Oct. 27 (by the Associ- break in the negotiations
them and the law's going to be en- ated Press.) The Irish confer- Sinn Fein. Yet there is a powerful
in
own
his
in
favor
forced," the sheriff declared. "We ence seems to have resolved it;ie!f feeling
party
on't intend to put un with it any into meetings of the small commit- of leaving Ulster what she has.
the
longer. They're going on all day tee appointed to find a formula Until after Monday's debate
conference with Sinn Fein dele
nd night Sundays in several com as a bridge between tho negotiatwill
continue
more
in
or
gates
munities in tho county and disturb ing parties.
.less
This is the method
but both
the peace more than almost every favored by the premier in nego- suspended
animation,
else combined.
and tiations of a delicate and critical sides expressed the view that the
thing
Fights
11 kinds of
commons
in
debate
may kill It.
trouble seem to bo the nature.
result."
Mr. I.loyd George called a meetThe sheriff added that he in ing of the committee
unexpectedly
tended Issuing orders to the Jus- today.
The meeting
lasted an
tices of the pence to refuse promo- - hour. Both sides
are
HARDING
maintaining
era licenses so public dances in reticence, but it is believed
that
Bernalillo county will undoubtedly tho chief subject of
today's dissoon bo things of the past, unless cussion was Ulster.
some one starts a test cr.se and
Another meeting will likely be
TO CHANGE DATE
finds whether tho law has teeth in held tomorrow,
that
it or is too ancient to be dangerous. there will probablybut be after
no meeting until the debate in the house
of commons, which will begin
LOCAL ITEMS
FOB
Monday, on the Irish aunsHnn
s'
The
association co"ciuded. This Is expected to give
j
of the North Fourth street school uih premier a soim mafority vote
will hold a meeting this afternoon for continuing the negotiations and
The
Amnclnted Press.)
(Hy
Justify him In ignoring protests of
at 3 o'clock at the school house.
Washington, Oct. 27. Definite
Mrs. R. A. Sexton, who has been a small group among the union- decision
the time for the
fixing
visiting Mrs. E. C, Benson for the ists.
of the conference on limiA
announcement opening
past week, continued her trip east made
armaments and Pacific
tonight of arrangements for tation of
from California yesterday.
on Saturday, November 12,
Ethel Iteed was granted a di- tho premier s journey to Washing- affairs
on Armlstieo day, ae
than
rather
vorce from John Reed yesterday ton is considered a good augury.
originally suggested, is expected toby the district court.
morrow. State department officials
County teachers etvill meet Sat- DERATE IS CRITICAL
today announcement would be
STACK IX SETTLEMENT said
urday morning at 10 o'clock at tho
made
upon President Harding's re
Old Town school.
turn from the south.
London,
Oct.
27. AnnounceElfrlda Baca will arrive here toOfficials who have given careful
ment of Premier Lloyd George today from Washington, D. C.
to the program for Armistice
H. W. Grove, son of tho late Dr. day that Monday had been allo- study
including the ceremonies for
Q. W. Grove, visited yesterday at cated by the government for a dis- day,
tho American unknown dead, are
the home of Dr. J. S. Eusterday. cussion in the house of commons understood
to have been unsuccess
Mr. Grove is the chemist for tho on the motion of unionist members, ful in their efforts to find a time
Petroleum company censuring the government for con- for the first meeting of the conof Taft, Calif., and is on his way to ducting the Irish negotiations, is ference on that
day.
Kansas City to visit his mother, taken aa brineinir the Irish issnn tn
and to attend the national conven- another critical stage.
was
Electric
first used in
light
Sinn Fein indicated tonight they
tion of the American Legion.
America for
illumination in
expected parliament would not the California stage
Special communication of Tem- had
theater, San Franuntil there w;te a
ple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M , bo consulted
will be held this evonvng at Ma nearer approach to an agreement. cisco, February 10, 1879.
with Mr
sonic temple for work in tho M. M. They have neeotinted
Lloyd George, believing him to be INGROWN TOE NAIL'
degree.
in
a position to strike a binding
The educational
entertainment
TURNS OUT ITSELF
to be given by the Woman's auxll bargain, and they expressed apprehension
over the possibility that
St.
John church, at the
iary of the
A few drops of "Outgro" upon
guild hall on Friday night, has the debate might enable him to.
the ekin surrounding the ingrowing
been postponed until next Wednes modify his. proposals.
Their
view
was
likethat nothing
nail reduces inflammation and pain
day.
'
Knights and Ladles of Security ly to happen, in the house could and so toughens the tender, sensiwill meet at 8 olock vtonight at better the terms obtained by Sinn tive skin underneath the toe nail,
Fein, but that on the contrary, the that it can not penetrate the flesh,
the Knights of Pythias hall
n
Ladies employed
will debate might easily lessen 'these and the nail turns naturally outterms.
.
ward almost over night.
find tho Cedar Tree
satisfactory
They appear to be suspicious
Is a harmless, antiseptplace for their noon lunch. Noth that
the premier has been faced ic-"Outgro"
manufactured for chiropodists.
ing over 15 cents.
with trouble in his own party and However, anyone can buy
from the
drug store a tiny bottle containing
directions. Adv.
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Safe

'DIAPEPSIN'

EVHTYK3Y

HZ

THZISl

'r-

i

U4w.omninBUMw.ecNTU.

WANTS ANYTHING
ELSE
The eeason of coughs, colds,
croup and bronchial trouble Is at
hand. Every mother will ha inter.
ested In this letter from Mrs. E. K.
uison, 1D17 Ohio Ave., Superior,
Wis. "I tried many different kinds
of cough medicine, but now 1
never want anything
else than
Foley's Honey and Tar. I used it
for all my children when I :ived In
Iowa and also for my grandchild
In Duluth, and It has always done
good work." Contains no opiates.
Sold everywhere.

k"

Its-Avo-

feasance
Six (6) air-tig- ht

tTCSE E.CIY 5)CERSE
1
i

H.

FARLEY

207 West Central Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

v

This Ever
Happen to You (life

plpd

j

pi

Did you ever buy a can of peaches and when you opened it find any, or all
of these things:
More water or syrup than peaches
Did the fruit seem hard as though they were canned before they got ripe.

pre-

Iff

So They Were Not

GLASS

JAR

BRAND

Glass Jar Brand Fruits and Vegetables are always Solid Packed and are of
fruits and ' vegetables canned at correct stage of maturity.
If you try Glass Jar Brand once you will do so again. High in quality But
popular priced. Ask your groceryman for Glass Jar Brand, he can giv it

to you.

Soap. Qintmfiift, Talcum, S5e. evnrjrwRere. Samples
fne ef OMMra UaaratwWja, Davl X Malew. abss.

I
"TRIED

IT

Cents

LATELY?"

Co.

04a.

COFFEE
BOND-DILLO-

N

COMPANY

Wholesale Distributors

Ad.

5.

SUPPLY

Were they "soft" and "mushy"

Comfort Your Skin

a Journa' Want

29TH

United Cigar Stores Company
Sales Agency

sh

Try

OCTOBER

walls of paraffin

in our new canisters

Transfer

I

Under this plan I own the store but my arrangement gives me
all the benefits of buying and selling that any United Cigar
Store enjoys.
All the famous brands at United Cigar Store prices.
United Coupons or Certificates with all purchases.
My store will be the headquarters for the Famous Romance
Chocolates.
High grade Navajo Blankets will be on display at all times.
MY STORE WILL OPEN AS A UNITED CIGAR STORE

serve its fresh roasted fragrance
from all elements always' rich
and mellow," always oven-fre-

Call Albuquerque

ill

NEVER

S:

Your Truuk Hauled for

1

f m

COME IN AND GET YOUR WEEK'S

Even
Dampness
Cant Reach
Its Oven

We Are on the' Job Mi

FHDTCCTlCrHinZ

P

.r

To celebrate the occasion the following special inducements are offered:
FREE 10 whole Certificates with all purchases amounting to $1.00 or over. s
.?
FREE A Cigar Lighter with all purchases of $1.00 or over.
FREE A Glass Ash Tray with all purchases of $1.00 or over.
FREE A Durham Duplex (Demonstrator) Razor with all purchases amounting
to 50c or over.
FREE A Match Bopk Holder with each purchase of 25c or over.

toi All Ages.
fh "Food-DrinQuick Lunch at Home Office,o4
Fountains. Ah for HORUCCS.
id
Imitations & Substitutes

25

Mi.;,

-

fcialys?

SATURDAY,

and Fragrant Talcum

YCU?

if'

stores.

y

WithCuticuraSoap

WIYt:3T

mj3

I have taken advantage of the Agency Plan of the United Cigar
Stores Company, which in every essential respect makes my
store a UNITED CIGAR STORE.
This plan has proved immensely successful wherever introduced, because it passes on to smokers in the smaller places all
the advantages enjoyed by the smokers in the large cities in
which the United Cigar Stores Company operates over 2,000

Take 'Tape's Diapepsin" now!
stomach feels
fine. Don't bother what upset your
stomach, or which portion of the
food did the damage, if your stomach Is sour, gassy and upset, and
what you just ate has fcrjnented
into stubborn lumps; head dizzy
and aches; you belch gases and
acids and cruciate undigested food
.lust take a HI tie Tape's Diapepsin
and in five minutes you wonder
what became of tho indigestion
and distress. Millions of men and
women
know that it is needless to have a bad stomach. A little
Diapepsin occasionally keeps this
delicate organ regulated and thev
eat their favorite foods without
fear. If your stomach doesn't take
care of your liberal limit without
rebellion; if your food Is a damage
Instead of a help, remember the
most harmless
quickest, surest,
antacid Is Pape's Diapepsin, which
costs only sixty cents for a largo
case ai drug stores.

Milk

43480"

Notice Is hereby given that Balome
M..
Montoya y Chavea, of Alameda, N.
who, on December 7, 1917, made home14.
BE
E14
0S4338.
for
No.
stead entry.
EV4 SW14 BE14, EH SE'i NW14 BEH,
...
ranae
section 27, townsnip
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of
to
three-yeproof,
to
make
Intention
establish claim to the land above deAl- scribed, before wU. 8. Commissioner,
11 1001.
k
Qulrlnr,
a
witnesses:
names
Claimant
Coulter. Jacobo Medina, Augustln Alfaraa.
Nestor Paohecho, all of Chllllll, N. M.
A. M. BERQERB. Register.

ayri

lllll

FRIENDS AND CITIZENS OF ALBUQUERQUE AND
NEW MEXICO

In five minutes your

For Infanla
& Invalids
NO COOKING

LEGAL NOTICE

3921.

Mrs. Tom Wintrlngham, whose
name will go down in history as
the second woman to sit in tho
British house of commons, was
before her marriage a school
teacher.

SPIRITUAL PEACE

Dr. lialrrl hag absolute proof that
can be healed In all climates
br THE) INHALANT METHOD. Results
mre nation-widFor further particulars
address THE INHALANT METHOD CO.,
Fulte 609 Union League Bid., Key Ko.
32, Lot Angeles, Calif.

(REPUBLICATION.)
NOTICE FOB rVBI.ICATION.
Department of tire Interior, U. B. Land6.
Office, at Santa Fa, N. M., Oct.

the country-fres- h
flavor

ATTENTION!

GAS, INDIGESTION,
TAKE

jTT

Good to drink-h- as

WIXS ARMY RACE.
Laurel, Md., Oct. 27. Lieutenant
McComb, riding Almino, won the
annual race for United States army
officers today. The distance was
a mile and an eighth, time 2:04.

if

rr

Spell a backwards

siiWiHiMaiiitt

"semi-offici-

real hair

county, for instance, where Fra- zier s majority was largest a veur
ago. Our majority tomorrow will
ne around lu.uuo if we can get
our voters out."
Frank Ostman, publicity director of the league's headquarters
speaking for A. A. Liederbach,
chairman of the league's state ex
ecutive committee,
said:
"The
women will determine the election
in favor of the league candidates
and defeat the independents iniTwelve thousand
tiated laws.
women in tho rural district did not
vote a year ngo, but tomorrow they
will bo out In force and swing the
election to the league by a majority In excess of that of a year ago,
when Frazler defeated tho independent candidate 117,118 to

1)

Parent-teacher-

Men
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Gen. Armando Diaz, photographed
ainca nu arrival in the U. &

..Albuquerque,

N. M.

Gross, Kelly
Distributors.
ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

Uo.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PCMJSH1NG COMPANY
D. A. MACFHERSON.
CARL C. MAGEE.
President.
Secretary.
Business Manager
D. A. MACPHEHSON
EdItor-ln-ChlC.
CARL
MAOEE
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON.. ..Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 E. 42rt St.. New fork
matter at the post office
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque. N. M., UDder act of Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Sally, by carrier or by mail, one month. 85c;
yearly. In advance. 89.00.
t
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
other
to
Is
accorded
any
paper In New
rating than
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the yea r.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled, to
of all news credited to
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
herein.
news
the local
published
October 28, 1921
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ef

CLASS DISCUSSION.

says that while corn should be supplied In abund
ance to feed all the sufferers, they would need to
be educated to Its use, Instead of tho rye, to which
Russians are accustomed, or wheat which will be
difficult or Impossible to ship in sufficient quantl
tics. The relief administrator's arithmetic show.
Itig that 85 per head will save 15,000,000 lives rath'
er Invites the world sympathetic to action.

LEAVE 'EM TO MOTHER!

By F. G. Cooper

Roosevelt was a champion of the doctrine that
right makes might. He believed and rightly, that
a consciousness of tho Tightness of a cause, lent
power to the arm of its champion.

Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific

get

that:

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones

er

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

at

es

e.

anti-strik-

Col. William Haskell, head of the United States
relief administration In Russia, has placed the situation In the stricken country and elswhere upon an
arithmetical basis which Informs us Just what the
cash cost of defeating the famine and saving million! of lives will be,
Colonel Haskell has Just completed a survey of
the famine territory and reports that, discounting
possible exaggerations in numbers, not more than
15,000,000 people are Included in the area of suffering. Not all these are foodless and starving, he
explains, but all are short of adequate supplies. He
estimates that if full and prompt relief Is furnished
for 5,000,000 persons for six months all tho lives
at present menaced by starvation will be saved and
the emergency tided over. Going somewhat Into
detail. Colonel Haskell estimates that $5 per head
during; the full famine period of six months, or a
total of $50,000,000, will relieve the starvation threat
and carry the menaced population over Into tho next

season.
Colonel Haskell's Idea Is that If an adequate
food supply Js furnished for 5,000,000 of the famine
territory from outside sources there will bo enough
to feed all the people, as only a portion are totally
without rations of any kind. As Is the case of the
famlne-rtrlcke- n
Chinese, however, Colonel Haskell

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

fpoC

9

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

high-spu-

..

72
35
. 13

Reading

Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company

(Copyright
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Leghorn
December $1.06
and May $1.10
or 442-Phone 1851-c FOR SALK-(1.- 35 Nice
o to
to $1.10. Corn lost
fat pullets, BOo
o to
c.
and oats
Provisions'
each. S02 Bouth Broadway.
finished unchanged to Be higher.
FOR SALE Fitly Brown Leghorn hem
At the opening
wheat prices winter laying- strain. Phone 2408-showed a downward tendency ow- FOR SALE Twenty-sipigeons, .Go i
ing to general commission house
pair. 1603 South Arno, phone 197?-selling based largely on hedging FOR SALE Bucks, does ana frying ral
pressure from the northwest, in
710
bits; hens and frying chickens.
cluding Winnipeg. Assertions that West Lead
marout
be
of
would
the
Germany
SALE
Barred Rock fryers, pullets
ket until spring counted too as a FOR
and hens, 30c per pounds; ducks, 40o
916 North Sec
depressing
factor, and so did a pound. Phone 1S1S-bearish estimate of the Argentine ond.
crop. On the resulting decline, DRESSED POULTRY Phone your order
however, the market apparently
hens and fryers;
for fresh nillk-febecame oversold and made a sud we guarantee satisfaction; prompt serv
M4-ice.
Southwest
Phone
den upturn when gossip circulated
Poultry
made the strike settlement outlook Company.
seem more hopeful.
Temporary
DRESSMAKING
fear that much grain would be dam
aged In an elevator ftre reported at
Montreal had also a transient bull
ish effect. Then camo word that WANTED Sewing at home or by that
no definite result had been achievday. 1724 East Silver, phone 19H-ed In the meeting of railroad em- DRESSMAKING
Ladles' tailoring; evenMontreal
and
fire
that
the
ployes
ing dresses, beading and embroidering.
was of a minor character. Heavy Phone 1825-selling ensued, and was still In PLEATING, accordion, side ana box;
msll orders, N. Crane, tit North
progress at the close.
JJr. Gander, puzzled like.
the Fox to the bunny.
Corn and oats held within nar 8evemh: Crane Apartments, phone 114.
"I'm going to put Kittle Kat In
"No, indeed!"
Uncle Wiggily row limits and
merely followed NEW, ORIGINAL BLOUSES, negligees,
made to order. New fast lace dyes;
and carry her to school," said Mr. said, wondering what was going cnanges in wneat.
In
on.
the basket,
"Crawl
Longears.
Higher quotations on hogs stead stenctlllng. 1801 B. Silver. Phone M1.T.
ied
to
WANTED
school."
to
I'll
and
the
Dressmaking, by day, or at
KIttio,
carry you
provisions, but owing
Again Kittie slyly stuck out her
my borne; children's sewing a speproblem the amount of busi"Oh, what fun!" purred the tail and gave the Fox a double strike
Mrs.
Baker, 600 N. Second. Ph.
cialty.
pussy girl, as she curled up In tho tickle. And at this the bad chap ness done was small.
11
Closing prices:
basket. Uncle Wiggily put his paw could stand it no longer.
Wheat
Dec. $1.06: May.
LOST AND FOUND
through tho handle and once again on "There's something queer going
here!" he howled. "I guess you $1.10.
ho set off over the fields and
LOST
Fountain
c.
47
Corn
62
c;
Dec,
May,
must
have
a
woods.
through the
tickling fairy in that
Eleventh.
Oats Dec, 82 c; May, 37 c.
basket
and
she'll
me
turn
in
"How do you like it
maybe
there,
LOST Child's crocheted tarn,
and
Pork Jan., $15.00.
Kiltie?" asked the rabbit gentle- into a baked potato! I guess J'd
pink; return to 708 North Fourth.
Jan., $8.95; May, $9.49.
man, lifting the cover a little way better nibble your cars another
LOST
In
Ribs Jan., $7.65; May, $7.95.
Turqunls pin,
giid ni"untlnr;
(lay. Undo Wiggily!"
The Fox set
so he could look in.
return to 120 North Riga and
or phone 1988-reward
"Oh, it's lots of 'fun!" mewed down the basket, with Kittie in,
NEW
YORK
COTTOX.
Kittle. "Won't nil tho other gir.s and away he ran.
LOST Two auto tires, one AJax, ona
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bunny,
and boys be s'prised when they see
Federal, size 32x3H, between Alameda
New
27.
Oct.
Cotton fu
Tork,
when Kittie told him how she had tures closed
bridge and corrals; reward (15. Hauser,
me In the basket?"
firm.
Dec.
19.16;
tickled
Saddlery, 111 West Copper.
the Fox with her tail from Jan., 19.03; March. 18.86;
"I guess they will!" chuckled
May,
"That was a good 8.40; July, 17.90.
Uncle Wiggily. "But please keep the basket.FOR SALE Livestock V
quiet, Kittie. I think I hear some trick!"
FOR SALE Two fresri milk cows.
! j:,
then the bunny carried the
one coining, and it ma;' be the
IJBERTY BONDS.
South Brosdway.
Oeorge Blake.
pussy girl to school, and you can
Woozie Wolf."
KALE
FOR
cow.
Fresh
Holsteln
how
But Instead, It was tho Fuzzy Imagine
New York, Oct. 27. Liberty
surprised the lady
North Thirteenth.
Fox. Up he ran, and before Uncle mouse teacher was to see Kittle bonds closed:
3H, $92.54; first 4s.
out
of
good saddle horses an
pop
basket.'
the
Fox
could
the
him,
stop
Wigglly
893.10 bid; second 4s. $92.52: first FOR SALE Two 2107
South. BroadwaBut everything ended happily,
lady's saddle.
grabbed tho basket off the bunny's
second 44s, $92.54; phone
$93.10;
218-f;
I'm
glad to say. And if the picture third 4U. $94.90; fourth 44s,
paw.
FOR KALE. CHEAP Belgian buck, do
of the cat on the wall doesn't fall
Vic$92.84;
Victory
$99.68;
o
12
41
and
West Copper
f
young.
down when the dog next door tory
$99.68.
1214 Virginia.
harks at the moon, I'll tell you
o work ncrscs
SALE
FOB
Four
head
next about Uncle Wiggily'g custard.
NEW YORK MOXEY.
and two mules, cheap If .akn at ot.?.
Phone 67 Western lea .ind Bottling Co..
New Tork, Oct. 27. Call money Fruit and railroad tracks.
Firmer. High and last loan, 6 per
CARPENTERING
cent; low and ruling rate, 6H per
cent; closing bid, 5 to 6 per cent. ODD JOBS of carpenter work wanted.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
Phone 1280-90 days and six months, 5
to 5
PETTIFOUD TUB ODD JOB MAN.
cent.
per
Phone 1S71-Any kind of work.
(Br The Ansocl-V- d
Press.)
Pew Tork, Oct. 27. The further B Prime mercantile paper, $', to W ANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paintper cent.
ing and roof repairing. Phone 1456-irregular or uncertain tone of the
FOR HOUSE
OR
ROOF PAINTING;
stock market today was primarily
NEW YORK METALS.
s
work; reasonable prteea.
due to latest aspects of the railroad
1020
T.
South Bmadwar.
Brown.
George
New Tork. Oct. 27. Copper-Ste- ady. BEFORE BUILDING or
lahjor situation.
having your
Electrolytic, spot and near
At no time, however, did railway
our figure
house repaired, call
may Interest you; no job too large or too
snares make more than nominal by,Tin13c; later. 1313Vc
small.
and
Easy.
nearby,
concessions and all reversals were $28.12; futures,Spot
$28.50.
cancelled at mid-daFOR SALE Ranches
Iron Steady, unchanged.
when shorts
Lead Steady.
$4.70
covered on the substantial buying
Spot,
FOR. HALE Two best riliCU'S 111 the
or transportations from Interior 4.75.
val'er. McMullen, nor'.U ot Indian
Zinc Easier. East St. Louis de flhoni
points.
$4.60.
livery,
spot
FOR
SALE Country home, stucco house,
"OK.wKat
ana many
oieeis, equipment!
'."purred tka
Antimony Spot, $4.75.
seven rooms, steam heated, electrlo
no
of
definite
specialties
'
character
v. pussy gjrL lights; on
ranch; In alfalfa and
aiso reuectea Intermittent pressure
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
orchard. Address Postotflca box 177. or
in
the
initial
2407.R4.
stages. In nearly
phone
"I'll carry that for you, Uncle
every instance material rallies were
Kansas City, Oct. 27. Butter
Wiggily!" snarled the Fox.
WANTED Houses
before
registered
retho
finish,
and
unchanged.
poultry
"Be careful!" warned Mr. Longgaraiess or can moneys rise from
Eggs Firsts lc to 2o higher, 48
ears, "in mat Dasket is "
ANXIJVVs want proyer.jr to seii; if
tH4 to s per cent.
seconds unchanged, 31c.
worth the money, we can mova It.
"Now I know very well what
The only Interesting Industrial 349c;
8ee our advertisement under Real Estate
Is In the basket," said the Fox
If your property were thus addevelopments,
of
column;
the
FOREIGN
publication
EXCHANGE.
most politely.
"It's something
statement of the Bethel- vertised, It would move, wouldn't Itf
"I'm going to quarterly
J.
L.
good to eat.
Real Estate, 110 South
Phillips,
hem
New York, Oct. 27. Foreign exaccompanied by decla.
S54-carry It to my den, and after I rationsteel,
or
dividends, oc change heavy. Great Britain de- Third, phone
nibble your ears I'll see what Is In curred afterregular
the market's close. In mand,
$3.92
$3.93.
cables,
TYPEWRITERS
the basket!"
contrast to United States Steel
demand, 7.24 ; cables,
So the Fox caught Uncle wig- common dividends on Bethlehem France
7.25. Italy demand, 3.93 ; cables, TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
ears
him
and pulled
glly by the
and repaired. Ribbons for every mawore fully earned.
3.93
Belgian deman', 7.10; chine.
along, carrying the basket with
Albuquerque Typewriter
Foreign exchanges) were unset cables, 7.11. ' Germany
demand,
123 South Fourth.
Kittie Kat In, on his paw. And, all tied at the opening
phone
and made little
cables, .56. Holland demand,
of a sudden, when the Fox wasn't progress toward recovery.
The 34.00; cable. 84. 0. Norway de- WANTED
Board
& Room
looking, Kittie stuck her tail out London rate eased 1 cent to the
13.08.
Sweden demand, WANTED Room
and board for" hlg
of the top of the basket and pound and the leading continental mand,
23.05.
Denmark
19.23.
demand,
school glri; references exchanged. B
tickled the Fox on the back of the quotations also reacted some five Switzerland demand. 8.25.
Spain 137. care journal.
neck.
points, heaviness extending to Ger- demand, 13.28. Greece demand,
"Here! Stop tickling me, Mr. man marks.
4.47.
Argentina demand. 32.63.
Longears!" the Fox howled.
United States war flotations fea Brazil demand, 13.00, Montreal, MATTRESS RENOVATINi
"I'm not touching you!" an- tured the firm to strong bond mar 91
ATTRESS RENOVATING.
IJ.Eo sTnd
swered Uncle Wigglly.
Rug cleaning, furniture renalrlna. fa
ket, all Liberty and Victory Issues
nlture
packing. Phone 471. Ervln Be
Once again Kittie tickled thu closing at gains, the Victory
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
It.
ding Company.
Fox with her tall, and ho didn't making a new high for the year.
see her do it.
Nominal changes ruled among rails
Chicago Livestock.
"Tou are tickling me!" snapped and internationals were mixed.
Chicago, Oct. 27. Cattle Re- -

"

'

....

49
23
78
19
75
41
65
119
80
63

Predictions
that the railroad strike would be
averted did much to rally wheat
today, but the outlook later was
uncertain, and prices closed unsetc to
net lower, with
tled,
Oct.

8.40.

OF TRADE.

BOARD

Chicago,

1921 by George Matthew Adams

f

Products

Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper
CHICAGO

1,216-poun-

Denver Livestock.
27. Cattle ReOct.
Denver,
Market strong. Beef
3,200.
ceipts
steers $4.00 6.00; cows and heif$6.00
ers. $3.005.00;
calves,
stockers
10.00; bulls, $2.00(3)3.00;
and feeders, $3,50 0)7.50.
Market
Hogs Receipts 1,100.
10c to 15c higher. Top. $8.00; bulk,
$6.25J7.7B.
Sheep Receipts 24,300. Market
15c to 25e higher. Lambs, $7.00
feeder
ewes, $2.fi04.00;
8.25;
lambs, $6.50 7.60.

71

Ray Consolidated Copper.

VERSE OF TODAY

;

22
19

Pennsylvania

Tobatcco

Choice and prime
celpts 13,000.
beef steers and yearlings steady to
medium cows
others
and
strong;
opened slow. Top yearlings, $12.40;
d
steers, $12.15;
lop
bulk beef steers. $6.5010.00; bulls
weak; veal calves strong to 25?
higher; bulk to packers at $11.7t
stockcrs and feeders opened stealy.
Native
31,000.
Hogsi Receipts
15c to 25c higher, mostly 28o higher than yesterday's average; "bg
packers out of early trade. Practical top, $8.10; light lights up to
$8.40; bulk butchers, $7.85 8 8.00;
bulk packing sows, $6.60 g 7.00;
pigs mostly 25c higher; bulk, $8.25

Sheep Receipts 23.000. Killing
Western
IZ',4 classes generally Bteady.
70
lambs. $9.00; natives early to pack85
ers, $8.50(8)8.75; to city butchers,
47
choice
$9.00; culls mostly $6.00;
22
feeder
native yearlings, $7.25;
104' lambs dull; no early sales.

Erie

Roosevelt preached courage moral courage. He
realized that the average man is not lacking in
physical courage, but he knew the moral cowardice
that characterizes most of our lines.
Roosevelt saw that the attitude of men on pub
lic matters was lacking in courage. He saw that
fear of private Injury by reason of a public position
taken, led most men to acquiesce in public wrong,
rather than to meet it in combat and defeat it.
Roosevelt deplored the fact that the public would
not "stand up for Itself." The people tolerated
evils rather than inconvlence
in
themselves
remedying them. He sought to Inspire the courage
to grappl with public wrongs.
How craven the spirit which submits to wrongs
against the people because of the animosities we
n
may engender if we resist them! We need
courage. We need the consciousness that &
sense of right will give us the power to win victories for democracy. We need to know that in en
forced justice lies our ultimate safety as a nation.
Roose-veltla-

I

Total sales, par value, $12,850,000.
Closing prices:
27
American Beet Sugar..
27
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 37
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 86
American Tel. & Tel
108H
40
Anaconda Copper
86
Atchison . ,
Baltimore & Ohio
37
64
Bethlehem Steel "B"
42
California Petroleum
112
Canadian Paclfio
29
Central Leather
53
Chesapeake & Ohio
23
&
St. Paul
Chicago, Mil.
2.1
Chlno Copper
64
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar

.......

RIGHT MAKES MIGHT.

If America fails in her experiment in democracy,
It will be through internal causes. With her vast
wealth, her virile people, and her Isolated location,
no external force can prevail against her. The
dangers to which she must look are from within.
Observers have noted a rising tide of defiance of
law, among our people. The tendency has grown for
the individual to decide which of our laws he will
obey. One regards it as not so bad to catch fish or
shoot game out of season, another thinks violation
Some men struggle hard to get out of debt and
of the liquor laws to be of no serious consequences.
So, from the
lesser violations, we advance others make strenuous attempts to get in.
toward the greater menaces of lawlessness.
Thoories are built up of "personal rights" and
"national rights" which are above the law and In
the protection of which defiance of the law Is justiPANTHER! PANTHER!
fied. Especially when groups of men and women
can make common cause against tho breach of al ThereButIs a panther caged within my breast,
what his name there is no breast shall
leged "national rights," and so can secure the moral
know
Save
comes
from
which
mutual encouragement,
mine, nor what it is that drives him so,
support
do they defy tho law. Denominating the law as Backward and forward, in relentless quest;
That silent rage, baffled but unsurpressed,
"bad," they ignore it or openly evade or violate it.
The soft pad of those stealthy1 feet that go
Americans must take a stand squarely on tho
Over my body's prison to and fro,
corner-ston- e
of law observance.
We can tolerate Trying the walls forever without rest.
no Individual decisions as to which laws shall bu
All day I feed him with my living heart.
enforced and which ignored. If a law is bad, repeal
But when the night puts forth her dreams and
it. The enforcement of a bad law will hasten its
stars
The Inexorable Frenzy rewakes;
To
repeal.
agitate for amendment is proper, but the
His wrath Is hurled upon the trembling bars,
law must be respected while it stands on our statute
The eteranl passion stretches me apnrt
books.
And I He silent, but my body shakes.
Defiance of law by Isolated and unorganized inJohn Hall Wheelock, in Scribner's.
dividuals, constitutes our lesser menace.
We can
run down and punish the Individual offender and
can build public sentiment against the continued
breach of tho law. It is in organized defiance of
law, especially where the organization justifies In
Yorn ToxniT. ARorxo
n
disobedience with
moral theories, that
The genuine
German
for Kinstefnism
la
our great danger lies. Such groups are seized with "hezulichkeitsanschauungsgeset."
That conveys
some sort of exalted spirit of the crusader which the current impression of it, all right. Dallas
leads him to feel that prosecution is persecution. News.
In saying this, we are not unmindful of the fact
By Howard B. Uarlt
WHAT'S THE FINE lOFt MURDER?
that much jf the progress which has beep made by
Aha! Chicago has punished a
at
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
humanity lias been based upon the defiance of the last! We read in the Tribune that a girl shopNewspaper Syndicate.
existing order by men of great vision and courage. lifter was fined $10 Saturday. Nashville TenneA great moral principle, such as freedom of relig- sson.
VNCI.E WIGG1IY AND
ious worship, has sometimes justified a blank delUTTIE'S TAIL,
THY TO GET MOONSHINE ON TRCST!
fiance. Oppression by rulers often made it necesSecretary Davis says "This is the time when
"Well, Uncle Wigglly. it is all
sary to defy their fiat in tho peoples' behalf.
we need to trust each other."
That would make roady for you," called Nurso Jane
Let it not bo forgotten, however, that these great a nice desk motto for our coal
man. Toledo up the stairs of tho rabbit gentleexamples of heroic defiance were In governments of Blade.
man's hollow stump bungalow one
a monarchial character, where the people had no
morning.
control.
Revolution was the only remedy for op"Oi l, OH. MARIE!"
"What is all ready for mo, If
It
make a great deal of difference whethpression, unless the ruler, in a fright at the temper er or doesn't
not Secretary Hughes can talk French so you please?" asked Mr. Longears.
of his people, made concessions In order to quiet long as he
keeps on talking sense. Minneapolis "Do you mean my breakfast?"
them. But revolution In America, is wholly Unjusti- Tribune.
"No; though of course that is
fiable, lllirtlf. lint fl'iirlit nlimiM nnntnil t.m1.1( .T
4
ready also." explained Miss Fuzzy
Icy. All that Is needed Is to arouso the people to a
THEY'RE (i(K)l) AT STARVING.
Wuzzy. "But I was speaking of
If any gentleman believes that the I.enino and the basket the big basket."
sense of the need and righteousness of a change
Government is not a success all he needs
"The big basket of what
and it immediately comes to pass by evolutionary Trotzky
to do Is to note how many million Russians arc olnthi""
askprl Tnclo Wiggily.
and legal methods. A revolution would be a revolu- starving. Lexington Herald.
"Do you want me to carry out the
tion against the majority of the people, for tho mabasket of clothes, so you may hang
them up?"
jority can rule if it will. No revolution can justify
"Wrong again!" laughed Nurse
Itself except a revolution by a majority and for a
nave you iorgoucn tn;u
Jane.
majority of tho people. No majority will support
you promised to take a big basket
a revolution against itself. In a republic the basic
of cake and pie over to Grandfather Goosey Gander this mornright of revolution In redress of grievances, is waived.
KANSAS SHOWS THE WAY.
ing?"
Big business men controlled by a desire for spe"Oh, that's right! X did promcial advantages, BOmetimes combine to defy the law
(From the New York Tribune.)
ise!" exclaimed Mr. Longears, as
Kansas
Isn't
to
have a railroad strike. In he slid
going
or toevado It. Sometimes, perhaps often, they
the banister rail in
that happy commonwealth such a strike is against stead of down
on the steps. He
bring to bear undue and Improper Influences to me law.
and Uovernor Allen says the law will be sometimeshopping
slid Vlown when ho was
make the law to suit them. The remedy is not enforced.
It used to be Rsked pityingly: "What in n
now was.
ho
as
hurry,
force or revolution.
An alert and discerning public Is the matter with Kansas?" Kannans are now en
"Well, I havo the basket all
titled
to
Inquire what Is the matter with all the ready for you," went on the musk-ropinion quickly defeats such machinations.
other states.
"Come and
housekeeper.
Classes of ctiizens, desiring to retain advantages
The industrial court act, which Governor Al- get lady
breakfast and take the
already gained, or to gain new advantages, some- len (championed, forbids railroad companies to good your
to
Grandpa Goosey."
things
times resort to force to accomplish their ends. If stop their service.
It also forbids railroad
was
A little later Uncle
nuittliie en masse. Controversies bolmun hopping over the Wlggily
and
fields
done within the law and In a way not harmful to
the employees and the railroads must be adjudithrough the woods, on his way to
the general public, this force can be justified. But cated In the Industrial Relations Court.
Of
Operation
Goosey Gander's.
when it Jeopardizes the rights of all the people, It Is Is to continue meanwhile.
The court's decisions Grandpa
course. Uncle Wigglly could not
have
all the power of the state behind them.
however
wholly unjustified and is reprehensible,
hop very fast, carrying the heavy
Kansas secures the public continuity of opera- basket,
as he was, but he went fast
worthy the end sought may be.
tion. It secures the employees against unreasonenough.
All this Is said apropos to the Impending rail- able changes In wages or
It
working conditions.
And because he went slowly
road strike. We are unable to pass on tho merits gives both sides a preferred industrial status. But Kittle Kat, the pussy girl, who was
of the controversy.
The law should find a way to in return It rightly demands that transportation on her way to school, soon caught
not be interrupted at either side's say-sIf
to Mr. Longears.
arrive at a just solution. But neither party can be shall
both sides break the law the state takes over the up "Oh, Uncle
Wiggily, may I walk
allowed to Inconvenience or starve or freeze the pub-liroads and keeps them going.
asked Kittle.
with
you?"
along
When that happens a class has taken the govWhy hasn't the Federal government also pur"I shall be most pleased to have
sued
the
ernment In Its own hands and suspended Its functheory of regulation to its logical con- you," answered the bunny, with t
clusion? The
act, as it passed the low and polite bow of his pink,
tions, which are to protect the peoples' rights. It Senate, contained
e
They twinkling nose. "I am sorry I can
Is defiance of law and Is virtually revolutionary. Thu were cut out by the House of provisions.
Representatives and not give you some cake or pie that
the
present system of merely moral restraint on I
strong arm of the government must mete out jusIn the basket, but they are
the part of the Railroad Labor Board was substi- forhave
tice.
Grandpa Goosey," he added.
tuted.
The
board
fixes
for
the
wages
"Oh, I wouldn't think of taking
If America fails In her destiny It will be because but it cannot enforce the decrees. The employees,
employes any," mewed Kittle, and she went
of internal class dissensions.
The masses of the may play the game if they like it. If they
don't on to Grandpa Goosey's with Uncle
people must be firm against a force which would like it they may quit and try to paralyze transpor- Wigglly and watched the rabbit
nullify their government, always remaining alert to tation.
gentleman empty the basket of
Congress was afraid to apply the theory of good things.
aee that justice is done between conflicting classes. railroad
regulation as frankly and openly as the
"Thank Nurse Jane for me,"
Whatever repressive measures the government Legislature of Kansas did. It is fortunate that quacked
Grandpa Goosey, as he
one
sees
state
unthat
the public's Interest in the
may take against the strike, whether It hits the
put the good things away In his
of
the
railroads
takes
operation
interrupted
precerailroads or the employes, should be supported by dence over all
cupboard. "I'm sorry you have to
other interests. It points the wav. take back an empty basket, Uncle
the public. The rights of both are inferior to the If Kansas has banished
worry about strikes, why Wigglly."
rights of the people. Afterward we can see what can't all the other states and the national governto carry it
"Oh. I'm rot
ment do tho same? I'nder government control of empty!" laughed going
course Justice dictates in settling the dispute.
the bunny.
railroads a strike is illegal. It ought to be made
I
have
"But
nothing to send
Illegal in both state and Federal Jurisdictions.
back that can be put In it," said
LITE SAVING IN RFSSIA.

I
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

Elista

8

THE MATTER?
YOU LOO. tAO EtsCUCH
TO BE
MAN

WHA,T

by the Internationa) News
(J. 8. Patent
Office)

Registered

r

.

.

MAED

'

UNLOVE
yj
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'

IIEALTH SEEKER
We have Just listed a Bmall
adobe house of three rooms and
hath. This ts an extra well
built house and is miated In
an ideal sp"t for heal'.h seeker
This property can he bought
for only S2.C50, with extra good
terms If desired.
'
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By George McManui
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AND HEl
MOTHER ACCCPTPn
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Dip

HlKhlimri.

3-

4-

- Rooms and two porches, unfurnished
..$30.00
- Room

apartment,
furnished

- Rooms,

SfiO.Or

furnished

$65.00
$31.80

furnished

Lowlands.
furnished

$100.00

Tell us what yon want
have It.

we may

l

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
D, T, KINGSBURY,

BEAT THIS BARGAIN

REALTOR

FOR BALE
frame cottage, I rooms,
bath, glassed porch on sach lide, com- renu tor $30 a
pletely furnished;
month: East Central.
.
Double

tft noil
him...
low, modern, bull In features, fireplace,

"

furOna property consisting of
nished apartments; also
$180
store. Total monthly Income,
Termt
For quick sale, $7,000.00
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH

'

ASK US

4)

Loan and Incnrance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 907--

14,000

one-roo-

Phone

Realtors

120 S.

414

Fourth

HERt'S YOUR CHANCE

About that homa you longr to
own, or may be it is a vacant
lot. We have them in all sizes
and locations. Look here:
$750,. easy
Highlands,,
terms.
furnished,
Lowlands, $4,250. Terms.
Six-roo-

$750

CASH, FURNISHED

Five nice rooms, glassed sleepchina cabinet,
furnace; Fourth ward.
ing porch, built-i- n
$6.300
white atucco bungalow,
book cases, fire places, garage,
hardwood
floors,
modern, large roomi.
chicken yard, fine location. Don't
i fireplace, furnace, corner, fine location; hesitate
price $4,250.
Fourth ward.
- Some rood ranches for sale. Houses
J. P. GILIj.
115 S. Second:
Phono 723--

Shelley Realty Co.
Phono

450--

216 W. Gold.

J.

Five-roo-

Four - room

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

modern
house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-ilaundry tubs,
jarage, full size lot, all for only
$3,800. Reasonable terms.

lust beyond Mountain Road,
the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money in this soction. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTON.
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to S p. m.
Phone 761-to 9 a. m.

.

n

ot

A. L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Lans.
223 W. Gold.
Phono 158.

.

ness property and mislness opportunities.
A. 1'I.KlStIIEH, REALTOR.
fire Insurance, Automobile Insurance,
Plate Glass, Burglary, Public Liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
rbone (74.
Ill South Fourth 81.

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING
creened-l- n
two
Four rooms,

porches, good location, for $1,850.
$500 down, balance $25 per mo.
Come quick if Interested.
J.

L.

110 S.

Real Estate
Fhone S54--

Phillips,
Third 8t.

FOR SALE

Houses

new

house.
By
corner lot; shade tsees; outbuild-

SALE

ings; Ideal for coi.s, chickens, rabbits;
terms. 1600 Sith Elm.
modern stucco
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, ecreened-l- n
sleeping porch, back
and from porches, bath, lights and gas.

Br

owner,

Arno.

823 South

Near car line and school,
four-roobath and Bleeping
house,
porch, garage. Phone 1308-modFOR BALE By owner, four-rooern brick house, two large porches,
full lot, small cash payment, balance Ilk
rent, son South Edith.
FOM SALE
By owner, 718 West Coal:
Frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
.Termi lr desired. rnone lau.i-T JfX. BALE 8170 liuone property; this
Is a fine Investment; it will pay you
o Investigate;
part cash, balance to
801 South F.dltli.
o suit. Phone ir.70-,modern
Foil SALE New four-roonlshed cottage, on South Walter, 1500
J. A.
'down and
monthly payments. U8S-Hnmmond, 824 East Silver, phone
Foil SALE New extra well built
mom bungalow; hardr ood floors, bullt- FOR SALE

nished or unfurnished;

terms.

Phone

1970--

OWNER Six rooms, oemant finish,
hot water heat, two fireplaces, two
bed rooms, fifty foot frontage, shade
mm. mv.....-- i
anu irun irow.
good section, Fourth ward, $3,000 cash,
after
balance like rent. Phone S18-BY

noons,
BY OWNER,

f

modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireporches, three
place, lsrge screened
light airy bed roomsonwith extra large
large lot with
closets, fronts east
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
condition; terms If desired. Phone
1S77-- J

A real bungalow, price and
hard wood
place worth Investigating; window
seat,
fire
floors,
place, buffet,
n
bullt-lfeature of an
linen closet; every
rear
and
front
large
ideal .kitchen;
porches; stationary tubs, extra number
outthree
large
lot;
of windows; large
or garbuildings; suitable for business 1968-J
Phone
terms.
age; can arrange

FOH SALE

AUTOMOBILES

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Tiro Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
:n befors 11 a. m. mailed same day
noon
next
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed

Address work to
THE RED ARROW.
Hi.
Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative In YO'JR
territory.)
day.

LEAVING TOWN.
And owner must sell furnished
home of four large rooms,
screened porchea, well located
In Fourth ward.
brick house
This is a
on a largo lot. Furniture includes piano,
gas and coal
ranges, refrigerator, rugs, dishSeven
linens.
es, silver and
hundred dollar.! cash will
handle. Balance to suit purchaser. Prico complete, $4,300
ROIXIN E. GCTHHIDGE,
311 V, Gold,
Phono 1023.

For

Furnished
Bungalow '

$3800,00

five-roo-

Four rooms, bath, two porches,
lights, water, sewer, one block
from Central avenue, and car
line, near grocery store; good
Place is furneighborhood.
nished, $750 cash and $55 per
Immediate
possession.
month,
Bee us

REALTY

DIECKMANN

309 W. Gold Ave.

Phono $70

$1200

Real

LOAN

with 3 interest will build or 'buy
you a home. Call at our office
for further information.
Ill South Fourth Phone 835-- J
WESTERN AGENCY
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS

Will pay 9 per cent on $2,000
and $4,000 First Mortgage on
brand new real estate.
Phone 1576-- J,

(Incorporated)
President

PLAIN board and room lor

$10

NICELY furnished roon. with board;
private family; no elrk. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Front room with all conveniences, and board. 51L South
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch
and board. 002 South Arno, phone
1908--

ana ooard, witr
FOR BUNT Room
board, lit
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
Bast Central,
M1HA MONIES ON THE MESA
PRIVATB HOTEL for tubecular persona
Phone 5400..II.
FOR III5NT Sleeping porch and
adjoining bath, with board, lri- veto home, 1636 E. Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
618
West
board.
Lady preferred
Phone 1472-Fruit.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location tor
few reservations now
bealthseekers;
available. Phone 22.18-FOR RENT In the highlands, steam
also room and
heated
apartment;
board. 108 South Walter.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or
without board; bath and phone. 315'4
Phone 820-gouth Bccond.
FOR RENT Nice room and "porfh with
two
board, for
gentlemen, or man and
wife. 702 North Fifth, phone 805-F K RENT Room as
sleeping porch.
V. 1th
board for convslescentr; gentle,
men only; private home. Phone 2148-"
rooms
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
table
and first-clawith steam-hea- t
board. 110 South Arno. phone 1227-FOR HEALTHSEEKEHS Modem
nurse service.
with
Caea fie Oro. 818 West Ootd, phone 814-PUR RENT Nice rooms wltb sleeping
porches with bosrd, for convalescents,
Mrs. Reed. 612 South Broadway, phone
S2S

Eight Model 65 In
condition Apply
BIAVA AUTO CO,,
GalltiD
New Mexico
A-

FOR RENT

Dwellings

RENi' Five rooms and two rflass
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT A bouse of tw rooms and
sleeping porch, furnished. 1800 North
second.
FOR RENT One three-rooand one
two-roohouse; bottt furnished. 1808
South Walter.
FOH RENT Five-roorurnisn J hnusi,
180
per month,
li;6 East fellvir,
phons H68-W- !
FOR RENT Ranch home, 115 per month.
123
North
Inquire mornings only.
Eleventh.
FOR RENT FurnUhea nouse, three
rooms snd sleeping porch. Apply 014
South Edith.
FOR -- RENT Five-roohouse, in
for good board. Address R.
R., care Journal.
Three-rooRENT
FOR
furnished
house and bsth, large sleeping porch.
1117 East Central.
FOR RENT A brick cottage, unfurnished, three small rooms In rear, 815 per
month; close In. Call 306 West Iron.
FOR RENT By November 1, five-roomodern home, beautifully furnished;
no sick or chlldnn.
(04 West Marble.
FOR RENT Three-roocottage, with
sleeping po:ch, furnished; no children.
815 gouth High. Call at 617 South High.
FOR RENT By December 16, to responsible tenants completely furnished,
five-rooInquiro at
house; garage.
220
North Kigh street,clty.
"furnished cottage
FOR RENT One-roowith screened porch, for light
healthseeker preferred, 110 per
month; nursing attention available, 1902
South High.
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roobath, screened sleeping porch, window
shadee and coal range in house, newly
deoorated, garage, 160. water free. Call
at S20 North High.
FOR RENT We have several houses
OWNERS,
and apartments to rent.
list your properties with us. We osn
rent them and save you troubla. Gober,
Short
Gober, 220 West Got!, rhone 666,

WANTED

Miscellaneous

Wanted Carpentei work. Job or days.
Phone 1082-POLISHED and set up. Ervln
Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANTED Wsshing and Ironing by the
dHy. Call after 1:30, 1204-YOU WANT anything hauled,
Mltohcll Trsnsfer, phone 2068-J- .

IF

call

JANITOR for housecleanlng work, floor
waxing. J. W. Lowe, phone 1972-FOR FAINTING, paper hanging, tlnt-in- g
and furniture reflnlshlng eall 666.
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
home,
lul East Coal, phone 1806-WANTED Your garbage. Phone 2409-11or write O. W. Hunter, general delivery.
HAULING of all kinds, Bcavengerlng
723 Bast Iron, phons
, and
transfering.
2399--

WELDING AND CUTTING ot metals;
also welders' supplies and oarblds for
sale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc., phone 1947-WANTED To lease room for small
cafe, In good location; no coal or oil
would be used, Address Cafe, care
v
e
WANTED Second-han- d
wsgon, about twslve hundred
A. Kistler,
R,
Writs
pounds capacity.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 916 South
First, will pay the highest prlcss tor
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture.
Phone 858.
RUG CLEANERS ,
MATTRESSES renovated. 81 60 and up.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Bedding Co., phone 471
BETTER KCtDAK FINISHING It Is
tetter. Return, poetage paid on mall
orders. The Barnum Studio, II I H Waal
Central Albuqasraue, N. IL
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing,
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Hanna, Master Photographers.

"FOR SALE

Furniture

iVug.' ""horary table anil
ALB
FOR
small rocker. 120 South Cedar.
FOR SALE Dresser, bid, springs and
mattress, three tables, cupboard, chairs
and two porch swings. 1414 gouth Edith,
FOR SALE Dressers, beds, tables, sectional bookcase, ohlna oablnets, Morris
chair, 9x44. rug, StxSH auto tiros; full
line of first-clas- s
used furniture; rl( es.
revolvers, musical Instruments, IS5 South
i
First.

FOR SALE

Unds.

MENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. TOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

......

FOR SALE

Rooms

RENT Room. 618 West Copper.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 120 South
Walter.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, 206
North Sixth.
FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
124 8outh Edith.
FOR RENT Good
apartment,
furnished. 415 North Second.
FOR RENT Furnlsheo room for lady,
310 per month.
40"i Sauth Kdltrr.
FURNISHED rooms, hot wator heat; no
no
children. 414 West Sliver.
sick;
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms. 1727
West Central, phone 1749-Furnisrrea rooms. 818
FOR RENT
South Walter, phone 1687-- J.
FOR
RRNT Three rurniahed rooms,
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room suitable (or two
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Furnished room, to employed men. 415 North Fourth,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Apply 617 West Silver.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 616 West Atlantic
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
1116 North Second,
FOR RENT Two
light homelutplng
rooms, furnished, with ath; no sick.
2021 J.
609 West Marquette, phone
FOR RENT Nice, large front room, with
private entrance; aesiraoie ror 'auies
Phone 2.158-FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleeping porch; gentleman only. 224 South
Walter St. Phone 2272-room,
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
Mrs. Frsd Ham, 628
modern home.
North Second.
FOR RENT Rooms, by the week; l'Jr-naheat. ' 118 Vi West Sllvor, jlv n
669.

front
furnished
RENT Nicely
room for gsntleman; bath adjoining;
407 Vest Coal,
close In.
FOR RENT Burnished room In new
FOR

house; board across street. Hi North
phone 1886-unU uiehei houseFOR RENT Two
keeping rooms; private family. 834
West Iron.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping: modern; also sleeping
porch. 818 West Silver.FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room,
suitable for two; no sick. 816 North
Eleventh, phone 1670-FOR RENT One large furnished front
room, suitable for sleeping or light
housekeeping. 414 West GoWT
front
FOR
furnished
RENT Nicely
room, adjoining bath; private entrance;
201 South Arno.
no elck.
FOR RklNT Housekeeping rooms and
.sleeping porcb. tor two persons; no
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
FOR REl Tr Wall ventilated front room,
furnace heat, convenient to meals; no
sick.
108 Soutl Arno.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, olsaa rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Thestsr. rllH Weet Ceo'rsl
FOR RENT Modern slsepliur room,
Averill
steam heat
bath;
apartments, 208H North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well
bed room) suitable for ona or
tw gentlemen. 416 Soutg Third.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping; bath connections; water
and lights furnished. 710 West Lesd.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private
adjoining bath: to employed
man; nn sick. 816 South Seventh,
FOR RENT Largo room with sleeping
porch, also housekeeping "om wlt
sleeping porch. 41! East '.ilvcr, rhone
Maple,

198S--

FOR RENT Nice, clean room, next to
bath, close In, health? family; orloe
tick. 101 West Roma,
reasonable; phons 135-T- v
WOOD WORTH
furnished. Uloe
Newly
elran rooms and housekeeping a pert
ments, by day, week or montlt..
south Third.
rooms aid
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping
by the flay.
housekeeping apartment
602 H West Central.
week or month.
FOR
In good
RENT To gentleman
health and employed; furnished front
room.
South Edith, a short dlstancs
from Central, Phone 1461-FOR RENT Large
room
with amall
room adjoining, bath, large screened
sleeping porch, privets entrance; suit.
able for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs.
Hall, 724 East Gold, phons 8272-FOR RENT High-clas- s
room, north.
south and east exposures, southeast
sleeping porch; private home; best residential district; horns privileges. Phone

l

70.

FOR hALE uf will trade for Albuuu.r:
qua property. SH sera garden spot In FOR RENT Bsauttfully furnished front
bed room. In private home, adjoining
Portalrs, N. M.l fruit trees, I fine wells:
good 4 room cement house, shads. Call bath, furnace heat; to .gentlemen em1031-attar I or on Saturday. S. tL ployed, :o month: no sick. 0t West
, ,
Marquette. Phone 1634.-Pl"t.

iNft

THE

fiatum St Nvica.'

HARTFORD
INSURANCE

Inc.

FIRE
CO,

For which Company we are
agents, has sent us a

local

SPECIAL SERVICE
ENGINEER
Who will make his headquarIn our office. We are prepared to give you special service In Insurance rates, forms,
plans, etc.

ters

F, H," KENT & CO.,
"Insurance Service."

FINE HOME SITE
Two beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
or
sale, singly
together. Want
to see them? Call
A.
HAMMOND.
J.
821 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-1-

" REAL HOME"
NEW BRICK HOUSE
FIVE ROOMS
house that will not depre-

-l

FOR

FOH

FRUIT TREES
SHADE TREES AND ORNA-

Cadillac

FOR RENT

week.

Second.

D. Keleher, Realtor.
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410

J,

FOR SALE

319 W. Gold Ave.

with Board

Can you believe . the price is
only $4,500?
Six room modern, house to rent,
$45.00.
$1,500 to Loan
$1,200 to Loan

$25 Down and $25 Monthly

WANTED

R. L. WOOTON.

Estate Insurance
Phone 168

BRAND NEW
beautiful new home of live
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, large living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure.

m

CASH BUYS

Five-roomodern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newly decorated inside and out.
Balance monthly.
Close In.
A. C. STARES

102$

A

m

CO.

Realtors
Estate, Insurance Loans
Notary Public

2d

I

FOR SALE, RANCHES
A H0M!
A HOME
acres, good house, chickTwenty
That you want,
brick, S rooms
furnished, glassed in porch en house, fruit; four miles from
oak floors, built-i- n features, base- lar&TA front
nnrnh. flronlnpai lawn city. Twenty-tw- o
acres, all kinds
ment, furnace, garage, sidewalks, etc. Good location
and priced of fruit, alfalfa,
house,
in Luna district for $5,250. rood
garage, farm implements. Owner
ngnt with terms.
terms.
of
on
account
health, two
leaving
H. F. GILMORB
It. McCLCGHAN.
miloa out.
442-W.
Gold
.
Phone
tU
442-JPhono
204 V. Gold
W. II. McMIttlON,
200 West Gold.

lt

Rent-Room- s

1930 Couth

m

Stucco

Real

FOR RENT Room and porch In private
FOR BALE Ford touring car and Ford
family, for one or two gentlemen, or
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteentn, mnn and wife. 112S East Silver, phone
1311-Ford
Lata
model
WANTED TO BUY
roadster or truck with starter. Phone FOR RENT llome-llk- e
place, eleeplng
852-porch, bath and board, in University
. ldn.es
oar. Height) ; women
Buicle louring
FOR SALB K-preferred.
Co..
first-clacondition. Bond-Dillo- n
Home, care Journal.
city.
FOR HEALTHSEEKER Modern
In country home, with nu.se
FOR SALE Some extra gooa used cars,
10$
Co.
Mcintosh
Auto
terms.
service: not far from car line, Addresr
easy
nnetnfflna hn. 4a 1tv
West Central
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model, DELIGHTFUL Bt.EEI'INO PORCH and
will
sell for 11.850.
worth $2,300.
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heat-s- d
Phone 490-horns; reasonable also table board.
Phone 1422-FOR SALE Nearly new Essex touring 1420 East Silver.
right-pricSaur
Roland
car; at the
FOR RENT Extra large well furnished
410 West central.
& Co.,
front room with reasonable l.oaid, In
FOR SALE Several used Dodge Brothers private family; prefer man and wife
terms
or
if
roommates: nice modern h ime, bel
roadsters and touring cars;
'.23 W, "opper. l'li'-desired. J. Korber & Co., auto Dept., location In town
I485-phone 788.
deroarlalAr.
KATR
Vor.l
irntl
alerter,
FOR RENT Nloely furnished rooms,
.
nntnt,! Hm. .nut .innriltlnn- - owner with or without bath: lust scross from
hot water heat for win.
riuay. omm witc. iuh, a. the postofflee;
leaving oiy.
ter; best of home cooking, served family
Quicker! Oarage,
MS to $r.5 per
'FOR SALE Oil TRADF Twin six Pack- - style: room and board, week
or ticket;
month; board by meal,
60 cents. 410 West flold.
meals,
m
car.
llir piimiier
uM.m
yuuivu
be
had at
RESERVATIONS may now
402 North Fourth
Sanatorium. Rates: 120
FOR SALE Two Buick light sixes, 191$ to The Murphey
Includes private room
week.
$26
per
$SS0
Ford
and
truck,
$760
models,
porch, connected with bath
"$500; ona-to- n
Ford truck, worm drive, with sleeping General
nursing, medical
$400; Ford speedster, $:00; Dodge tour- and toilet.
excellent
meals, tray service, All
care,
ing car, $460. 11H West Gold.
rooms have steam heat, hot and .old
1
Dr. Murphey,
FORCED TO SELL
water Phone
In good running
BUICK,
Position
running condition, with tires, upholWANTED
first-clastery, top. paint and fenders onIn
terms, HEALTHY young man desires inechau'
shape; vlll sell for csh,
ical Job. 1670-or will trade In good Ford, Dodge or a
fair price. C. WANTED Position by blacksmith. 109
diamond; a good buy at
'
'
NArth flyeamore.
H. Collin. 624 West Coal.
quara WANTED Laundry work to take home,
By
CARS FOR SALE
USED
Hebult
8101-J.
Deal Oarage,
Phone
or
Albuquerque's
by the day.
Ford market.
,
YOUNfl MAN. healthy, experienced, de$426
Ford Touring, 1921, like new
sires
position ss driver, automobile it
Ford Touring. 1919, overhauled and
1870-$221 truck.
has good tires
e
for children evenings,
WANTED
1917 Ford Touring, overhauled and
US
Box 418 postofflee, or
painted, has good tires
-- ,
. references.
tar
l "X
1917 Speedster, overhauled, all ns
pnunv
'l)0 HEALTHY young lady dailres clerical
cord tires
1917 Chevrolet Touring, a bargain et.$lli0
or atenographlo position; experience!;
We specialise on Ford Repairing.. All refcrerces.
Phone im-- J
worn guaranteed.
WANTElSWork for high school boy nf
school snd on Saturday. Call
18,
after
MONEY TO LOAN
Phons 1468-svsnings.
MONEY"' TO LOAN On watches,
CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE snd
AUDIT.
WE
guns and everything valued
wimAws iium
Keep hooks.
Mr. B. Marcus, fH South First.
room s Menni ongoing.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches WANTED Position collecting, soliciting
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable, con.or salesman, or wouia goniur vum
fidential. Oottlleb A Beer, IPs N. First.
going business. Address H. G. Q.,
diaon
loans
care
Jewelry,
CONFIDENTIAL
journal
monds, watches, Liberty Bonds, plasms,s WANTED Work, man 42, T. B, Indus'-trlou- s;
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rnthmon
wages secondary consideration;
Bonded to the ststs. will take board
117 South First.
and room. Address F. M.
care Journal.
White,
"FOR RENT Storeroom
NURSE) with two yeirs' experlenco In
FOR 11 ENUirgoetore roomi good lo.
hospital, wants position nursing and
41
cation, short or long tlms lease. Bur. keeling house for healthseekar.
Scuth Edith.
roughs Adding Machine Co.
W A VTtr.tV VminoIvA
with
wimtin
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
children, must have work: work In a
vwvwvvwvA-vwwyvsi- ye
RENT .'civile image. 611 West store preferred; A-- l references. Address
f. c, oro journal.
Ccei,

j't'

Four-Roo-

J.

weli-bui-

brick house, on
FOR SALE
North Ellin. I'hnne 2401-Rhouse and lot,
Foil SALE Four-rooclear title; 0i;. v..nh 81,000. Address
44-care Journal.
FOU

REALTORS.
OCR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PCBUC"
We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

ITS OtR PT.EASTCtE
TO PLEASE YOU.
Our dealings must be satisfactory to you. We sell you what
you want. Not what we want
to sell you.
We have one of the largest
listings in the city. Tell us Just
what you want. If U's to be
had wo will get it. All communications
strictly

FOlt RENT.
2-

' a company;

Seven rooms, bath, built-i- n
features, large front and back porches, garage, etc. In the Fourth
ward. $4,600. Easy terms.

TI1E BIRDS
Who fly away with your rent
sense enough to
have
money
buy nests of their own.
YOU CAN-b- uy
a home of
with that, rent
your own
money.
We can show you how.
Ground is being broken now
for three houses we have Just
arranged to build.
Mr, B. C. Morgan, architect
and builder, la always glad to
go Into detail with you. Come
In or call up. Let's be of service to you?
If you would like to refer to
our bankers before seeing us,
here they are:
Citizens' National Bank.
State Nationnl Hunk.
First National Bank.
First Savings Bank & Trust
Conipuny.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
N better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and $10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our office.
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.
WE ISSUTIE ANYTTIIXG
INSURABLE.
If you knew the protection we
can give you on your auto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be with-oit. If our salesmen do pot
happen to see you ask us
about it.
Second and Gold.
Phone 640.
Let's Serve You Today.
ut

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ITU K N It 1 8.
A
Mcdonald & wousham, JOHN W. WILSON,
521 North Thlr.
A bargain,
location
In
ideal
Real
Insurance.
Estate
and
ciate
value;
one block from
Phono 906-108 S. Third. Rooms 15, 17 andAttorney,
teenth street, $500 cut in price.
In Highlands,
10, Cromwell Building
in
modern
Phone 1163-car
line;
University
two
Five rooms,
glass porches,
every detail Prices right.
PHY8(IAN8 AM) HlltftKOK.
one screen porch, modern, exHELP WANTED
"Barber Quality Houses"
DR. S. 1 1IIKTON,
Bee Us Today
cept heat.
Diseases of toe Blomseb.
Mala.
Bulls.
Barnett Hulldlng.
18 sold.
19 houses completed
WANTED
1611 East Cop
Carpenter.
O. CLARKE,
DR,
8.
118 S. Fourth
.
Phone 744
per, pnone I4y-wEye, liar, Noso end Throat.
Opposite Postotfice.
START NOW.
Young men's Christian
Barnett Building.
phons 681.
Association Auto Repair School, Los
Office Hours
THE BA RBER-- AITLAND
FOR RENT Rooms
Angeles.
IS
6 p. m.
to
a,
and
to
I
m.,
i
COMPANY
.
WANTED Young man tor city sales- DR. M.ARGAHKT CAHTWRIUHr
man; must have knowledge of book- Oftloa Grant Bldg., (loom 16. Phone 671
FOR RENT Nice rooms, bath, phons.
keeping. Address Box "C," care Journal.
Resldsnce 112 .Cast Central.
Phone 820-81Mt South Second.
business man who lua know
Phons J71.
FOR SALE Miscellaneout FOR retail
of
can
ha.idle office
ledge
FOR RENT Room furnished for light
city, and
and
solicitation
200
work.
Phone
Address
South
KALE
Airedale
FOR
Broadway.
puppies.
postofflee
DR.
ALFRED 1. TnET.lx,
housekeeping.
oox et i.
2036-FOR RENT Furnished roome for houseDenlist.
WANTED Live young man to aell suec
lini-- i
rbone Z(I.
South Third.
keeping, reasonable; no elck, 216 West FOR SALE A piano at 616 West
laity; experience preferred. Apply at Opea livening.
Iron.
Dental
eiu worm Bum, Detween I ana a a. m.
FO
RRENT Two largo light front TRY BODDY'8 MILK. BEST IN TOWN. anq
7
9
m.
and
p.
616
West
Phone 2413-Rrooms, newly furnished.
W. M, SHERIDAN, M. D,
Central
AlbuTRY our Bulgarian buttermilk.
('OR RENT Newly furnished room, priPrflptlrn f ,iniltnf in '
querque Dairy Association.
YOU READ our ad In November
DID
vate entrance to bath; furnace heat, FOR SALE New winter overcoat, meGENITO URIN KY
DISEASES.
126 and 16 f
American
magaslne,
pages
v
close In. 416 South Third.
dium slse.
East Oold, phone 1914-Get one, read It, The same opportunity ANII niSfrAKfi'a rttr tiiw cu-iWeeserman
In
for
FOR RENT Furnished front room
Connection.
Laboratory
See Mr. Atwater, 114
FOR HALE Medium slued heating stove, Is open to you.
Citizen linnk Bide. Phone 800.
North High, Saturday, 4 a, m.
gentleman or lady. Employed pre812.60.
716 East Central.
ferred. 716 South Arno. Phone 141.1-stove.
Gottlieb and
FOR SALE
Heating
CHIROPRACTORS
FOR RENT Room with sleeping porch,
Beer, 105 North First.
gen'
rTfrcARMKN:
adjoin. ng bath; suitable for two
7e
SALE
FORmachine,
1'nresTnr,a
2278-tlemen. 114 North Edith. Phone
Clilrovrnetor.
WANTED
P. O. Box 412, City.
collar girl. Ex
Experienced
II snd 0 Armljo Building.
FORRENT Nicely furnished front THY RODDY S MI Liu BEST I.N TOWN
celsior Laundry,
room next to bath, largo closet, pri. ENOK. I). C.
WANTED
Phone 241S-RCompetent giri for house. M.
vate entrance, across street from good
Phone Connections.
Chiropractor,
worK. in iNortn mgii.
fOK SALE Water motor
inquire at
202 West Central
boarding house. 119 North Walter.
Rooms 32 snd SS.
WANTED
cook.
Experienced
Morning Journal office.
Apply
NT Apartmenti DENVER POST delivered 1 your door, Mrs. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
FOR
SPECIAL
NOTICE
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
66o per month.
Phone 1949-rooms and sleeping FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no
FOR RENT Two
Mrs. Olassman, 614 South Walter.
GILDKIlST.KEVvm Tr
rn
(11 South Third, phone 982-porch.
spots try the Mansano Company Bluing. V'ANTED Girl for general housework. ELECTRICAL supplies of til kinds, due
FOR DENT
Deslrsbls furnished apart- FOR SALE Howard
Apply mornings, 324 North Thirteenth.
our low overhead expjue, we cm
cabto
china
heater,
ment, close In; no sick. 815 N. Fifth
724 East WAVj ED Girl to wash dishes ond do give you better prices on fixtures, lamps,
inet and kitchen cabinet.
FOR RENT Two-roo611
Bouth
and four-rooh.uiework.
wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver. Phone
Central.
Br.udwsy.
1J20-1720 West Central.
1104
If
cure
desired.
go
apartments;
160 couples in costumes to
FOR SALE
Banner Hot Blast heater. WANTED
North Second.
In
attend the big barn dance
Ala
823
North Eleventh. Inquire mornFOR
RENT Unfurnished
meda tonight.
apartment;
LONE STAR AUTO LINE
Ings only.
208
two roome and sleeping porch,
The orange colored cars. Engle, EleFOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs, WANTED
Lady cook for position in
Norm walnut,
Industrial
school. Apply mornings. phant Butts Dam and Hot Springs, N.
reasonable.
r
from reservation;
FOR RENT One large and one small 808right
M,
Call for Miss Preslar, 221 West Oold.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
South Arno.
modern
furnished
Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 8:30 P. m.
apartment,
ill
WANTED
for light housework, Hot
Olrl
SALE
76c
FOR
Nice fresh eggs.
per
Noith Seventh.
Oldest
best Dam eara on
good wages, permanent position, stay the Dam Dam drivers,
dosen, st Ely's Poultry Yards, 623 South
line,. We drive our own cars.
FOR RENT Two rooms and kitchenette,
ing In. Apply Mrs. H, Livingston, 1021
line
pnnne
cigmn,
Write
for
reservations
at our expense.
or unfurnished.
west Roma.
modern, furnished
and 6
FOR SALE
Used "tractors,
HEFFERNAN nROS.. Props.
Phone 1320-Hot Springs. N. M.
with gang plows. Hardware Depart EARN BOARD Room and $10 month
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for ment J. Korber A Co,
wlille attending sohool; catalogue free.
light housekeeping;, adults; no sick. FOR SALE Home-mad- e
Business College, 806 It South
TIME CARDS
sausage and Mackay
724 South Second.
fresh country pork, delivered to your Main, Los Angeles.
FOR RENT Very desirable four-r.odoor. 'Phons 1915-Male and Female.
furnlshsd apartmsnt; prlvats bath. 101
Cali la person.
FOR A XMA3 PRESUNT, for shopping WANTED Solicitors.
Nort'i Second, phone 1378-a
is
needs,
and
handy
bag
travailing
nannae, 400 west uentrsi.
FOR RENT Two Urge" front rooms, a
Phone 8J7-dandy
bag
We want one or two
HELP WANTED
furnished
for light
housekeeping; BUY YOUR OUN
before the season
men or women to write fire and aute
408 North Arno.
porch.
opens:
shotguns and rifles to Insurance; standard, old Una companies;
FOR RENT Two large ro,.ms. kitchen. select from.fifty 116 West Oold.
WEbtdoun:
nons but producsrs can be used. Gober,
atte and glassed-i- n
Train- Aeiiv
sleeping porch. '08 CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There Short
n.n,t.
Ooher, 820 West Oold.
West Iron, phone 1919-No. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 pm 8:30 pin
Is only one place to obtain It. Albu
WANTED
Cook
ot
seven
and
for
family
No.
I
FOR
Calif.
Llmlted.lotSO
RENT
am 11:00 am
Furnished apartments: querque
afii
Phone
Association.
ISO
few
a
month
Dairy
translsnts; salary
no. i rargo sasi.. 10:50 am 11:20 am
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
froR SALE New Queen
Anne period and railroad tare to Houck. Aria, Only No. 6 The
Hotel. 216Vt North Second.
Navajo. .12:36 am 1:00 am
middle-ega- d
recforty-fiv- e
need apply. Wire
and
persons
style
phonograph
SOUTHBOUND.
room
FOR RENT One
and sleeping ords, 8576. Address J. T.. care Journal. Houck Trading Company, Houck, Aria, No. 29 El Paan
. In-I- mm
Ryn
porch, nicely furnished for light house- rOR SALE Freeh buttermilk and el-tag- s WANTED Shoe
11:38 am
clerk, lady or gentle- No. 17 El Paso Exp
keeping.
Apply 820 South Broadway.
g
Spanish-speakinman for Saturday,
EASTBOUND.
extra;
cheese; aleo fresh milk In gallonFOR RENT Two large rooms,
...
nicely Iota Swavne's Dairy
in .m
a chance for regular Mil t .The Klavaln .
Phone 1916-preferred;
furnished for housekeeping; gas and
No. 4 Calif. Limited. S.00 pm S:40 pm
Apgood pay to right party.
velvet suit, knee Job, andonce.
Blue
fi1
coal range, desirable location. 616 West FOR SALE
S IS
Nn.
,QK
Vlh
a.tn
Ehae
Sale
Manufacturers'
at
ply
length coat, else 86; pony skin coat, Store,
Coal.
No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 sun 7:S0 am
301 North First,
Address
belted,' size 88, nearly new.
FROM SOUTH.
FOR RENT Furnished modern apart814 West Gold, phone 442-to
WANTED
or
ladles
Salesmen,
gents,
No, 28 From El Paso 8:85 pm
ment, three rooms and bath, steam
huh-grad- e
womsell
of
a
line
men's
A 'ew selected Navajo rugs
SALE
No.
FOR
80
From
El Paoo 7:00 am
North
tOIVi
heat, Averill Apartments,
No. 10 connects at Helen with No. 28
and Oermantown pillow tope direct en's and children's hosiery direct Jrom
Secojid.
from reservation; good deelgne; bargalna. mitt to wearer; you take the orders, we for ClovlS. PSCOS Vallev. Kane: Cltv an.l
TOR RENT Two rooms, bsf and large
deliver; a good Income for hustlsrs any O'
1001 East Central, phone 1419-Coast
glassed sleeping porch, for housekeepplace In New Vexlco. Write or call
No. it connects at Belon with No. 21
ing; two private entrances. 1004 For- 80FT SPOTS Heel and . arch cushions District Manager, Up Stairs Clothes Sbop, fmm Clovis
and points east and aouta
foot
cures
all
rester
Woolwitrth building. Albuquerque, N. M.
prevent fallen Insteps,
FOR
three troubles, 81. Thomas V. Keleber,1067--Leather
furnished
RENT Nicely
408
West Central. Phone
rooms and sleeping porch: furnace Co.,
BUSINESS CHANCES
heat; no sick or children, 160 per month. FOR SALE
0
caliber Springfield Full SALE
liarase. best location in
snu mutn Severn n,
of
twenty-two-inc- h
best
barrel;
Krag.
.
town.
Phone 87S.
and
FOR RENT One small light housekeep- - condition; seventy-flv- o
cartridges
SALE
FOR
7,
store; good locat'i n,
room
Grocery
Ing apartment, or well furnished bed belt. (35. Apply after t p. m.,
cheap rent; doing good business An
roo i with board; also garage, 1010 For- - 218
Weet Oold.
,
swer H. C. H lare Journa
rests :, phone 1690-ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
FOR
SALE
One of the best business
ot three OOOD for all klnda of roofs. 1 per galFOR RENT One apartment
properties in Albuquerque. Ill Bouth
rooms and bath, completely furnished,
lon.
The Mansano Co., 110 South rirst
street.
Inquire at Savoy Hotel
eteam heat and prlvats enhance.
ApWalnut, phone 1814-Try a built up
ply mornings, 80S South Fourth.
roof, will last as long as the bufldlrt.
FOR SALE Shoo shop, beet location In
FOR
furnished
RENT Three-rooSanta I'e Railway
city; complete line of machinery,
apartment, with bsth and two Bleep1300 will handle.
I960.
Address bhos
and
decorstsd
Inside
ing porches, newly
POR (ALE Five hundred shares of City
care
Journal.
fhop,
out; water and lights pafd. 828 East
Electric Railway, below par. Dr, R SMALL
'
Coal. - Phone 119-BUSINESS WANTED Must be
L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
bona fide money-makin- g
proposition,
that can atsnd investigation.
PERSONAL'
Addrsss
The Santa Fe Railway has re.
-1:4
North
Businees,"
Mulberry, phone cefved notice that tmninvu
rS5"7oirvv,ANrTri2
USE VELVA ROOF AKD IRON PAINT. 1478-- J.
No. I. Whiting
8EB J. C ESPINOSA,
engine, train and yard service and
Roof Kotsr; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
DAIRYMAN'S
CHANCE
eav
hvfldlng Phone 486.
tnlnnhnnn
and
Mohglr t&p dressing; Plymouth Cottage TWENTY-SIfine cows awd bulls good telegranh
NAVAJO ruge mended and worn spots Paint; Valspar Enamels, tor automobiles.
routs; bottlss; all in good working order and station agents of this company
Satisfaction now; Dargaln
by expert Indian weaver, el
Homestead Floor Paint.
of
lifetime. All for 33,800 win leave jis employ at six a. m.
South Second, call sftsr 8 p. m,
aseured Thos. F, Keleher Leather Co., cash; talk fast. Phone 1727-November 1st. The Monti ir p.ti- WOULD LIKE w see at once any lady 401 Wet Central, phone 1017-Two-story
FOH SALE
brick rooming way recognizes its obligation to
going to New York on or before Octohouse
and
on
residence
combined,
large me puonc ana proposes to make
601 West Oold. FOR RENT
ber 81. Phone 614-Office Rooms lot near business ssctlon;
effnrr tn
room for a everv- lesral
maint.ia ,aa- - ...
WANTED
To care for children by the FOR RENT
business
sensrer. "mail anrl -fraivhi
16.860:
Office space or desk room,
building;
bargain at
- "O ' . . .VI
A.,tA
,v
day, week or month. Address B, 3. A.,
Box part terms. J. A. Hammond, 124 East and requests the
closs
reasonable,- - Address
in;
ot
1708 Bouth Arno, oars Wm. Wiley, or
Silver.
care Journal, v
us
for
volunteers
patrons,
Phone 1611-engine,
steam FOR SALE OR TRADE
oftloe.
FOH RENT
gro. train and vard aarv!n
Attractive
laiavHinh
STUDY FRENCH with a Frenoh teacher.
furnished.
eery, clean stock, nlca flx'iuee, fins and
wster
and
heat, light
telephone operators and sta
Either olass or prlvats Instruction, For Wright building,
location; also dwelling. Will coslder
opposite postofflee.
tion agents are invited to apply
particulars eall at 628 South Broadway, FOR RENT Office rooms, heat and e ttte or something In or around
or phone 1661-promptly.
Applications, giving full
Pollard Brothers, 3witwatrr,
wster; above Matson's store. Central Texss.
name, residence, airn snenoatinn
floavenue.
Auto
Korber's
J.
Inquire
SEWINCTMACHiNES
railroad experience and position
ps nmrnt.
FOR SALE Real Estate
preferred in railroad service will
FOR RENT Three very desirable office
be
nt
received by C. it. Bristol,
cleaned i psrts and supplies, for all
rooms, light, heat and water; will rent fun SALE Twenty five f"t l"t. 14'
r a
urnnmrnt
Genera,
0, H separately gr aa a, whole. A. B. lllluer,
makes) all work guaranteed.
fear deep, between Booiind and Third
411 W. Copper, 313), West Central, phone 823.
onXcad avenue, 11,809, Frank jrotter, Junta, Colorado,
M,orebtd, phons
A

t5

dii.

-

)DDfod

t
.

fur roust nation, at
Dr. Jackson's Roman ATral for
ways to
breakfast, lunch, or dinner. 13 recipes or different
s
44c
use it printed on the parkngo. Largo pks;.,
Uncle Sam. also a limit li food, no cooking reiiulcrcd; pkg.,38c
Food of Whmt. very high class granulated wheal food to
"Hc
cook; full siz lks
.

fmlisr'-Rtlon-

L

G.

GCODS

HEW

SHORE

Fletcher

11

2!i-lh-

A SPECIAL CANDY

Albuquerque,
of the Better

We pay the freight to you

1

ISell

wo will
for $1.50.

Shop

215 South Second

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

other Macaroni Product

fat at

PflSJIRSE
COOLED-

A1H

i

WANTED

FARNUM
LAW"

Intrigue on Ranch and In the Oil Fields
Also a St. John comedy

LOCAL ITEMS
and
Coal Supply Co. Phone
Miss Julia Wilson will return to
at
her home
Chicago today after
as the
spending three weeks here
guest of her sister, Mrs. G. L.
Brooks.
f
Pay Poll Tax at H gn School.
Mrs. Belle Nye and Mrs. Emma
Bummers left yesterday for Kansas
City, where they will attend the
national c invention of the American Legion as delegates from the
Albuquerque post, woman's auxil;

iary.
Four dollars, fuh wagon loafi
factory, wood; limited amount
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Bucher' of
Hillsboro. N. M.. and Mrs. N. S.
Hopewell are in Santa Fe for a

Short visit.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
Born to Lieut, and Mrs. Otis
Wood at Presidio, Calif., a son, yesterday. Lieutenant Wood Is the
son of F. E. Wood of this city.

d

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
213 Suulh Second.
Phone C67-Free Call and Delivery.

TODAY
OYSTERS AND
FISH

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

, It

is easy to tell winter is approaching by the heavy clouds of
Smoke that can be seen hanging
over the city low lands every
.

t

.

Taxi Line have just,
purchased two new cars a seven
passenger Hudson Super Six and a
Dodge closed car. We are now
ready to take care of all former
patrons and are anxious to meet
new ones. Prompt and courteous
service. Juat call 40.

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

Phone

North First Street.
Phone 199
Phone Ts Yonr Order We
Will do trie Rest.
201

Patrons are requested W place
orders for shelled pinon mils well
In advance in order to be promptly
served. Funnic S. Spitz, S23 North
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mail orders
given careful attention.

Rossiter - McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

Central

BIG DANCE

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

Elks' Ball Room
"The largest and finest Ball
room In the Southwest"
given

By Elks' Band

WeSellSKJNflERfc
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

FOR YOUR HALLOWE'EN

)

Singer
West

Friday

October 28th.

Evening,

A Special Feature
The Dizzy Harmony Four of
the Mile Hi Follies of iazz
have kindly volunteered their
services after their performance
at the Crystal Theatre.

Tickets $1.10, per

PARTY

Apply

Including

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems, Laces.

WDIPHT'?
rvlVjI 1 1 J Indian

Trading Post.

Opposite

Building
Postofflce.

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
in attendance Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty.
Call for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER. Prop.
508 H W. Central
Phone 685-V-

WATCH REPAIRING
Must Meet the Rigid Requirement
of tho Santa Fe Time Service
Department.

VANN

Santa

Crystal Opera House
Just One Night, Monday,
October 31st

Phone
'

r

M 5
GROW

H

I

"

THAT

LAST

is unequalled.
We'll be glad to show, you

The Highest Crada Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

'ill

RFNCAL

PFRmRMINK

turn SIStFRIlN TIGERS
kUaiMllMOOWmllatTip
RLM

ONLY

WILD

AN1MAI

I

O"

CMClll

tAHH

40

g

LOTU S

I

I

THl

0

ONLY

KA

P

I

Uaaaaaaaaa

Large fat Barred Rock and
Rhode ' Island Red hens and
33c
frya lb....
40c
Large fat ducks, lb
(Alive only)
Poultry will be scarce for a
week or so.' Make your selection early.
MRS. M. A. SKEES
915 N. Second.
Phono 1815-- J

THE
IN

I

ZtlRAS

WOULD

THE

ntU

I

OHLV

1DUCATEP

AVIATING

UON

Girls

Dancing

NES OFFERS AS AN ADOFB ATTRACTION
MH
FOR THE SEASON A MOST NOVEL, STUPENDOUS wU
GORGEOUS EXAMPLE OF ALUCOW
CUTTERINCIV
CAL PAGEANTRY- -.
HUNDREDS

HUNDREDS

COUNTLESS

OF PEOPLE

OF HORSES

ANIMALS

THE fAHfYlAND

FANTASY

All

NOTICE

D00B3 OPN

1

PERFORMANCES

Lady wishing to go to Chicago
or Washington,
D. C, can
get very reasonable transporat once
tation by calling 685--

Tuski

11

AND 7 P.M.
2 AND 8 P.M

HQINE OWJwTCKoM ROLAND

SEE

al.nli.iif
CGimui
ti,at waiks the earth
1. r.

Lime, Cement.
Building Brick
Fire Clay.
Mortar Color.
Sewer Pipe.
Roofing.

WUGUR.GaDWYN PK?
IWZdirededby REGINALD BACKER

(W?LIPEGT

"A HONEYMOON IN PARIS

LET'S GO!"

She was young and twenty, sho was In love,
life, was sweet.
What more natural than that sho should forget
her promise to stay with mother, nlono In the
empty house that once was so crowded? dominant
"THE OLD NEST" tells a story with Its
motir tho fiercest, sweetest, most loyal and most
divine of all the passions of thq soul.

ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW
CLEANING COMPANY
Windows cleaned and floorr
stores, offices and
scrubbed
bouses cleaned. Reasonable rateB
First Class Work
p. O. Box 101. Call American
Grocery, Phone 252.
A. GRANONE

Plaster,

GOLDWYN

Rupert Hughes

'

.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER

other Macaroni Products

4

Let Our

COv

'.
PHONES 5
Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home.

m

Lfc

& JEWELER'

DID

205 W. CENTRAL AV

Prices, 55c, 85c and $1.10,

(Including Tax).

g
Story of Home
ATTRACTION

Heart-Grippin-

ADDED

"BEAT IT!"

YOU

NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES
Children. . . ... .10c
MATINEE Adults.
.25c;
15c
Children
NIGHT (6 to 11.) Adults. . .35c;

(Tax Included)

1

GUARANTEED COAL

READ

Gallup

Sugarite

Swastika

Brilliant

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good,' or We Do.

FIRST STREET
BsaaaaBaBBasaaa'

--

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY CO.
117 NORTH

i
l

'

A Chester Comedy

L

1

nLL HDbb

Presents

"The Old West

CANON CITY COAL

UNLOADING TODAY.

BUSUTDK

mTME OLD NEST"

In.ffA.t
.uifcCTfc

stands 12 feet 5 inches 11
Inches taller than "Jumbo."
Dwing to his massive size Tusko
Cannot parade and can be seen
only at circus grounds.

We Carry in Stock
Fancy Mantel
Brick.
Fire Brick.
Hearth Tile.
Flue Lining.

THE

SAMSON

THAT THE LIBERTY SUPPLY CO.
has a full line of ARMY GOODS
which will pay you to come in
.
or write and get our prices
WATCHMAKERS

P. M.

ou

one-tent-

GIFTS

II

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Hotter than Hades and full of satisfaction In that It burns
freely to a pure ash and no clinkers. Will burn anywhere.

J. H. BUSBY

I TO

ajt'f 'WP

Select Poultry

'

Easy Payments

imp PM!riMaji m

lkkdMmV!ActElilf

i.

NEW CARS

P., O. Sorenson Co.

War Tax.

select your gifts now, Pay
h
each week to
all who make selection this
week we will make a gift
of the tenth installment.
Our assortment of

PRICES

TAXI

FOUR-- 0

Atlas Wall
Board.

on

1'

Skinner's

MORNING

Fe R'y

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
Sell

n

CHAUENCE

IN ONE BIG ACT

20

OCR

Witch Inspector.

if n
$50,000

Christmas Gifts

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We Sell

CVe

UUI

m,

CXNTINCOUS

ANIMAL

AN

C1

LIONS

Telephone 1 253-Cor. N. First and Marble Ave.

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street

r

RUGS

'r.

J. A. Skinner

,

CfOTJ

Couple.

Apples for Ducking
MarshmalJows for toasting
New Crop Nuts for the occasion
All of the Best Materials for Making
Fresh Crisp Doughnuts
,
r
Pumpkins for Jack O' Lanterns
Meat in Glass and Tina for Sandwiches
Olive Butter
Pickles,
Olives,
See Our Window Display for
Hallowe'en Suggestions
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

THIS

Tailored to Your Measure
UPSTAIRS CLOTHES SHOP
Woolworth Bldg.
Up a flight Save' $10 to $20

VV

REGULAR

if

WSSk

COLLEGE INN

OVERCOAT

600

CHOCOLATE

158

em
am
pm
pm

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Cigar Store,
210

Young lady cashier;
young lady for candy
Two young
trade.
ladies as waitresses.

$16.50 and $23.50

NAVAJO

WWW

THE

"SLAYIilQ

Oct.

Sat.

CURIOS

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Four--

Taxi & Baggage

158

4th St.

STAGE

O

The

e.

Exploration Pictures

Onedayonly

AT COLLEGE INN

"THl

OR

ATTRACTION

g

Albuquerque

WANTED

WANTED

SOT

Qammounl (picture

YOUR

Twenty salesladies who speak
Spanish.
Apply Friday and
Saturday at
THE NEW YORK JOBBING
STORE
115 South First

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelrv
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

LOBSTER
CATFISH

Service
Always.

First.

-l

modern
lust finished
proas brick und' new
modern except heat. Both in
modHighWni's. Also
ern house on West Gold. Just
at
Call
completing.
Phone 1IM9-821 W. 8ller.

Phono

(X

ADDED

Quality

1919
model
Ford in Ashape, all new. Must sell at
once. $175.00 cash gets this
car.
1000 East Copper

FOR SALE BV OWNER

122 S.

'WEALTH
Paramount-Vandenber-

PHONE 91.

PRODUCTION

D.TAYLOR'S

WILLIAM

COAL COMPANY

HAHN

FOR SALE

Five-roo-

J.

In

.

stucco,
floors throughout. Large living
room. Extra large garage. Excellent condition.
900 West Tijoros Road.

Post-offic-

j

present

Can we not fill your bin with good clean dependable fuel.
CERR1LLOS AND GALLUP LUMP AND FOG
ANTHRACITE FOR FURNACE AND BASFBIRNER
CEDAR FACTORY WOOD AND KINDLING.
Place Your Order Today.

THE

AND BRINO
INVITATION

COME

For Sale By Owner
hardwood

00.1--

By Cosmo Hamilton
Scenurlo by
Julia Crawford Ivcrs

ETHEL ClAYTO

Saturday, Oct. 29th
8:30 P. M.

FOGG, The Jeweler

SAND DABS
BASS
ROCK COD
SALMON
BARRACUDA

morning.
Frank La Rue purchased a lot
yesterday on Cornell avenue and
will begin building at once.
John Anderson purchased two
lots on Cornell avenue, south ot
Coal, yesterday and has already
ordered a water tap, preparatory
to immediate building.
Raymond E. Craft purchased
two lots, co'ner Silver and Girard
avenues, and has ordered water
of
connection for the purpose
planting trees late this fall.
THE FOUR-- TAXI.

FORGET

Conic

and sec Her uu;

JESSE L.LASKV

29.

Given by the
PYTHIAN SISTERS AT THE
K. OF I". HALL

five-roo-

Saturday.

October

J.

Music and Jewelry Store
Phone 917-I17S. First St.

55c

mid happiness!

(Including Tax)

Hollo we'en Dance

The Watch Maker.
cleaning Jewels,
Mainsprings,
staffs. $1.50 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
Phono 17-117 South First.

Roth man's

and

Open Saturday

DON'T

J. W. BRASFIELD

At Reduced Prices

Tho Lndios' Aid of the Christian
iilmrch will havo ft food stile nt the
Albuquerque Music store, all day

PRICES........ 85c

thinking
married,
wealth wonUl solve
nil life's problems.
That began the real '
Htrucsle for love

HAVE YOU A SUPPLY OF COAL?

To repine thnt broken window
Lninber 3o..
glass. Albuquerque
423 North First
ihna 42i

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

.

DANCING AS
USUAL

M

Let Us Send a Man

i

DAMSELS

DANCING

A colored Cook
PULLMAN CAFE

INDIAN

5.

4

SAUCY

Will Probably

WANTED

ADMISSION

REGULAR

Are.

Featuring
SNAPPY

Oil the Way

1

A Groot Story of

AND FURIOUS"

fondles

j

Mu&t
Saleslady.
Experienced
Speak Spanish. Apply at
CO.
&
DHEYITSS
J.
113 Nortyi First St.

SIX

These Famous

A Dollar
Mark
instead
of a
Heart!

Greenwich
Village gaiety she
struggled for fame.
Then, wearied, she

- Hirf h

Song-iyiys- ic

Y

Amid

Of

PIG'N
WHISTLE

5

IN A

Musical Revue

CANDIES

n
t

OWN
ORIGINAL THEME

Full Lino of

1

-

in "THE PRIMAL
"FAST

Ed. T. Chase and
Dr. R. Fred Peffit

,

8 p. m.
Open from 7 a. m. toCentral.
Corner Fourth and

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

DUSTIH

e

p

CAFETERIA

T0D"Y

Under the Mnnagc- merit of

'

BRACY'S
LET'S GO

S
E

g
g

THEIR

PRESENT

College Inn

guaranteed.

Watch

Wiseman's

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

EWe

1922

i

clean your watch
Expert workmanship

Coal and South Walter
876
Phone -

OF

For the Opening
of the

g

For a limited time only

ROBERT JONES

Pbonea

m m ATCH

E

TODAY AND TOPvlORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Kind

SALE

CRESCENT GROCERY

S15 Marble Arenoe

SUNDAY

AND

Memorials

are going to offer a pound
Candy at a price that will bo a

WARD'S STORE
HOMER n. WARD

TOMORROW

TODAY,

N. M.

Wo

Will take place tomorrow.
box, Hiph tirade Chocolate
happy surprise.

MS

RYSTAL UPERA

Monument Works

I

V- -

October 28, 1921.
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